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Introduction 
;. 
~Vhen dealing 't-lith the problems of the mental 
heal th of the family as a unit it seems ea.sy to get involved and 
concerned Hith generalities failing to investigate the most elemen-
tary bas is of the UNIT. Studies on family dynanics in general' and 
n~rriage problems specifically have often ,lacked objectivity and 
validity despite the effort to'tJTard elegant experimental designs. 
".j{o" 
2 
Too often t~ese studies have discussed dynamics without the under-
standing of itis components. 
Our study is on marriage itself. 1...s pr:ofession-
als involved in the job of helping; dysfunctional farlilies and sick 
marriages we have felt the need to understand marriaee first, and 
to try to gridge the gap existine at least as far as research is 
~ 
concerned betueen thes e ti.rO realities. After all as Ackerman hp.s 
noted "the fa.'ilily begins 'tfith r..arriage and disorders of marital 
interaction hold a place of focal im?ortance "in family dynamics 
and- development". (Ackerr.lan, 1958) 
VIe propose a more inclllsive, hiara~'chical if 
you viish, approach when studying the problems of marriage and far.lily. 
It is only lihen 't;e fully understand "Tithout guessiiork th~ marital 
interaction that He are equipped to study the family dynamics and 
vIe can afford to attempt to ascertain the ongoing processes. 
Our sty:dy is specifically on marriage. This; "for 
us is an ii'1lportant observation. _ A good Dlany authors have taken 
marriage and fanily as synonymous. Ive i-rant to avoid this. " Of course 
in vulgarizations of research findings this interchangeability'of 
concepts would be permissible, but for research?urposes it i-lould be 
rilisleading and confUSing (Christensen, 1964). }~rriage as we under-
star..d it is an institutionalized r,lating beti-leen hUlllall L"..ales and fe-
~" 
i ~------------------------------------------~~~----~------~ 
" 
3 
Il'.ales in a process of interaction. Hhat justifies a study on 
n:arriae;e not.)"? Besides the reasons already mentioned toJ"e can pr~sent 
the follotfing obser-vations: 
1. Our culture determines raarriage as the norraal status tor 
adul ts • Studies indicate that the des ire to become married 
is almost universa.l among populations (Miles & Koonce, 1958) 
(Parker & Glick, 1967) 
2. T'nis expectation on the part of society and individuals 
has created pressures generating anxiety in those Hho marry 
and in those Hho do not rnarry as viell. 
3. Harriage as such represents achieverilent. Getting marrled 
is the door to s t.a tus and power. To lilarry :means to gain 
status in the family, community, profession (Bossa"rd, 1944) 
4. Besides status, the individuals involved - husband and wife " 
seek to obtain satisfaction as individuals and as a group .: 
in a relationship in vlhich the qualities of intifrJacy and 
romance are greatly stressed by our culture. Furthermore 
it is expected to be a UNIT of interactine; personalities 
looking for happiness. 
5. This happiness is not ali-lays possible or easy. Lack of 
personality resources and situational contingencies chal-
lenge the couple frOGl the I110ment of their inarriage. Un-
" " 
I 
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6. 
... 
foptunately lack of emotional preparation and unreadiness 
makes a good' number of these marriages end up in failure. 
Frustration leads to failure,normal ways of cormnunication 
are shut and the couple recur to more complex process of . I 
interaction and co~u~unication. (Riskill, 1967. Bateson, 
Jackson, Haley. I-leekland, 1956). Hostility e:qJressed either 
verbally or physically or phantasied .seems to underline this . 
new phase. Tne outcome is deteriora~ion of the relationship' 
the increasing of s~nnptoms and maladjustment and .unhealthy 
patterns of dealing lV'ith the copflicts and with the en-
virorunent as well. 
The forementioned observations indicate the im-
portance of ~~rriaee L~ our society as a natural habitat ~or growth 
and development of the individual as a social being and indirectly 
reflect the need for studies on the subject. 
But what constitutes a happy marri~ge7 It is 
hard to find a valid answer.' ~-r.Clen reading the .present literature we 
are amazed to find a good number of confusL~g and contradictory state-
ments r.'~de by experienced pro:assionals in the field. This cO!l.L~sion 
is not unexpacted or incongruous for some amount of confusion fosters 
creative thtru{ing in the behaVioral sciences research but oversim-
?lifications such as one encounters in sorne publications t "3:ight 
/ 
reasons why marriage goes wrone" (Bossard, 1964), "HOv1 to succed in 
marriage" or in some chapter of a book published by ~·i. Bier, t-ra.rriage 
a Psychologica.l and Hora1 ' Al)proach, (1965) and the amount of un-
scientific literature published in regard to sexual adjustment,-
j 
which gives us the L~pression that marital problems are a sort of 
.. 
failure in the knotfing how to do things and the solution resides in 
a good sincere determination to apply ready-r,lade forrtlulas by the 'par-
A 
. 
ties involved. Tne fact of the matter is that, as has been pointed 
out many times else'tfhere (Boszormeny-Hagy &: Framo, 196;;), under-. 
neath the symptoms of an unhappy marriage there are unhappy indivi-
duals and the emergence of a neurosis or compensatory- mechanisms 
for disturbed partners (Ackerman, 1953, Kubie, 1961,1967). 
t-lith this clarification let us go back to our 
initial CJ.uestion: what is a happy marriage? Tne best anS1-ler to 
this question {[ould be to adduce the testirllony or hundreds of couples 
who thought of themselves as happy ancI successful and expressed vTnat 
they had experienced through the years of married life.~ In other 
words, direct obser-lTation and recor.-ding of their happy behavior. 
Basically for our purpose here t-la can say that 
a· happy marriage is a relationship in. tihich husband and vIii'e ex-
'parience personal satisfaction and the opportunity for eroi-Tth and 
development as i.Yldividualsand as a couple as 'toJ'ell (Sirjamaki,1948j 
, . 
II 
· . .. - " ".
.t .... 
.. 
Bos zorm.anyi !;agy & Framo, 1965). !·~ore on this lat.er in our study. 
For the tirlle being Ke l{aht to s tudYniarriage as it 
is; tim people 'tiith t'VTO different backgrounds, different personality 
characteristics, involved in an interacting process of gro'tith artd de-
velooment. l'!ore specifically t'o"e want to concern ourselves with the ;. . 
neeative features, of uhat happens uhen this interaction is stalled 
and hindered to the point that developlnent is not possible anymore 
4 
and frustrat.ion a.nd resentment arise as the bitter outcolile of the 
relationship. 
In approachL~~ our topic of study, it must be 
Rept in mind tiha t is actually taking place in the field off..s.mily 
research. Professionals are becomine increasin,::;ly concerndd w.ith 
improving objectively the precision and generalizability of ' their 
fir.ding. Levin£;sr (196J) recolf1.lnends a method which Hill be a "com-
bination of several other research- methods, II specifically on~ \ih1ch 
vTill encon~5s "direct behavioral obser-ITation and together i'liith in-. 
direct report by family members or other respondents." 'rne nlain 
advantaee of such approach liOuld be the :Ullplerl1snta. tion of both sub-
r 
jective and objactive records of family relationships in a way that 
"introspection and external inspection al)pears to supple~rlent one 
another in· a useful Hay". 
I,To doubt such an ·ap~roach has definite values 
",,' . 
· .
7 
although it may be irilp:cactical for us since the charact.er of" our 
study is less developmental than interactional. Furthernlore t-1c? 
cannot confine ourselves to ona method or techni~ue. Tae need today 
is for a l"!'lore imaginative methodoloeY. \=le think of our study as a 
p:r:.ogressive rl'lethod basically consistirie of tlio st~.ges: a preliminary 
stage vrhich v[ould imply gathering and selection and analysis of in-
formation, follo-vTl.ng H~le~T's suggested traditional :r.-1ays: social': 
anthropological, statistic~l, individual and:interactional and a se-
cond stage \'1hicn Hill consist of the theor".1-forming approach, putting 
all the pieces together in a meaningful man."ler (Haley, '1964) • 
Tnere are tHO main obstacles which iole have to 
avoid: ' first, the concentration on individual charac"~eristics. It 
could be highly deceptive if' vie are interested in the process itself. 
T'ne trenlendous nu.mber of variables involved in a marital'relationship 
can take us aivay from our main purpose and emphasize more individual 
differences overlooking the totality' of the processes. Even if we 
recogn!Lze individuals as oontributing to the relationship it lvould' 
be misleadine; and completel~r meaningless to try to ascertaL"l their ' 
" 
value. The :lllll)Ortant thine; is not that, not eventheoutcoine, ~ut 
the tot[~l inner process. (Ackerman, 1958) 
A second obstacle is euess~'Tork.GuesswoIk is 
8 
easy to employ in research. In psychiat!'"'J and psychology especially, 
the probleln. re.sides in collecting and catergorizine data whic~ can-
not ultin~tely be rigorous because it is inferential in nature.· A 
catego!'"'J is inferential l-lhenever you nust infer vThether sOlllething 
happens or Hhether or not a certain fact or state eAists. ~rnen lie 
use raters we are guessing. The investigator must guess •. It may be 
, 
a4 good guess based upo!). facts but still a guess and. if our measure-
ments depend on a. e;uess, and then we build further inferences upon· 
them, the entire structure is built upon quicksand. Tn is does not 
mean that He have to abandon research because at one particular stage 
of our study vIe calU10t collect the ideal data~ t{e have to abandon 
guessine as an end in itself and seek for neH methods of reliability, 
imaginative methods with .. ihich He may study the human being 'tdtho1.lt . 
losing appreciation of its totality and objectivity (Haley, 1964). 
Our study ~·;ill have tt-JO . different parts: The 
first part is taken directly from dii'ect observation and embraces all :f 
• these aspects mentioned by Hale~: 5 t2.tis tical , anthropological, 
individual and i:'lteractional, and the second part i-rill be devoted 
to conclus ions Cl.nd projects "{vi t~ the idea in mind of de-.;elopin~. a 
theoretical point of vie"tv of m8.rriaee. Thits He hope that t-ie will be 
~ab1e to contribute a better understandine; of w.a.rriage. ·As }:eissner 
(1964) has observed in regard to the· fa.-:rl.ly, Ifin an area in "YThich 
". 
9 
, research and thinking are more eA~loratory than definitive, the stu-
dent of family dynamics must not confine the scope of his thinking· 
about the family even though hecOla.'Tlits hiMself to an intensification 
of research effort in relation to a specific level of family inter-
a<>ti'on and in ter!lls of a perti:l'lent set of investigatory technique. 
It-: is ilnportant, therefore, that he keeps clearly in mind what ki."1d 
oL question he is aski..1'lg, what Sl)ecific facts and aspects in the 'fa_ 
.. 
roily he is tI"'l.rine to e'xplain or understand, i-rhat the limitations and 
relevance are of theinstrun~nts h~ chooses and the methods he em-
ploys to explore the family organism" (in our case marriage). 
.. 
(", . 
CF.APT:B I 
Reviet-J'of the Literature 
Cons idera tions of the d:;vna!nics of !T'.arriage needs 
some kind of frame of refe.rence. Tnis frame of reference in the 
existing research literature has been at ti.1'l1.8S pJ"ovided· vrith nu.mhers 
.. : . 
and figures as if the irn:;>:ressive presentation of nUlilbers Hould con-
vince anyone of the dererioratine; state of 8.ffairs. 
statistics l)l'esent limitations. At til11es they 
help us, at times they confuse us railine: to convey the , .. hole truth. 
k:.d this for tHo reasons: First, because our instruments of ob-
servation and analysis are still in an imperfect stage of develop-
mente Ue are dealine tdth marriage interactional process, a non-
laeasurable entity that escapes our lilethodology. Secondly, becau§6 
as has. been pointed out, r,J.arital difficulties ii'llply rtlore than divorce 
or separation. There are other fonns of marriage and famllY disso-
lutj,on: er:lpty shell farllilies, forr;lS of I emotional divorces r ,as 
Em·ren has called them, (EovTen 1961). 
He can, ho~':ever, get the feeling of 'uhat is con-
tained behind the figures through the perusal and discussion of~the 
litel'ature. These studies also have their own limitations, but 
even so there are bits of truth and progress in each one of them. 
If i.;e put them together and try to evaluate the 't-Ihole trend He l:'la5'-
.. 
get a better W1derstandine; of Hhat is taking place in mari'iage, 
bebleen husband and i·Tife. 
1Tnat has been 'Lr!'itten can be cateE;orized as either 
a) descriptive, a superficial, almost journalistic exposition of 
facts, ignoring vrhat has been called the "psyshosocial interior" 
of r.~rriage. Hundreds of books and pamphlets that for different 
reasons talk about r.1arriae:e in terDlS of formulas and recipes. 
"hov; to succeed ••. n approach. And if there is no su~cess then the 
impression one gets is as if one of the partners is responsible for 
the breakdov.Jn, and the other the innocent victhl. b) A second ca-
. 
tegoF,f could be l·rd.ters viho el;lpha.size the socio-econolilic aspects of 
~ 
ma.rriage, envirom':lentalists if you wish, considering the couple as 
struggling 11J.arionettes in the midst- of poi-ierful forces, Very seldom 
t11ese W'1:'iters ma.ke the distinction beti-J'een Iitarriage .and family, giving 
the impl~es5 ion of one and the sarile thing. . c) Finally, jus t recently 
12 . 
we have becor.le aHare of the complexity of, our task. Overg~nerali-
zations are 'less abundant and specific research is more co::nmon., It 
is the process itself 't'lhich is under obsel'V'ation. A piecemeal sort 
. 
of ap~Jroach uhich Flay present definitive disadv.antages but 't-rhich in 
the lone run lvill bring better understanding. 'lIe uant to understand 
, . 
the process itself in a "hele and now" situation. Not the process in 
abstract but "as haplJening" beti'Teen these tiro individuals acti~ 
Hithin their OUl1 evolutive' environl'lent. This is certainly the con-' 
sideration of marriage and marriage probler.-,s as a \'Thole. 
Studie3 on Ps.rcholo'-rjc!'l F~.ct.or'3 
'< 1 
The first objective study on marriage 't.;a5 done 
by DaVis, (1929) a social economist and penologist, follo~ved. by ano-
ther study conducted by Burgess lJ: Cottrell, (1936) on predicting 
success or f.;:.ilure in raarriage. They f0i.!i1d that the outstanding 
factors in 1112.rital adjustment seelil to be those of affection, ten-
perDlental compatibility and social adaptability. The biological 
and economic factors are of less ilnportanc~r and 8:l,Jpear to' b~ la-ree-ly 
datel"'{,lined by these other factors. Terman & ~ttem:ieser, (1935, 
193G) pioneered ilTverstigations on the perso:r..alit~"C?s a f;a.ctor in 
:r:arital happiness a:r.d they found aloH or ne::;ligible relationshilJ 
13 
bet\;"een personality and marital happiness although certain individual 
items appear to be appreCiably related to f,l8.rital happiness. 'fnese 
finrlings t'mre contradicted by another study in 't-Ihich Terman (1938) 
hi.li1Self fortl.::l that 140 of a total list 'of 233 personality itertlS 
shoi-ie(l an appreciable correlation uith marital happiness. Kirkpatrick 
.. 
(1937) found personality to be a significant variable vThen seeking to 
determine factors in marital adjus trnent a~d H:i..r;les, (1949). t!"lJing to 
~ 
determine the cause of the hieh divorce rate in the United states, 
concluded that personality is the chief deter£fliner of successful and 
happy lllarriages. 
There is a general agreement among' the investi-
gators as to their findings. The a,mo'Lmt of discrepancy at this early 
stage of research could well be explained either by the dearth of 
instruments sensitive enough to the reality to be llleasurdi. or by 
the ambieuity and looseness of the concepts of personality and happi-
ness used as variables in these investigations. Personality. for 
i11stance. has been understood as "an oojective fact" interpreted 
accordi!'-5 to different conceptual orientations. 't'le feel that there 
. 
is a fallacy in this because these cori~e)'Es are essentially a com-
Burgess, 2,; Hallin, (1953) practically reached 
the same conclusions as Locke, (19.51) in his study Predictin;;; Ad-. 
. " 
. ;.;" 
" 
*';! • 
14 
just::lent in Harriar;e:' a comparis on of divorced and' happily 11arried, 
couoles. 
. 
They defined the personality characteristics involve~ 
in marital. happiness. According to their findings ten factors are 
important for success ot failure in marriage: love and display of 
affection, sexual adjustment, emotional dependence, compatibility 
in temperament and personality, influence of cultural backgrounds,~ 
ref.ction to domesticity, expectations of success in marriage. co-'· 
operativeness and adaptability. 
Benson, (1952) concentrated on a more specific 
aspect of personality, that of the interests of the. couple. But his 
results are pretty much the same as 1.'1 the previous studies. He 
stated that whereas certain types of interest sharing,contribute 
to successful marriage, others do not. I-:utuality of interests in 
horn.e, children, romantic love, sexual relations and relieionare 
more prevalent among happy, t-Tell-adjusted couples. Poorly adjusted. 
couples shared interests of falne or success, drinking, money, travel, 
e::tertainment and cO!l1Danionshio, to avoid loneliness. ~ ~ . 
l':ore recently Pickford, & Signori, (1966) have 
designed a study to test the hypothesis, first, that similar or 
rela.ted personality traits as measured by the Guilford-Zir.trtlermann 
Temperament Survey are significantly related' to F!arital happiness 
and second, that dissimilar or unrelated personality traits are· 
1.5 
significantly related to marital ur,b,appiness. The Guilford-Z'inunermann 
is a personality inventory designed to measure personality traits 
identified by factor analysis. The hypothesis was supported. The 
authors concluded Vlith a v.iarnint; against generalizations outside" the 
tra.it.s as determined by correlational procedures. 
Surveys of the existing literature (Taft, 19.5.5, 
Br¥nner & Tagiuri, 1954) and perusal of individual articles indicate 
that there has been in the last decade a shift and reorientation of 
research tOViard the areas of perception and needs satisfaction. 
Two main theories of marital interaction can'be 
distinguished: Tae Theory of Interpersonal Perceptions and th~ Theory 
of Compatibility of iJeeds. 1er us take a,look at the literature con-
. 
nected "'lith these tW'o theories. The Interpersonal Perce!)tion Theory's 
basic premise is that interpersonal relationships depend in large 
part on vlhat an individual thinks he is 'and t-rhat (le thinks the other 
person is. It is oerceotion on which theexoectation5 of self and, 4. _ ." 
the other are based and on which understanding and cOliul'lUnication are, 
lar~ely dependent. Important to the satisfaction of the marriage, 
then, is one's perception of his Oim personality and that of his mate. 
Tae conceptual frame'fOrk for this theory has be~n 
advanced by !·ia.ngus (1959) and generally suppol~ted in terms of per-
sonality theory by phenemenologists, self-theorists and socialpsy-
" 
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ch9logists (nai, 1952, Heider, 1944, LeHin, 1935, Nel.J'co.nb, '1950, 
Roeers, 1951, Sullivan, 1949, S~nonds, 1956, Laing, 1966, and Schutz, 
1953). 
Back in 1941 Kelly, L. noted 'already that atter 
haviNg studied data collected from JOO couples at the tUue of their 
... 
engagement, personal satisfaction 'Hilich a husband e)..-periences in his 
marriage relationship is significantly related both to his feelings 
~ 
. 
of self-regard and to tha judgment of tha superiority or inferiority 
of his ovm personality in comparison to that of his spouse~ Praston, 
& Peltz, (19.52) departed from the above mentioned notion of personali-
ty. For th~m it 'Vlas "an impression 'Vihich is forrrled by another per-
son." From this viet'Tl)oint they raised questions as to tha,iay in 
uhich s'uch an impression is affected by the presence of interpersonal 
cor ..flicts and they focused rather on social perception as a.~eter-
minant of marital happiness. Happily married partners, they claimed, 
exr.ibit «~terially higher correlations on their ratings of thernGelves 
and their partners than do unhappily married partnars. The self -ra';' . 
tin~ of husbands. and 't-lives have nagligible correlation. They offered 
the L'olloyd.hg explanation of their results: "Thd rdS1..l.lts oE tliis' 
study are a direct consequence of the fact that people on the 09po-
site sides of a conflict situation have more ol'>portunities to take 
::lota of their op.:,)oncnt as different rather tl1an sir.lilar to, ther:'.selves 
17 
,;,hereas persons Hith strong affective feelines, producine a t·iish .tor 
identification, tend to see their partners as similar rather than 
dissimilar to themselves." Dymond, (19.,54) su.::;gested that happiness 
in marriage is related to understandiJ:'l.,g and als.o similarity of self-
perceptions. Understanding Has understood as the accuracy oJ.' pre-
diction by a husband or a vlii'e of the !'late's self-description on a 
peisonality questionnaire. 
All-; this tbe there had been progress tOvTaI'd a 
general theory of human behavior including: perception, behavior and, 
cons;equences. Consequences such as happiness will be a function of 
behavior which in turn is a function of perception. Rogers' .theor-J 
of personality is of this kind. "The organism reacts to the field as 
it is experienced and perceived. This perceptual field is for the 
individual, reality" (:loeers. 1951). Corsini, (1956) proposes the, 
, -
folloHin:; postulate: "Satisfaction in frlarriage is a function of 
behavioral i:'l.teraction of couples t-ihich in turn is determined by 
social perceptions. If perceptions can be understood, then beha-
vioral and affective consequences can be predicted.". 
Corsini, (1956) tested 20 couples at the Univer-
sity of -Chicago and concluded that there is no evidence that ha!)piness 
,in marriage is a function of understanding _ the Plate nor that under-
standing the r".ate is a function of silnilarity of the selves or the 
18 . 
!!'I.E!. tes. There is. ho'tfever eVidence that h?ppiness in rnarriae;e is 
associated with a silnilarity of self-perception' of the mates. This 
study raised doubts, about the validity of some other investigations 
, . 
such as those of D-.f!ilOnd, ~Tinch &: Ktsanes for their lack of control 
" 
a;roups. 
Eastman, (1953) chose Self-Acceptance and !'~rital 
H ..j, • ( ...... ) .. al-'?~ness i'.:Il. Self-acceptance 'Has chosen asa personality meB:sure 
because ~t is a relatively homogeneous variable based on a developed 
theory of personality \·rith explicit clinical irrlplications. The ex..:. 
periman t cons is ted in. scoring a sample of married ,'couples on t\fO «' 
and correlating the tHO sets of scores. This scheme 1'1'as further cor.t-
plicated. by further investigati,nz fer.,r other persona.lity v~riables. 
He found that l·In is related to self-acceptance, acceptance Gf others 
and psycholoe;ical- status in both subjects and their mates, a) to' 
self-accept..?nce in both sexes, b) to acceptance of 'othar'probably in . 
':Tives and c) to psycholoeical status probably only in husbands" T'ne 
relati9n of ~.E!.rital happiness to self-aeceptance;acceptance of 
, others and psychological status is aff'ectedin several other 'Gle~sur- • 
ab1ei.,;ays by average 1'sychol08ica1 differences beti.:een the bro sexes. 
Luckey ,(1960) 'found that husbands :and 't,;-ives' Uno 
indicated that they ,{-lere satisfied with their l:1arriage 'tfere tnos'e, 
;. 
, , 
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whos'e perceptions vrere in: ereater agre~1'!1ent l-Tith each.otherthali. 
were the pel'ceptions of the couples ,Hho 'Here unsatisfied. The. sarne 
author (1964) made a study seeking to determine the degree of cor-
relation that exists betHeen the subje~t's expressed marital satis-
" ',' -" .' 
fa-ction and a) his perception of himself and b) his perceptions of 
his spouse iri terms of descriptive personality variables. Tae nlain ' 
- ,t
assumption that there i5a reliable association betlfeen the deeree of 
satisfaction in marriae;e and certain kinds of descriptive perceptions 
of self aiid of spouse was' confirmed. It ""las suggested'furtherniore 
-' ,/1 
th~t percep~ions of self alld spouse form the basis of Illarital ' inter .. 
action.' , 
Thesecorid theory' of ~·rarit.al interaction. 'the' ' 
Tneory of Cornplementary Needs', has as its foremost advocate Robart'· 
, 
~:inch (1943. 1958). The prLrnarj hypothesis of the' th~ory is't.hat 
• In Illate-selection the need-pattern of each spouse \.nl1 be cOlnple-' 
__ .• J 
l1iental"lJ rather than smtl.ar to the need-pattern of' the other ~pouse·. 
-, 
(Hinch, 1955). ~'Jith '25 n~rried couDles,' !,ieeds~intervi~ws' (forty-. , 
five openOended questi~ns)' and case-history' inte'rifiel'ls~Were"heid 
. 
..J ;" .- './ :, ~ ~" • • : ,_ '.,". -;. ~ ., '; .• --,... -.-~-~; ,1.;.-~~ 
folloued by the administration or eight ,cards of the TAT to ea~~ 
_ t-
subject. The variables used'included bielve n~ed.s (abaseriant~ 
" 
'achievernent, approac~, autonomy, de:i:er~fic~;'<:!6minailce, host:Uit:y-;, 
nurturance, ~eg~gnition. status aspii:atlon; statusstriv:lrle; -ahd 
" 
"'., 
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5uccora.nce) and three general traits (anAiety, emotionality and 
vicariousness). Thus fift.3en va.riables 'tiere converted into .forty-
four variables. Because thirty five of the forty four variabl~s 
cor:t'elatej negatively and statistically significant the llypothesis 
Rosow (1957)' critized Hinch for using many dif-
ferent need ratine;s on a given subject as if they 'tiere dflscrete and 
~ 
independent variables. He suggested that need complementarity be 
analyzed Hithin a frallle't·;ork of global personality types. '(Rosovl) 
From a Q-type factor analysis, using Thurstq~els centroid,method of . 
factoring, and based upon vlinch I s subjects and variables, Ktsanes 
deri-vsd four factors: A. yielding dependency, B. Hostile dominance, 
c. Hature nurturance, D. Neurotic self_depreciation. Ktsanes (1955). 
concluded his study: 'the principle of polar attraction operates 
systeit:a.tically only in the case of some specified need patterns. 
This su~gests that the complementary need hypothesis is a more COlTl-
plicated principle than the mere principle of 'opposites attract'. 
\{inch in his most. recent work, i'rate Selection, 
(1958) ·presents the develop:r,ent of an extended qualitative ana.lysIs 
of contrasting patterns or needs. He describes four distinct types 
of r;:arital complelilentariness: The ~·~other-Son tvne in wnich the 'tnfe 
is Dominant. a.nd r:la.ternal, 't-J'hile the husband passive and non-aggressive. 
21 . 
The Ibsenian type vihere the male is the doninant, nurturant mate and 
the female is childishly dependant. The !·Iaster-Servant Girl tv'Os ... 
vThere the males are overtly do:ninant and covertly dependant. The 
I-rives have a traditional vie~-T of the status of women. The Thurb~rian 
type in 'Hhich hu!?bands inhibit the expression of their feelings, . 
the l·rives are highly expressive. As a result of this analysis he 
e~ablished a. typology of thre3 types of complel':1cmtarinessfor l1e 'tias 
'neither certain that the types are mutually exclusive nor that they 
represent a fullness of 2,)ossibi.lities' • 
. The hypoti'lesis of cor:t2.)lenlentar-,f needs has been 
attacked from many different an~les, for many diff~rent.re!t~?fi'5., 
First there is the question of methodolo.:;y. Corsini (19.56) ~om-
plained about the lack of control groups in the original study. .Bow-· 
man (19.5.5) crit:tci.:zed th'3 lil,lited evidence available of the quali-
fication of the interviet-iers or judges. Goodman (1962) questioned 
the basic assurrlptions of the study that people have segregated needs 
in contrast to e;eneral ?ersonality needs. "::'eeds a1'e .segregated ac_ 
cordin~ to diverse social roles thereby deriving gratification in 
sonie roles in contrast to others. ~-r(len gertainroles tend to acti-
vate needs selectively there is no problem. HOiojeVer difficulty 
arises in those roles Hhich offer opportunity of satisfaction to a 
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Hide range of needs ll He can also point out the fact that no criteria 
of horflogeneity are re)orted. And the lack of cross validation· rrL8.kes 
the tendency to generalize findin::;s u·njustified. 
Finally there is also' the ques~ion of !·~urrayr s 
, 
needs and the TAT as instrument to measure these needs. Tb.e results 
of the study showed that, the TAT ratings were the least favorable of 
the three sources for testing tae hypothesis. ?~ese data were'more 
. 
often than chance in opposition to ~lil1ch r s postulates. It is note-
-worthy that only half of the correlations derived from case-histor'J 
da~ Here in the hypothesized direction~ As a result of this global 
analys is, many perrlll.l ta tions Hare 
:-. 
pothesized. 
Bm-rerrnan & Day (19.56) t'ried to tas t tlinch's 
hypothesis employine the Eelvlards Personal Praference Schedule ~PS), 
on the assurr:ption that theassesment of variables was sirllil8.r even 
if the instruments of.:measurernent was not. T'neir results offered 
little support for Hir-O:1 r s hypothesis. The main shortcomine of this 
study is the hypothesis itself that !levery variable should correlate 
. 
interspousally lofith every other variable. in a positive diraction" 
Vlhich, is an ass'lUnption that does not seem to be jus·titied on the 
basis of complerrlentarity as described by ilinch. The study ·can."lot be' 
viet.;ed as a valid replication of Hinch's Study. 
" . 
" 
2) 
Katz, Gluckberg, S. & Krauss, R~ (19.58) t-ried 
to get r.!ore evidence on husband and Hife relationship. T'ney admi-
mistered a modified form of the EP.?3 to .56 couples and a question-
naire for measuring degrees of need gratification· afforded by t~e 
spol1se. They hy"pothesized interSlJOUsal complementarity of needs of 
r:Jates as "tolell as atteml?tin~ to determine the relationship betvleen' 
satisfaction in rl~rriage and need scores'. The results did not s'tPport 
4 
the theoI"J of cOlilplementarity of needs. Desree· of total satisfaction 
of wives was not co~~istently related to inters~ousal need comple~. 
mentarity, but total satisfaction of husband was positively asso-
ciated uith interpersonal conplementarity 1.11 four· needs pairinZ •. 
Reliability and validity statements are lacking for the short form 
of the E?P3 and which is said to measure need satisfaction. " 
, 
For Freud the libido is the source of all love-
energy. The libido is channelized to"t>1arcl various objects through 
a :Ji'ocess c8.l1ed cathexis. There are several stages of cathexis: 
autoeroticis.Ill, narcissis~n. and object-cathexis. T'ne latter can be 
subdivided into: 8: love of the parent of one's Oim sex, a love o£ 
the parent of the opposit9 sex and the nature love or an outsi€h7 
'. 
person of the opposite sex. The libido 'can become fLca.ted upon .my 
object at ar>.:y stase of d€'l'eloplllent. Normally the libido uill shift 
to ne'VT objects until one is foui1::l uhich tends to provid~ sa.tisfaction. 
',. :--_________________ ..... _,;.,;. ..... ___ ;;;.;.; _____ ...... ___ ~ ..... _""""'~.;;.---iiiil···.;.:1. 
:T.nen the shift is iPll)Ossible and object is futile, this kind' of 
love is called neurotic (Freud, S. 1949). Hany vn'iters have tried 
to i.rnplement the theory of the Freudian assupl?tion.5 and the theory 
of cOi~plementariness. (Ackerr,ta.n, 19.54; Eiser.5 tein, 19.56). 
Tae studies ue have just revievled reveal that 
pro~l'ess has been m.ade in terms of conce:)tualizations arid method. 
olp[f.Y. Grayson.& Tolman (19.50) in a ser:amtic study of clinical con-
Cel)ts stated as the most strikine finding of the study "the loosenj:)ss 
and a!flbiguity of the definitions of many of the terms". Up to the 
present tir'le verbalizations and conceptualizations have clearly 
lagged behind the useful clinical application of psychological ter~$. 
Tnere has been a positive effort to sharpen conc'e!,ts " to speciCy what 
is to be measured, avoiding overlapping of variables. Operational .\ 
definitions are more frequent nOH al~houeh some investigators have 
neglected to inquire into the meaning of them. 
l·:ethodol.oS;y has i.mproved too. It has become more 
objective and more L~aginativa. Tae traditional questionnaires or 
interviet'Ts from \vhich most data has been derived are being substi-
tuted by co~bination5 of research methods, specifically direct 
observation together with indirect report by either husband or wife. 
Situational tests are beine used more and more because they can' 
provide a relatively constant backdrop on which lliarriae;e interaction 
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can be pictured and observed. Hany of the studies. of the past will 
. 
have to be redone lvithin, the perspectives of these nevi conceptuali-
zations and better research lllathods. Ue still have a long 't'iay to go. 
A v.rhole lot froI11 the '.Liald. of 30cial Perception has to be assiln~ated 
and ,integrated into the field of r.larriage dynamics. Some attempts 
have been made based on the theoretical principles of Interpersonal 
T'neory of Personality as forl7lulated by Ti.'nothy Leary. (19.57) He~derrs 
~ 
dyadic relationship (1953) .and Schutz r s three dimensional theory of 
behavior: Inclusion. control CI,nd affection. (19.58)" 
Overview' of the thesis 
Thor:las KUnn in· his book The structure of Scienti':; 
fic Revolutions (1962), made the point that chan~es in convantional 
beliefs occur not trom sloHly Floving philosophical cause or .from 
st6p-by-step research but fron neif discovery that represents a de-
partura or a breclcthrough. 
The observation is valid as to how' progress has 
ta~(en place in sciences in general. But' I think that it is also va.lid 
1':ith respect to the individual's relization of scientific tru . th. In 
other tvords, ideas that chans;e or deterlili.."le your total orie~tat:i-Gfl-in 
'. 
life are not step-ty-stepfindines but dJ.scoveries that all ·of a 
sudden bre.?k into your mind. Progress in regard to a satisfactory' 
_____________________ ...... ____________ ........ ...,.,>'1',-: 
.. 
I 
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theory of Z'~.rriage Interaction has bepn .uade but is is still frag-
mentary. The over-all feeling is that ,.;e are in the right direction 
but that a breakthrough has yet to come. 
~lhen doing therapy tilth FJarried .~oilples I have 
often viOndered about the effectiveness of rrcr work. It seemed to me 
tha t the only couples. I -vras really reachine; i-jere the couples whiyh 
4 
'tJanted to be reached in the first place, the ones sufficiently' 
e~uipped with personality resources and suffiCiently involved with 
.' 
each other that in all likelihood they viOuld help thel l1.selves, If' 
this is true, the whole traditional a~')proach to psychotherapy becomes 
. . 
very questionable. 
This kept COlili."l~ back to me until one day when 
engaged i.;ith a young couple in the discussion of their w.arit.al dif-
ficulties, I became a:tfare of a process running throuzh and under-
/ 
neat.h the vast portion of their interaction and disgu~sed in many 
shapes and forms that could ba accounted for most of t11e lilarital 
dynamics of the couple. If I could only detect it and capitaliz~ 
on its· values I probably VTould have hit upon a rich vein· tha.t couJ:d· 
be thought as a breakthrough in th~ ~nderstandine; of tfle vThole pro-
C835 of' lilarital interaction. I could also foresee thethera?eutic 
lln?licationsof' this na'kl conce;>:tualization •. This is h.O-Vi I eot in-
terested in the analysis of ~ostllity bet~;ean lHarried partners. It 
" ... 
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was probably a practical matter to save time, money, and energies 
but it was ~lso an internal need on m.Y part to look for a conceptual, 
, \ 
frame of reference ~o justify what I was doing. 
Now there are a couple of observations I would 
l~e.to present here. The first observations after reading more than 
0:.18 thousand "social intakes" from the files of the Catholic Family 
Consultation Service,in Chicago, is that when a couple comes seeking 
4 -, 
help, as the last recourse, in a series of trials to " hold this 
marriage together," the reason for coming is that they have decided 
that they need help, but the real-motivation is no other than the 
needs on both sides to deal ldth their increasing anxiety and to find 
a "third party" who might by reason of training and prestige be able 
to make theSol,o!T_o.nic decision of imo is to blame in this present 
situation and 1-Tho is not, alleviating the ey..isting pressures. , 
In their first interview the mates ,engage _in an 
• 
endless. tedious presentation of complaints and symptoms that accord-
ing to them, if removed, will produce radical changes and bring 
happiness to their marriage. T'ne complaints range froIli poor' s~xual 
~ 
adjustment to in-laws' interference. T'nis all mis£akingly receives 
the sophisticated title of "lack of communication." 
In presenting' complaints it appears obvious that 
the couple is involved in a double type 'of behavior. ' Overtly one 
;', 
i 
• 
. ' 
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," 
can feel the manipulations on both sides to win the "third partylf 
over, the distortions of situations and the amount of misunder- , 
standing blocking communication, plus all sorts of performances 
and dramatizations to make their point to the third party. The si-
tuation resembles that of a "trial." The general outcome is one of 
failure, disappOintment, frustration and resentment. This 1s the 
t"tHlight zone. Anything that happens beyond that point is cov~rt 
behavior of which the couple mayor fiJa.7 not be, sufficiently aware. 
- -
The understanding, h01:-Tever, of these: iniler processes is a richer 
and mora adequate explanation of vlha~_ is really going on bett-leen 
husband and '-Tife. \fuat ,is r.eally, g9il1g~_l:i':Elli.~-\~<:i'::"utJ.s~1{'"d~trr.ent -
even the opposite - of what they are saying. Frustration, of course, 
can be easily reinforced by the feelings of failing in t;ring to 
" 
achieve a solution to their problems and the resulting reseritment:be 
displaced overtly against each other either verbally (sliear1ng. 
cursing, verbal abuses, insults) or ~t times physically"(force, 
physical punishment and abuse). most often though in asymbo11zed 
more ~ubtle r..anner (sexual indifi'~rerice, drinking, nights out) • 
. .. 
This is the process that I want to investigate • 
. ' '. 
Frol1ltheforegoing observations! have dravm the 
'follo1;·ring hypotheses which '-Till be part of ourinvastigation: 
" ~. .. 
• i 
.. 
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Main Hypothesis: 
1. Hostility and Adjustment 
I-A Hostility is a function ot l'.aladjust:.-. 
ment 
I-B This relationship between Hostility 
and Y~adjustment prevails when Hos-
tilityis measured by the TAT 
II. Ori~in Ot Hostility in Y~rriedCouples 
II-A Hostility in married couples is a 
tunction ot two main tactors 
. a. perception ot the selt 
b. perception ot the mate 
II-B Perception ot the selt seems to be in 
terms ot own needs and this seems to ., 
be more significant than· the perception 
ot the mate in the origin ot hostility 
II~C It includes the general perception ot 
the individual in terms ot his own 
needs and the perception otother in-
dividuals in the environment as related 
to his own selt-perception. 
, ~'.: 
'".-,"., . ". ~.~;.."". 
.. 
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Subsidiary Hypotheses: 
I. . Hostility is a Gestalt lolhich exists in the 
individual as a continuum. 
. II. The TAT is a valid instrument in measuring 
hostility and a .. useful one in counseling, . 
married couples. 
III~ Different factors may contribute to the 
. 
origin of hostility but self percept~on 
seems to be the most basic factor. 
IV. Self-perception is in terms of the indivi-
duals own needs. lo1.a te perception is in. fun-
ction of the individual'a self-perception 
v. Althou~~ we cannot predict adjustment and 
happ~ess.from the degree of host~ity. we 
find that hostility is a good indication,of 
marital adjustment or maladjustment. 
One word about our approach. \{e are interested 
mostly in organization of knoliledge not in nknowledge factod.es. 1f 
Organization of knowlegde means that it is holistic and co~orehensive 
and oriented to practice or to policy. In order to understand the 
relationship between hostility and adjustment we must examine ,larger 
...... 
areas of the person and larger sections of behavior and environment . 
as well. This. is done in a double fashion using theXAT and a few, 
other questio~~aires, and the social intake of the couples as a 
method of behavior observation • 
. ' The traditional conceptual d;ichotomy bett-Ieen two 
theories, Interpersonal Interaction and Needs-~atisfactiont has be-
cOJ1le somewhat artificial. It seems that each theory would explain 
a portion of the total behavior. Taere seems to be no reason to 
accept one theor,y to the exclusion of the other. Both seem necessary 
to .~A~lain the total process. This is therefore suggested to merge 
both theories in one single theoretical framework. l·!a.ybe this can 
constitute, as far as I al'Jl concerned, the breakthrough in understand-
ing the whole process better. It certainly may explain hostility as 
. . 
coming rromthe L~passe reached when the needs of theroates are not 
mutually met and satisfied, the lack of satisfaction being caused by 
the maladjustive patterns of self and social percept~ons. 
The purpose. of this study in its simplest terms 
is an 'attampt to substantiate a specific theoreticalfra.'1leiol0rk to 
marriage counseling, to evaluate the dynamic aspect of the ·reiation-. 
ship between husband and wife, concentrating on the significance of 
hostility in relation to adjustment and maladjustment. A second 
attempt is~~de later on to understand its origin, trying to inte-
grate ~~e existing theories of marital interaction. 
. " 
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Cff.APTER II .' '. 
Description of the study-Design 
The follotiing chapter will deal 
our project-design. In the present chapter we will review some of 
the main difficulties we have encountered. Our min purpose is to 
sharpen and clarifY our conceptualizations 
adjustment and obtain a ,more realistic appreciation of what w~are, 
~ 
trying 'to do. vle will finish the chapter with a- brief' surnma-rY or 
" ~. 
the existing literature on hostility and measurements of hostility. 
Chapter III '(-Jill center around concrete aspects of our study, 
variables. criteria of' selection and procedure. 
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Difficulties 
In general, to decide to do research with couples 
instead of individuals is fraught with many practical and theoretical 
problems. Hany of these problems are of method and technique st'em-
ming from the primitive state of the conceptual frame of reference in 
use. Other difficulties come from the conventional prejudices of the 
, 
cohples themselves or the agencies where the research takes place • 
. 
In the first place there are the many regulations of an agency, al-
T,iays distrustful of in:'1ovations, especially if there is' no official 
structured program of research as part of the agency policies. Then 
there is the difficulty of sccuring the coo~eratio~ 'arid irtvolve~ent 
<. • .,' .'.< : ..... '. . ,- ;_""'ff'~ •. ,.,.':.~" ~!}.. > t . " , 
of the agency personnel over a certain period of time. Finally, 
there are couples suspicious of becoming experimental Victims, tired 
of interviews and intakes and always resentful of the little'help 
they seem to obtain with their problems. Another difficulty is the 
fact that we are working ~rith couples taken as a whole, not with 
L~dividual? It is not the amount of work implied or th~nuriber of 
new variables to be studied but rather the co~plexities of the inter-
acting and ineA~eriencing dyad presuppo~ing a completely diffe~ent 
frame of referencs demanding sharper methods of differentiation. 
R. Laing & Philipson (1966) have shown. this when they acin'..inistered the 
!PH to two groups of married couples, namely 12 couples seeking help 
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY L1BRARV" 
(disturbed marriages) and 10 couples satisfied with their marriage 
(non-disturbed marriages). By the technique of Reciprocally Harched 
Comparison they were able to look into the relationship itself but 
also the "phases" of the relationship wit.:flin the dyadic system. ~ In 
our 'study, though, vIe are more interested in finding out the effect' 
of hostility possibly borne out of the relationship itself in regard 
tQ the total unit, to its growth, or't-l'hat have you. 
Samuling 
Perhaps t..l-te greatest difficulty in our study has 
to do vii th the relatively small number of sufficiently homogenous 
couples selected for the study. The selection 'Vlas pragmatic. VIe 
established tvlelve criteria to direct us in the final selection of 
the 60 couples needed for our study. Homogeneity of sample was ob-
tained by increasing the nurr~er of criteria or selection (age, 
ecucation, years of marr~age, inco~e, race, nationality, etc.) •. This 
T;T2.y ';fe could control extra-marital factors generating frustration 
and hostility having nothing to do lvith the marital situation. 
Homogeneity reduced the size of our sample affecting usefulness .. of 
our results, but at least we gained in representativeness of sampling. 
If our main hY'90thesis is valid I'lith a small sample, truly repre-
sentative, there is no reason to question its validity when other 
· . 
sources of hostility. are considered to increase the possibility of 
maladjustment. Our sample siz.e is big enough, I believe, to avoid 
any unwitting bias in favor of the null. hypothesis. 
Heterogenous sample could have been used employ~ 
ing the concept of longitudinal studies of the individual and the 
couple (Hill, 1964). Our main objection at the present time against 
its use is the financial and organizational cost intrinsic to ~e 
4 
method. Connected tuth t~e problem of sampling there is ~so the 
question of usefulness of results. Operationally, where 'or how do 
you go to apply the new knov/ledge obtained from our investigation? 
If we keep in mind that ~ research despite its 
severe limitations or shortcomings represents at least (more so it it 
is integrated in a continuing, structured program of research) a 
portion of a series of indiVidual projects vThose resul'ts should indi-
cate the direction for subsequent studies, then our study has a posi-
tive contribution to'tiard an increasing refinement 'of hypotheses to be 
tested and knowledge to be gained. 
But as'we pointed out before, our expectations 
" go beyond the limits of individual satisfaction. vIe aim· at a theo-
retical fra...';1ework for marriage counseling and t'Te e:{"pect to have a 50-
lid basis for valid inferences despite the intrinsic limitations to 
o~r type of sampling. vIe warn anybody, however, against gratuitous, 
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generalizations based on guesswork as we have mentioned before. 
Ins truments 
Another type of difficulty has to do l-Titll the 
~ instruments 'toTe used. They are usually chosen in terms of their vali-
dity and usefulness. Nost of the tools available (questionnaires, 
, 
~ tests, checlt'.lists) have not been primarily designed for our'kind of 
study. Consequently each one of them has to be taken on its ovm . 
merits, keeping in mind that they are measuring, above all, person-
ality characteristics. 
Some degree of aW~fafdness and ,inaccuracy is 
implied here when trying to apply instruments vThich have been de-
signed for use in another setting. But the transposition is easily 
and validly made if we realize that personality characteristics are 
operative in any dyadic relatiol~hip. and that marital adjustment 
or maladjustment are functions of the individual adjustment or l~-
adjustment. Laing and ?ailipsonhave used the same principle in 
divising the IP!>!, but of course they have gOl:c: .c~;:;nd that, for 
their main purpose was to measure the. relations::_ .. """, 5 ...... (;.'1. 
The TAT 'toTe accept as a valid instr~':7",;O;:.t.. measu-
ring the amOlL."lt of pe::"sonality adjustment or ,malad~. ·:':.~e:r...t and the 
amo:unt of overt bc~:-:-.vior a.t least. Its main limitation is whether or 
I' 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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i ~ not it measures only or prllnarily the covert behavior or fantasied 
activities of the individual (Lindsey, & Tejessy, 1965). 
The HAl, although prllnarily devised for married 
couples, presents serious lLmitations in terms of valigityand re-
• l~ability because of the small populations on which it has been stan-
dardized. It has the positive advantage of attempting to correlate 
~ self and social perception \orith adjustment or maladjustment. We. 
shall have a chance to say something about every one of the instru-
ments. The point I am trying to make here is that hostility is a 
very complex entity. It ~y appear as the driving-force in different 
shapes and forms of human behavior. Unfortunately there do not exist 
at the present time any instrwnents sensitive enough to register all 
the nuances of it. 
: . ...~ 
i. 
", ... "-' 
" 
H03TILITY 
Exhaustive 'treatments on the topic of aggressive 
behavior have been published in the last decade, augmenting the in-
terests of psychologists on the subject (Berkovlitz, 19.58, 1962, 1964; 
Buss, 1961; 11cNeil, 19.59; Pepitone, 1964). Despite their efforts to 
find a co~~on denominator in their theoretical characterizations, the 
topic still is a source of'confusion and disagreement. 
Hostility as a Theoretical Conceot 
The central concept in our study 'is the concept 
of hostility. "It is not clear," states H. Kaufmann. (196.5) 
"whether what we mean by describing an individual as hostile is that 
he tends to respond aggressively tOl~ard individuals or groups posses-
sing specific stimulus characteristics, to perceive a specific kind of 
response as socially desirable or even to express his aggr-~s~ri'Q'a fee1-
ings with greater freedom than a so-called low-hostile person". 
Hostility has been defined in a large number of 
!-,-,. 
J9 
. questionnaires and scales simply as the total scores obtained by ~he 
. respondents'. This kind of definition has been criticized as imprac-
tical since it fails to differentiate between "potential aggression" 
and "actual hostile acts". and because in answering the itemS of a 
• 
• questionnaire the attribution of hostility to oneself is very muc~ 
related to the general favorableness or unfavorableness of one's re-
, 
4 ported self image, and it is not necessarily related to actual degree" 
. 
of hostility involved.. This certainly throvTs doubt on the validity 
of the definitions. 
Dollard, Doob, !IDler. 110wrer, Be S ears~' 0-939) de;" ~ 
fined aggress,ive be~av;or .f-s J:t-e:.p:r¥,~ry.~d.~hD.t?-c~rtst~;c ~:~.~t~(m. 
to frus~ration. "an act l-lhose goal response is injury to an organism." 
HcNeil~ (1959) continued to. vieioJ' aggression within thisframeliork of 
, 
F-A hypothesis, drawing freely upon psychoanalytic concepts-and 
learning principles. 
Buss & Kaufrnanri, feel that this type of definition 
has outlived· its usefulness since both its dependent and independent 
va~iables are refractory to operational definitions. Grayson & 
Tolman, (1950) used aggression and h~stility interchangeablyJ as a 
matter of expediency •. It includes: Ithostility feelillgs, destructive 
impulses, aggressive behavior and ~eactions to frustrations." Buss. 
Durkee, & Baer, (1955, 1957) described aggression behaviorally as 
lithe tenC:ency to inflict injury" and. hostility "the tendency to vie'tol 
the environment as inimical" and then attempted to clarify the concept. 
of hostility by factorizing it into several components: "resentment, 
• 
• assault, verbal hostility, suspicion, over-all. hostility and strength 
of hostility. n 
. , 
Buss's sttempt to consider a behavioral definition. 
to what in fact cannot be more than a hypothetical construct.' an in- . 
ferred intermediary with concrete, tangible properties of its o~m 
:has been a point of criticism. Kaufmann. (1965) used the term aggres..: 
sion as to denote "behaviors which a) are transitive, that is. are 
directed against some object; b) have a subjective probability of 
reaching that object and either removing it from the attacker's goal 
path, or imparting a noxious .stimulus to it, or both." , ~1urstein,' :>_ 
(1963) follows this paradigm when he describes aggressive behavior 
as "antagonism either directly or indirectly toward a person or 
object and involving either verbal or physical expression." This 
is the construct we accept as the basis for our study, involving 
.. 
three .elements: ' a) antagonism, b) object of the antagonism and 
. . . . . , .... 
c) expression of it. H. stone's TAT Agressive Content Scale seems to' 
imply these same elements. 
", 
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At this point it seems to be important to under-
line the fact that the trait of hostility, ,and for that matter its 
construct, refers to an organized gestalt vrithin a person, a whole 
that could be tapped equally well by various measuring instruments. 
. . 
A hostile person can make a host~e response to any sort of hostility-
provoking stimulus (McGee, 1954). 
Theories of Hostility .. 
. We shall cons ider now two maintheoretioal l-Iodes 
which have attempt~d to explain aggressive behavior. The Need":' 
Satisfaction-Frustration ·I·lodel· (Donard, .. ~Do~.b •. :~~.;"1.11 ~r;"Ti:rOtiI;~r, &: 
Sears, 1939), and the Cognitive Consistency !-!odel (Osgood, 1955. 
Festinger, 1957, Heider, 1958). , .' 
The hypothesis of the Need-Satisfact1on-Frustra-
tion Hodel supposes a one-to-one relation bet't-Teen frustration and 
aggression. The basic postulate is that aggression is always a' 
conse~uence of frustration. Frustration is defined as a "condition 
or .. event which prevents the occurrence of a goal-directed act.~ 
Frustration results;·.in an instigation to aggression and if there is . 
no inhibition to prevent it', the instigation results in overt ag-
gressive beliavior. Aggression is an act' whose goal-response is , 
injury to an <?rganism (or organism surrogate). FrUstration sets . 
42 
off aggressive responses which in turn reduce aggressive impulses. 
This has been called the catharsis effect (Kaufmann. 1965). 
One of the main criticisms against this model 
is its high degree of generality. More recent theorists have focused 
• on special motivations to explain hostility and attraction. French 
(1956) concentrated on need for affiliation and need for achievement. 
'. , I 
.. He shoued that the choice of partners for given test depends upon the 
. 
relevance of the task to one or both of these motivations. In an 
exper~ent, Air Force trainees vrere requested to make friendship ra~::, ' 
:tings of each other. To arouse achievement motivation, subjects 
were told, that.:.:'a test of. conce,)t . formation- would- bs-""taken.-·1'he 
. ," ,,; " .. ,',i".: . " .'" "v..;~._ .. . ,. ,';1 ... ;:·,:.: .. ~ • .t'.~~'. ..' ... ~ ;:,.-;' 
choices of partners confirr,led that high-achievement-oriented subjects' 
tend to choose the successful (non-friend) part~er with greater fre- ," 
quency than do the high-affiliation-oriented subjects, whereas 
latter choose a friend more often. 
In an attempt to move 
search on the conditions of motivational arousal and satisfaction .' 
and away from circular conceptions, research has concentrated on 
'. . 
three main areas. Tne first area, attraction is based on a,need 
. . 
for dependency or security. Arsenian (194:3) sho'tied that children 
in a strange situation manifested fewer signs 
.. 
form of disorganized play, qrying temper when the mother of surrogate 
was present than uhen they w'ere alone •. A second area, achievement 
motivation is focused on status implying prestige and pOrTer con-" 
. 
~idered as powerful determinant of attraction and hostility. One can 
be attracted to others (groups or persons) in order to attain seourity 
or status or both. Attractiveness of others varies with their capa-I . 
city to satisfy ~ecurity or status motivations which have been aroused 
in the individual. Attraction decreases if there is any threat to 
security and status. A third area is based on research done by 
:Pepitone &. Kleiner (1957) and neiner (1960). They made an attempt 
to create different ouantities of status motivation and to observe 
. . 
the effect upon change in interpersonal attraction. The results ot 
these studies support the hypothesis that interpersonal attraction 'is 
proportional to the estimated capacity of 1hdividuals to maximize _:.' 
gains and minimize losses of state and security. The capacity de-
pends on the extent to which ~he individuals are percieved·as re-
sponsible for each' other's losses or gains in status a.nd s..ec..urity. 
T'ne main criticism against thisexp~anation is 
the vagUesness of its concepts. A nWilber of writers have proposed 
SODl~ newT formulations in ternlS of the specificity of conditions 
based on laboratory experiments. (Ha.slow, 1941; Rosanz~'laight 1944; 
." ." 
: . 
... 
" 
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Feshbach 1955; Pepitone 1955; and Horwitz 1958). Actual or threat-
ened loss of status, socially based self-esteem and security have 
been said to be specific deterrflinants of aggression. Their theore-' 
tical formUlation is: "Hostile tendencies are aroused in the indi-
, 
vidual i>lhen he is threatened ivithor actuallysurrers a loss in status 
or security. OVert hostile actions or attitudes are then directed 
tOiiard the source of the threat in order to remove it. n (Pepitone. 
1964). 
When trying to evaluate this model - The Frustra-
.:tion -Aggression theory- 1-1e shall keep in mind again that it does 
not essentially differs from the status..security-hypothesis but 
, 
only in points of specificity. The F=.1 model in~'general in its ele-
gant presentation offers tremendous possibilities for integration of 
social motives, and cognitive factors as determinants 'of hostility 
and attraotion but at times it appears too general and vague de-
spite the net'T efforts of the status-Seourity sponsors, at times it 
seems also circular failing to provide a thorough understanding or 
to~predict forms of attraction or hostility, or it results in con-
fusione~pecially when they fail to describe the funotionof per-
ceptions in that model. Ue need to know a little more about the 
kinds of needs and drives vThioh a.re relevant to attraction and hos-
- \ 
tility. To say that the husband behavior is generated because or 
the frustration in the goal attainment (F=A) or because the threat 
against his present (real or ideal) status quo. from actual losses 
in status and prestige is to say too much and at the same time say" 
.. " 
nothing at all. He need to knOvT about the needs or this individual in 
that particular situation vThich are not satisfied and probably '~1ill 
.. not be satisfied. The perception Df the individual in terms or 'an 
impossible bind has a lot to do with his total defensiveness. 
.: ., 'l'~ 
-,,~ .~' )0. 
:Cognitive Consistency Nodels 
These models ,essentially. describe, an. equlli-
brium tendency, ,-11th emphasis on consistency and rationality as 
determinants, of behavior. There' Cl:re three cognitive ~pproaches:~.l'~e 
Balance Hodel or Heiger (1958). the Dissonance Hodel of Fest~er 
(1957) and the Cognitive Hodel of Osgood and Tannenbau.'1l (1955). 
The Cognitive Balance 1-!odel hypothesis is a',' 
theoretical step toward a conceptualization or Interpersonal Rela~ 
tions as e:<plained by the "co::nmon sense" psychol~gy or InterpersohS.l 
, ,- , 's~o~, 
Relations t to deal t-rith such questions as ho~v a person perceives', 
and acts toward other persons and himself. hot1 he expects others to,. 
. .":' 
perceive and act to~-rard him. The analysis or interpersonal relations 
- r., :'"~: 
.. 
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in terrilS of such "common sense" concepts appears to llJ.irninate their 
casual dynamics. 
Objects (self and others) in the individual's 
cognitive field tend to b~ organized into units following the prin-
ciples of a good Gestalt. Cognitive unit forr.~tions are defined not 
only by properties of the objects thel)lSelves but by a st~ctural 
4 ,I 
relatedness or separateness, in other words, by. the relation of these* 
. 
common properties to the surrounding field. . 
This cognitive organization has implications for 
;'attraction andbostility~ for instance, social relationships as based 
on antipathy of the :'parties:,,,~~i~W:.,,,,9~\~~~~.·s~~'?11~"t:tons i' as'~frected . 
•. • ,j',". ! 
by the relationship of the persons to't-Tard persons on the outside. 
Cognized objects 'are also_characterized by the positive or neg~tive 
values attached by the cognizant to the objects corresponding to the 
subject's likes or dislikes. 
We can. sUIill1la.rize it in general by saying first 
that the cognitive field tn which balance tendencies ,operate con-
sists of unit forma.tions based on "unit relations" and "liking re-
lations ll alilong the objects cognized;therein. ,Secondly, the Balance. 
Hypothesis states that there is a tendency for attitudes to'\oTard 
objects which are part of a unit formation to be uniform and for 
those objects toward which attitudes are uniform to become unitfor~ 
mation.·. ·,A balnce state is one ill rrhich,the unit formation and the 
attitudes tO~lard the objects in the unit formatio~ coexist harmo-. 
niously •• If a balance state does not er..ist for the person, he ex- . 
. 
periences a pressure to char~e either the unit for~ation by way of 
~ cognitive restructuring or the attitudes. 
In a dyadic relationship the situation is balanced 
4 if the person likes an object 1-1ith .. 1hich he is in some way c.oImect~d 
(similarity, association in the sarne group, family, country). The 
Balance F.ypothesis predicts a tendency tot-lard positive evaluation of 
.the other person vIho is part of the unitfol"'I!lation. Familiarity, 
positive attitudes touard those 1.;ho are part of such units. vihether 
the situation becomes balanced for the individual in questio~ depends 
" . 
upon what forces exist in opposition to the tendency. 
Deutsch & Solomon (1959) predicted that an indi-
vidual will positively value others whose eValuation ofhL~ is similar 
to his o~~ self-evaluation and negatively evaluate those whose evalu-
at:j.ons of him are dissilniJ.ar to his Olm. If the individual evaluates 
some aspect of himself negatively, h~ should tend to like thosefrl?o.: 
also reg~rd this aspect negatively. On the other hand, he should dis-
like those .. ;ho 1i.~e that part of himself which he dislikes •. But if 
:/" 
the individu~ evaluates himself positively, he should tend to like 
those uhose evaluation of him is also 1)ositive and dislike those whose . . 
evaluation of him is negative. These predictions were tested in an 
. . 
e~eriment which tended to bear them out. The statistical. inter-
action shoi-ls that social evaluations tend to be consistent .dth self-
evalua tions • 
Heider (1958) cautions against the assumption,or 
a sheer automatic cognitive process. "T'ae balance tendency", he., T 
states,' "is a manifestatiqn of a more general organismic . struggle 
tOllard perfection and harnol13,1I. The basis of balance lies in the 
structuring dynamiCS indigenous to the congitiye field. 
T'~e Dissonance Model of Festinger co~iders 
nitive dissonance as a psychological tension having motivational;,j 
characteristics. Two cognitions are consonant if' they are mutua~": 
consistent, that is if one follo't-ts from, implies or is compatible; 
tiith the other. The presence of dissonance gives rise 
to reduce that dissonance ar..d the strength of this pressure is a·.··· 
direct function of the magnitude of the existing dissonance. Di~­
sonance, like lr.Jba.lance and incongruity, is negatively motivating.t~i 
is a condition waich the individual tries to avoid or reduce. . 
The operational meanings ot an obverse 
.. 
.~, ,'" ~ .,~ 
betlieen cognitions have been illustrated in'terrns of the 'type of 
experimental setup employed. One paradign is the situation in which 
the subject chooses one of several alternatives which vary in attract-
iveness. The empirical rule in this kind of setup is that the more 
attractive the unchosen alternative the greater the dissonance. Ano~ 
ther paradigm is when the individual acts in a manner opposite to the, 
t 
~ action that vlould be predicted from tlie CO:.l.'Tlonly understoOd .meaning 
of a belief which he holds. The empirical rule would, then be, the 
. 
smaller the reward received for the contrary-behavior, the great'er 
,the dissonance. Another type of paradigm could be l';hat has ,been 
, - ~~, ~ .. ~ '-.. ' , 
called thee !!,f'orced-cQmpliance" ·pa~adig'J'l. ";Tiie,,,lllo~~ t~?! cOlr~a.r.Y¥:,}?'i7' 
havior issues from the individual's free choice or the less coercion 
is required to produce the contrary behavior, the greater the dis-
sonance. " Si.-rd.larly, the more difficult or painful the behavior're-' 
lative to the reward for w!lich the behavior is required, the greater 
the dissonance. Tile amount of dissonance in these setups is inver-
sely related to the amount of rer,lard and punishment. ,In all these 
experimental contexts lle find instances of logical inconsistency t 
violations of moral or cultural norms, differences of opinion, dis- . 
, v 
confirmations of expectations t self-:-defeating actions and f.lanyother 
kinds of disturbing 'conditions. 
,'SO 
" 
A~tlin50n & Hills (19.59) made an application of the, 
dissonance model directly to interpersonal attraction. Tneir as sump-
. 
tion"t-Tas that' dissonance would be produced if the individualrecog-
nized negative aspects in an object wnich h~ had striven hard and 
... Painfully to obtain. Accordingly dissonance would be expected, to ex':' 
. , 
ist between any disliked aspects or group menbersh2p and any unpleas-
A antness involved in becoming a nlenbet~ 
, 
They found that t~e individual' 
. 
will reduce dissonance in two ways, a) by denying or underestimating 
, , ' 
the unpleasantness of the situation, or b) by over-evaluating the 
;group so as to justify the unpleasantness. 
fronted with an opinion contrary to h.is ovm but held by people like 
hiIllself has been studied by Back (19.51) and Festinger (1950). The.'" 
, ' 
magnitude of the dissonance will depend upon . the iInportance of.'the 
person or group disagreeing, the importance to the individual of the 
issues they disagree upon. Festinger and A.ronson point to the llays ", 
the individual ifill handle his dissonance: he may attempt to convince 
himself that the content area in which the disagreement exists is 
not ir.J.portant, 1:,0 derogate the other ;p~rson or group, to eliminate "/ 
the disagreement by changing his Olin opinion or attempting to change 
theirs, or he may seakadditional support for. the op1llion he holds. 
. .' ~. -;. , 
~. 
The important and 'still unanswered question in 
connection with these models is about the basis of· the inconsistency· 
effect. A first explanation tries' to find an answer in the tradition, 
of Gestalt Psychology: Balance forces are indi~enous to the cognitive 
.. field. It is not necessaI"'lJ to assume external goals or states to 
which balance is instrumental. Another' explanation is offered by 
.. Brehm & Cohen (1962) in a cQtl.prehensive study of the field •• They· 
think that dissonance originates in the preponderance of reinforce-
ments which the individual has received from being consistent in his 
cognitive, affective and behavioral responses'. Parents: and other 
cl1Ad trainers· I1¥lY in. f?-c:t i:~Ylard,~9P~niti:to £16;~"'!Z~C9CY ",,4.~,rop,tly ".lo' 
" , ~. ,; - *. ' .. '- - . 
that it could be a motivation in its olm right from an early stage of 
development. , Neither explanation seems to be c011pletely satisfactory. 
Two specific bases can be stated of the incon-
sistency effect. Inconsistency is negatively valued in most social 
environments. To avoid any losses the individual is inclined to in~ 
hibit inconsistent behavior or to minL~ize it after it has taken 
pla~e. Secondly, ~consistency is a threat to the need of the'indi~ 
, 
vidual to maintain a close relationsh~p between his cognitive struc- . 
tureand reality. 
The 'criticisms that have,been ma.despecifically 
, .,. 
-/ 
i 
.) 
against the Dissonance Hodel fall into ti-ro ma.in categories. First 
the experimental manipulationS are usually so complex and the crucial' 
variables ·so· confounded that no valid conclusions can be dravffi from 
. 
the data. Secondly, a n~~ber of fundamental methodological inade-
• quacies in the analysis of results vitiate the findings. As a con-
sequence many authors claim that the evidence for the Cognitive 
, 
~ d~sonance theory is still inconclusive. Besides, 1ts.apparent"silll';' 
. 
plicity may be misleading in many instances. 
Y~asures of Hostilit~ 
One of the pioneering attempts to measur~ hosti-
. . . ~ 
lity vms made by Adorno (19.50). He presented .detailed descriptions . 
of the hostile individuals. Hostility is measured frolTl the expression 
of it in eiternal behavior. Cook & Leeds (1951). tried to measure . 
hostility and virtue, for "the hostile individual frequently security 
through virtue". He developed experimental scales for the HHPI. ' 
These scales were not effective in distin..,ouishing between hostile 
and non-hostile teachers. 
Both the Hanifest Hostility Scale of Siegel (19.52) 
," And the Iowa Hostility Scale of Holda'tisky (19.53) iiere constructed by 
the procedure of a 'a priori' item selection of experienced judges. 
4 Siegel, (19.52) using .50 items from the NHPI that four clinicians 
.. 
had agreed were hostility items, found that, the validity of the scale 
consisted on that high scores on the California F scale corresponded 
'i-Tith high scores on the l-1'..5. Correlation though "'lith the, Elizur 
Hostility Scale on the Rorschach content approached zero. Schultz, 
(19.54) created three hostility scales empirically finding the ~'iL-1PI 
items that correiated with psychotherapists' ratings of Patients. . 
The three scales: ' a) Adequacy in e}~ression of hostility.; b) Fre-
quency of eA~ression of overt hostility; and c) Frequency of expres-
sion of covert hostility, have not been validated as yet. l{cGee, 
(19.54) has tried to measure hostility by objective tests claL~1ng 
significant correlations bet~·leen various measures of hostility. 
She found 10vi but significant correlations. HOiteVer, t..'1ere was in 
her opinion a. need for further research on hostility and the deeree 
of conpartmentalization before we can hope to have highly valid, 
reliable instrulnents for w:lasurements. Siegel, Spilka « Hiller, 
. " 
(1957) sho,(Ted that reliable scales for eA.'tropunitive, intropunitive 
and projected hostility could "be dra't-ID from the HHS although they 
had sr.1all correlations vrith the Rosezilieig P-F scores. S'tdchard, &: 
Spilka, (1961) found a difference in HHS scores bet't-teen delinquents 
, 
.. and ~jority groups, the minority group scoring higher. Similar 
studies 't-Tere conducted by Feldman &: Siegel, (1958). Shipman &: Hal;'-
A quette, "(1962) have attempted to improve the validity of the HHS 
constructing separate scales for two different groups of people, 
people who freely admit hostile feelings "and people who do not, but 
~lho behave hostile \iithout compunction. They found negligible cor-
relations betvreen the !.!HS and ratings of the hostility of 94 out-
patients attending psychiatric clinic. The validity of each scale 
will be higher than thet found for the U HS. Another study by Ship-
man, (1963) i-J'as on the varidation of thEr 1'1HPI hostility scale. The 
validity of six Ht-lPI hostility scales i·ras assessed by comparing 
their scores i-lith carefully made rating of verbal hostility, physical 
hostility and hostile attitude. The subjects were 120 psychiatric 
outpatients on vTho:n. the ratings could be made with medium or high 
. 
confidence. All the test rating correlations iie~e statistically 
insignificant except for the one beti-1een hostile attitude and 
Holdat-Tsky's scale. 
" '" 
". 
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TAT Hostility Scales 
General studies t~Jing to determine the relation-
ship between TAT cards and hostility have been nUDlerous (Sheldon 1951. 
1fleatherly 1962, !:!urstein 1965).. Hurstein, David, Fisher & FUrth, (1961 . 
• t'ried to determine ",;hether the entire s~t of ;1 TAT cards could be 
scaled for the d~~ension of hostility through the use of several wide~ 
A ly used scaling methods. Their assu.1'Jlption was that the relationship 
of responses on the TAT to the stL~us qualities of the cards may 
have important behavioral correlates vThich are helpful in the asses-
ment of personality. Research kr,ying to measure this relationship 
in terms of hostility has been limited to the use of the Guttman tech_ 
nique of scaling. 
What l{urstein et al. (1961) have attempted to do 
was to construct a scale of hostility based on sev.eral other measuring 
devices such as the Thurstona· Equal Appearing Interval !-lethod (EAI) i 
Successive Categories Hethod (SC); Likert !-lathod; Ed.'tfaros Scale Dis-
crimination Technique and the Stouffer, Borgatta, Hays and Henr,y 
H-Technique, (Murstein and al. 1961). 100 undergraduate psychology 
students were administered slides of the TAT and asked t·o judge the 
slides in regard to hostility. B,y employing various criteria, adequa~e 
rapge coverage and differential ability bet't-Teen high and low hostility 
. perceivers eight c?-rds t-Iere finally selected. The coefficient of 
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reproductibility for these cards using the H-technique method con-
trived cards' 'Vias .96. It 'Has concluded that all methods could be 
used in scaling hostility. 
Hurstein in his comprehensive revie~'l of the 
~literature noted that there are clearly real relationships between 
TAT and overt ,hostility but the problem remains of ascertaining which 
4 TAT hostility indices based on t.;hich pictures 't-lill predi~t ~pecific 
forms of hostility in particular context. (Hurste~, 1963). 'Hore 
recently in a study "'-J'ith 96 college students !'Lurstein (1965) consi-
dered the results to indicate that subjects 'projected' to the TAT 
cards an amoUnt of hostility congruent to their self-concepts, imply~ 
ing a social desirability effect in TAT production. Previous studies 
(Reznizoff, Doll in , 1961 & Reynold, 1964) failed to detect social 
desirability in TAT responses. Ismer, (1962) found evidence that sub-
jucts i-Tho are determined to look healthy can modify their TAT stories 
in a healthy direction. Finally Tutko reported that subjects with 
a high need for approval produced less revealine TAT than did those 
with.a lOioT need for approval •. ,Tlie issue needs more clarification. 
'If subjects can control the amount of hostility iri their stories, 
the difficulty of predicting overt aggression from the TAT might 
prove to be considerably greater than indicated by Hurstein' 
(Fischer 196;). 
" 
Here for practical purposes we are more L~terested 
with empirical studies on the development of hostile scales based on 
the TAT. Stone (1956) employed the Content Scales with its increas-
. 
ing weighting which had been previously introduced by Finey with the 
.. Rorschach. Stone introduced only nro 't-r~ightings using only 15 catds 
and lnade positive l.,."nproverilents developing a fairly reliable scale. 
I 
~ Aggressive responses uere vreighted in a point system as J. 21 1 pOint 
respectively. Potential aggression \·ras also included. 
r .$8 
CHAPTER III 
Variables and Instruments 
.. 
This study was done at the Catholic Fanily Con-
sultation Service in Chicago. The Agency' offers its services to all 
catholics involved in marl~i51ge difficult.~es. 
lic Family Consultation Service has gone through t't-TO different stages. 
In its last stage Hhich includes the last five years of its existence, 
a wealth of research. material has been accumulated. This material is 
well organized. Each couple's'work-up has been kept in separate 
folders containing social intakes, .referrals t psychological evaluation 
and counselor's suggestions and final dispositions of the case. 
0.'1.° 
'. 
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Variables 
The Indaoendent Variable J h 
. 
The first main difficulty in designing this study 
" " 
was the signigicant number of variables. High-expressed hostility 
and lOll-expressed hostility in marital pairs is the independent 
variable. This variable is thought to be the expression of the in-
dividuals destructive-negative beha~ior against thenselves or the 
environment. This is obtai.l'led using the Iowa Hostility Scal~ for 
initial selection of the couples and IS TAT cards for further corre-
lation analysis. 
An initial assumotion is that the individual's 
" . 
basic resources in general and his coping mechanisms in particular 
are not essentially different before marriage than they are within 
~~rriage, for the same individual. In" other words, the individual's 
ability to direct his instinctive hostile energy into creative and" 
constrUctive outlet is the same when dealing with himself or when 
d~aling with his environment (others) before or after marriage. The 
individual becomes vulnerable within h~nself and his marriage when 
• 
,I 
I 
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his resources to deal with intrapsychic conflicts and environnental 
pressures are blocked or his coping mechanisms become ineffectual, 
they do not accomplish l-That they are set out to do. 
" 
vle do not 'tiant to assume that people in normal 
, 
~well .adjusted marriages do not experience. any hostile fee~ings.but 
we do say that in any contingency they are better equipped to de.a! 
~ith· these feelings in a constructive·manner. 
Our purpose is to study the hostility th~t de-
rives from the relationship itself. So we assume: 
1. Two or more persons. Children are included sOllletimes. We _prefer 
not to include them in our study for. reasons of cl3.rit~,. • 
• -";'!~' ,-.:",\ ", -,.' ':."", .•..•• '. "'~" .~. ''''''-.'1:' 
2. Involved in a repeated experience of reiationship. A marital 
relationship is somethinc; beyond -the s~ or. the personalities that 
nake it up. The relationship tends to infiuence and change each 
partner and this in turn influences the relationship. 
J. For unspecified reasons there are pressure~ either coming from' 
the relationship itself or not but that affect the relationship, 
and.that because the individual!s own i.l1ability to deal 't .. ith pres-
sures generate hostility against the ~ther mate. This hostility 
includes a) antagonism, a tendency to Viel-T the environment as inimi-
cal (hostile feeling, destructive impulses, reactions to'frustratiop~) 
b) an object of the antagonism either himself or the environment and 
. ' 
".~ . 
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c) it 'is expressed either physically or verbally, at times it may be 
inhibited. 
The Dependent Variable 
The dependent variable for our study is adjustment. 
Adjustment is understood comprehensively. ,It refers to the individual 
as an individual but also to the individual as an essential part of the 
dyaq. The important assumption here is that the well adjusted ind1vi-
duals have better chances to become well adjusted partners in their 
marriage if we accept the relationship between emotional maturity 
and marital adjustment, (Dean, 1966). 
However, the possibility of losing perspective' ,is 
a matter of concern. The individual comes from a world of , relationship, 
(his own family) into another world of relationship (his own marriage 
and family). We acknowledge the fact that either'partner involved in 
a relationship is now more than an integral part. 'It is an entity 
new and different, but its properties although unigue preserve a spe-
cific dynamic relation to the elements that have joined it in its 
creation' (Ackerman, 1958). 
In marital maladjustive situations we can charac-
terize ~wo salient elements, 1) failure of reciprocity of satisfactions 
and 2) conflict. The intervening processes are various and interwoven: 
.' 
disturbances .of empathic understanding, defective communication,fail-
ure of complementarity in~hich one partner no longer derives from 
the other satisfaction of needs, support, person identity and buttres-
sing of necessary defenses against anxiety •. 
Finally we think of hostility and adjustment as 
part of two different parallel continua. High-low hostility scores 
are~the extremes of a continuum, inversely correlated to High-low 
Adjustment scores the other continuum. We want to make exceptions for 
the cases which we come across where this relationship is altered. In 
some ,instances hostility destroys the relationship, in others it may 
save it. The'dynamics involved in these exceptional cases are more 
, , , 
complicated. We believe that in these cases there are,other elements 
such as other sets of personal values counterbalancing the destructive 
aspects of their interaction. As Ackerman has pointed out, talking 
about some neurotic marriage "The saving grace is that in certain 
neurotic marital partnerships the effect of each partner exerts upon 
the, other is a favorable one and neutralizes the injurious results of 
their ne.uroses" (Green, 1965). Within this matrix the character of 
each partner improves and hostility subsides. If not then, eventually 
the maladjustment will reappear in different fashions and shapes. 
Control of Extraneous Variables 
It is necessary to establish definitive criteria 
, to a~oid contamination of variables and to determine the true correla-
tion between hostility and marriage itself. 
• Some of the primary sources of extraneous variance 
are psychological in nature. The coping mechanisms of the individual, 
his~fantasy life and constructive imaginative resources, his approach 
to authority. For this reason we have tried to exclude any mental 
patient who has been chronically disturbed or has been under psychia-
tric treatment for more than a couple of years. The assumption is 
that hostility, even if not overtly manifested but covertly symbolized, 
has affected the psychological apparatus of a person or survival to 
deal effectively with his environment. In our study we have chosen to -
deal with couples that as individuals at the time of their marriages 
were not under psychiatric treatmen~o 
Close to this we place age. Older'people seem to 
experience specific pressures stemming from the'fact that they are 
getting old. Their friends are dying or have already died; loneliness, 
changes in societal and cultural values, mental and emotional decom-
pensations - all this may affect an individual independently of marriage 
Because we are not sure of all the implications we decided to establish 
" 
r 
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. limits in the age of our groups. 
All our couples were white, America~ born and 
Catholic. This was not done on an arbitrary basis altogether. There 
were three main resons why we felt justified in keeping these criteria. 
First, for practical reasons. The CFCS carries very few cases of non-
white, non-Catholic, non-American couples. ,The Agency is in no way 
dis~riminatory in its policies but it happens that the great~st bulk 
of couples comes from a white, Catholic, American born population. 
Secondly, for methodological reasons, color, religion and nationality 
are 90nsidered extraneous variables able to contaminate the results 
of our study. These are environmental factors generating pressures 
in some cases, which can effect the total prOductivity and effectiv-
ness of the individual. This may have or may have nothing to do with 
marriage itself. The considerations of these factors will result in 
spurious results. And this is our third reason - dynamic pres;ures 
produce frustrations. A frustrated individual responds differently 
. . 
to stimuli. In terms of marital inter~ction·this would mean that 
the in~ividual initi~lly handicapped within a pressure-generating 
environment may react aggressively against the other marital partner 
without his hostility being previously created by the partne~. This 
individual will certainly be at disadvantage to operate effectively •• 
,. 
" 
I 
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His problems with his wife, let us say could be explained in terms of 
the pressures he is experiencing outside marriage, not necessarily in 
terms of the relationship. Color(Race) refers to all the complex of 
social prejudices, rejection, and apprehehsions created around this 
. 
type of stimuli. Religion refers especially to mexed marriages in 
• 
which institutional pressures from the part of Church laws and practices 
make the individuals feel guilty and resent each other, an extremely 
A 
unadvisable basis for the development and growth of their relatio~s. 
In the non-American group we include here all the foreigners and 
couples in which at least one has been born out of this country. We 
do not intend to evaluate cultural pressures which a given individual, 
say husband or wife, may experience in the process of acculturation. 
Finally there are factors which could not be put 
into any of the general categories we had but which could not, either, 
be overlooked. I am referring to practical situations related to the 
set of values of the ind~viduals such as not being validly married. We 
have observed that in. such circumstanc"esthere is a certain amount of 
resentment and sheer hostility expressed against one another because 
of the bind in which they find themselves. 
On the basis of these facts we established the 
following criteria: 
" ... 
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1. We excluded all couples in which one or both" 
partners had suffered before marriage from any kind of diagnosed men-
tal illness. This criterion would eliminate mentally defectives, or-
ganics or any other cases of severe pathology diagnosed so by a p~y­
cholo~ist or psychiatrist. 
2. Couples in which one or both partners were 
foreign-born or had been raised within any other marked subcultural 
I 
4 ~ 
minority group. For practical reasons all our couples were selected 
among third generation American born. All of them were residents of 
Chicago. 
3. Our agency, being Catholic in nature, obviously 
carries a great number of cases of Catholic couples. We decided to 
stick to this criterion for practical purposes. All the couples in 
our study were Catholics. 
4". In regard to education, we selected couples" 
with at least four years of high school or the equivalent. 
5. The level of income was arbitrarily decided 
at $6000.00 per couple as a minimum. 
6. We required the couple to-have been ma~~~ 
less than 15 years. 
7. Finally the age criterion for the man was 40 
,67 ':'" 
or less, for the wife 35 or less trying to avoid couples with in- . 
volutional problems affecting their marital adjustment whether they 
knew or not (Luckey, 1966). 
Instruments 
.. 
Four instruments were used £or,our study. We shall 
describe them in detail in this section. The first was the Iowa 
Hostility Inventory serving the purpose of screening and selecting 
our experimental and control groups. Then we employed 15 TAT cards 
following the TAT Agrressive Contnet Scale of Stone. Finally we 
'used the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) and the Marriage 
Adjustment Inventory to measure and correlate perceptions ~nd need-
systems of husband and wife. 
Iowa Hostility Scale 
We tried to select Scales which were considered 
to measure hostility and had been validated against known hostile 
groups. Three Scales were selected: the IOwa Hostility Inventory, 
of Molcfawsky (1954) the Manifest Hostility Scale of Siegels (1956) 
and the Hostility Scale of Schultz (1954). 
For <:ur sttldy we selected the Iowa Hostility In-
ventory for several reasons. First it was particularly desired to 
, ~,-&, 
measure the presence of an affective state -hostility - in psycho-
therapeutic population. The Hostility Scales of Siegel and Schultz 
seem to have been constructed and validated against groups which con-
tain more pathology than our average couple. The Iowa Hostility' Scale 
was more in agreement with our criterion of non-severe pathology a~~ 
chronicity. Second, since we had excluded any couples suffering 
fr9m severe or. chronic pathology we were more concerned with the • 
type of Scale which would reflect practical daily life situations 
for these were the factors which could indicate a normal'marital 
adjustment or not. Some of the items of other scales appeared to be 
too inhibiting of free expression because of their loadingwith'psy-
chopathological content. Another reason was the social orientation 
of its items. The Iowa Hostility Inventor.y (Scale) emphasizes above 
all the reactions of the individual to other people. The inter-
actional overtones of its content were in perfect agreement with the 
type of scales we needed when dealing with married couples. We 
wanted an instrument not as difficult to handle as the In~erpersonal 
Perception Method of Laing & Phillipson, (1966) but not as deprived 
of the Eocial interactional,flavor when measuring the affective state 
of hostility. 
The Iowa Hostility Inventor.y (Scale) forms part 
of a Battery of n~ne clinical scales called the General Medical Battery 
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constructed by Moldwasky (1953) by the proqedure of 'a priori' item 
selection by experienced judges. The General Battery consisted. of 
343 true-false items and 53 multiple choice items. A formulation of 
the concept of hostility was handed to the judges: Recurrent or-
ch~onlc conflict or frustration with which the individual has not 
been able to deal with satisfactorily leaves a residue of pent-up 
aggressiye feeling, which is designated as 'Hostility'. "Chronic I 
Hostility in this sense, may reflect itself behaviorally in the follow-
ing ways: slight impositions are reacted to as if they were extremely 
exasperating. In general, the behavior of other people tends to be 
devalued in respect to motives and social good-will. Reactions sug-
gestive of a general feeling of irritation occur. Sudden or inexpli-
cable dislike reactions to 'loved ones' occur. Attitudes of being 
imposed upon, humiliated or cheated are present. Behavioral expres-
sions of anger, resentment, annoyance and jealousy are relatively 
frequent." (Moldawshy, 1953). 
This formulation with 65 items judged by Moldwasky 
to reflect the presence of hostility and 35 'fillers' items i.e. 
those judged (comparatively) unrelated to hostility, were submitted to 
five psychologist with instructions to classify the one hundred state-
.:ments as 1) reflecting hostility, 2) unrelated or 3) doubtfully re-
lated to hostility. The 16 items agreed upon by all five judges as 
, . 
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reflecting hostility and the 29 items with four agreements <;m ratings 
and one doubtful rating comprise the final scale consisting of 45 
items. This approach to personality test construction was modeled 
after that of Taylor's who constructed the Scale of Y~nifest Anxiety. 
There have not been too many studies on the validi-
ty and reliability of the Iowa Hostility Scale, taken either as a 
par,t of the General Medical Battery or independent from it. Mold..! 
awsky in his study with patients from the Dermatology Department of 
. Iowa University Hospitals on the role of psychological factors in 
skin disorders provide some data on the consistency of the instrument 
but failed to give any normative data for the scale. The study 
showed certain patterns of relationship between the Hostility Scale 
and other scales especially the Anxiety Scale but these results are 
not too convinving in terms of validity and reliability. Dinwiddie 
(1954) reported correlations of .59 between the Io~a Hostility Scale 
and therapists' ratings of their patients' hostility, while the client 
self-ratings ranged between .67 and .54. 
Buss, Durkee & Baer,(1955) used the IHS with 30 
men and 30 women in a neuropsychiatric hospital. Mental defective 
organ~c patients with brain damage and severely disorganized patients 
were excluded. Each patient was interviewed in a room with three 
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psychologists-judges. Each patient was interviewed by the same psy-
shologist, the other two psychologists were free to ask any questions 
at the end of the interview. The interview lasted fifteen minutes. 
It followed a uniform pattern: the subject was initially encouraged 
to discuss.any problems of adjustment at home and at work. Then few 
~ selected areas were discussed: resentment, frustration, distrust 
~nd other behavioral aspects of hostility. Specific situations were 
presented to the testee at the end of the interview. The IRS was 
administered by a staff member right after the behavioral interview. 
The ratings were done right after the interview 
by the judges independently and without consultation. It followed 
seven categories of aggressive behavior: resentment, verbal hostility, 
indirect hostility, assault, suspicion, overall evaluatfon of hosti-
lity and strength of hostile urges. The mean intercorrelations show 
that the various aspects of hostility were assessed with a moderate 
to a high degree of reliability. The categories were reliably asses-
ses which suggests that the definitions of the categories were ade-
quate. Interjudge correlations were computed for men and women. 
The ratings for both were quite reliable. 
TABLE 1 
Correlations Between Ratings of Various Aspects 
of Hostility and the IHS 
•..... - - ..... _... '. - .. "--.,--.- -- .... -... .... -" _ ..__ .. _ ..] .•.. -----.-.--.. -.-----. 
r~·teg9rY ---·--·-·--------f---J;~~-T--------··-r 
i men women ! .... _.- -------!--.. __ ._. __ ... - . 
-i • ( Resentment .30.51 
I Verbal Hostility .26 .46 
Indirect Hostility .24 .29 
Assaultiveness .36 .41 
l Suspicion .24 .56 
'1 Over-all 039.54 
I - Strength of Hostile Urges .37 .32 
.L.--_ .. __ ___ .. ~ ,," ___ ._. ___ . ___ _. ______ ___ ____ . __ .' .. __ ..... ____ ._.-.' _ .. __ -:..-.... ____ . ___ --.:.._~ 
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In general the women's correlations are higher 
" 
than the mens t. Only two out oi' .. seven.co:prelations d;.~e""~ie;ni.f~_cJ.nt, 
. ', .... j 
while five out of seven for the women are significant. The corre-
lations between over-all hostility and the Iowa Hostility Scale are 
significant for men and women, suggesting that hostility as measured 
by both instruments (interview and inventory) is related. However 
it seems that t?e inventory cannot be a substitute for the clinical 
appraisal of hostility with its overtones. This is what we should 
have expected since the IHS does not intend to measure these clinical 
aspects of hostility but it is more concerned with hostile behavior 
as manifested by more normal people. 
There are two rr~in criticisms against the Iowa 
Hostility Scale. First is the procedure 'a priori' by which it 
behavior. Second its limited evidence as a valid instrument. More 
studies are needed too o 
TAT Cards 
tiThe Thematic >Apperq.eption'>Testis~;L m~tl}c=of 
revealing some of the dominant drives, emotions, sentiments, COM-
plexes and conflicts of personality". Its utility and rational has 
been explained by Murray himself (1943). 
In our study we selected the following cards 1, 
2, 3BM, YGF, 4, 6, 8M, 8BM, 9GF, 11, 12M, l31~, 14, 15, lSG!, 18BM 
for the following reasons: First because these are the cards most 
often used in routine testing and secondly for their aggressive 
pull (Hurstein, David, & al. 1961, Shipman~ 1965) except for cards 
1,2,14. They were included to provide some discrimination between 
hostile and non-hostile group. (Stone, 1953). Each card was chosen 
-.... 
to measure a) amount of hostility, total point-score on aggressive 
content~ b) type of hostility, whether physical or verbal and c) 
expression and handling of hostility, whether destructive or con-
structive. 
The scoring system and the basic weighting scales 
followed the same method described by Stone, (195). in his study 
• 
of Aggressive Content of the TAT. Originally the Scale consisted of 
objective scoring criteria for classifying aggressive and non-
aggressive responses of the TAT cards. Two weightings were finally 
selected: II each aggressive response was categorized as involving 
a Death content, 2) Phys~pal }.ggr~s~Jon ,cor,Ite!J"t, ,or ~aVerlxll;~AcgTes-
" ' ~',,('/.. 
sion content. Each response was weighted in a point system as'), 2, 
1 points respectively. The assumption was that If death concepts 
would be indicative of greater aggression and poorer control and 
h~nce would be more related to overt aggressive#behavior than the 
physical or verbal categories. 2) the response was also scored in 
terms of whether it showed active or potential aggression. In the 
l~tter case only half the point is given. 
Each response i~ considered individually and' 
placed in one of four categories: 
Category 0: Non-Aggressive.Responses. Themes which are considered 
to be non-aggressive. Non-scorable responses. 
I Cetegory 1: Verbal Aggression. Themes which showed a hostility content but of verbal character. Quarreling, arguing, differences 
of opinion, yelling etc. Score 1 point • 
• Category 2: Physical Aggression. Responses involving assault, il1-
ness, bodily malformation, destruction to inanimate objects. Punish-
~ ment and fighting in general are also included. Score 2 points. 
Category 3: Death Concepts. Responses in which death is involved. 
Ill, murder, ~~icides standing by the grave, mourning, losing some~ 
body. Score 3 points. Each response is first classified in a given 
category and given a point ~ccording1y. 
. . . . 
The re1j,a0i,lity and validity of the Scale waS 
determined using three g:roups ,of Army Prisoners. 1) those who had 
committed a nonviolent crime, 2) those who had deserted from the 
army, and 3) those who had murdered or intended to kill somebody. 
The reliability was determined after 120 TAT storied had been ran-
domly selected from the total number of subjects' responses ahd 
independently scored by three judges. the 120 TAT stories were 
divided equally among the fifteen cards utilized ~n the' study: the 
eight responses from each card were randomly selected. Percentage 
agreement was then obtained: 
.Judge 2-1: 94.16% 
Judges 3-1: 90.00~ 
Judges 2-3: 89.16~ 
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The analysis of the scoring errors indicated 
that one of the judges had made a consistent mistake and this was 
responsible for the failures of agreement in some cases. Further-
~ more, it was the author's impression that scoring reliabilit~would 
have increased had tlei.;r scoring directions been introduced. 
It is unfortunate that oniy percentages of 
agreement are presented as the only indication of reliability. 
Nothing else is said and we are left with a feeling of apprehension. 
Furthermore we are puzzled by the fact that only interscorers' re-
li~bility coefficients are given. It seems to me an imperfect way 
of expressing the consistency of wrAt the instrument is meant to 
measure. After all, the judges in their. scoring are somehow follow-
ing objective criteria previously selected by the author of the Scale. 
Thi.s means that the three judges agree on the content as organized 
and selected by the author. 
The validity of the Scale, whether tne Scale 
measures what it purports to measure was obtained by comparing the 
three groups in the study. The general results show that the 
assaultive group projected significantly more hostility. then the 
I 
J 
/ 
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combined nonassaultive groups. The Mean Aggressive content were 
15.59: 11.76; 13.48 for groups 3, 2, 1 respectively. Several pre-
dictions were then made, 
1. Group 3 would show greater aggressive content than group 2. 
This hypothesis was confirmed. The T ratio was 3.06 with a 
p=.01 
i 2. Group 3 would show greater aggressive content than gro~p 1. 
The hypothesis uz-s questionable with a T ratio of 1.88 p=.06. 
Group 2 would show higher aggressive content than group 1. 
The hypothesis was not confirmed. The trend was reversed with 
a T ratio of 1.37 p=.lO 
4·~ . Group 3 (assautlive group) would show greater aggressive con-
tent than the combined nop-assaultive groups (1 and 2). The 
hypothesis was confirmed by a T ratio of 2.98 p=.Ol 
The final conclusion was that the Aggressive 
Content Scale does discriminate significantly between the three 
groups but more significantly between the non-~ssaultive and as saul-
t~ve groups. The author of the study warns us against too much 
optimism. The study he states "does, not constitute a total valida-
tion of the Scale, but seems to indicate that further research in-
volving its use might be worthwhile" (Stone, 1953). 
The point easily overlooked is whether the Scale 
measures what it is intended to measure. It would have been bene-
ficial had they validated the Scale against other known instruments 
measuring the same variable. The difficulty at that time it seems 
. . 
would have been to find valid instruments for that purpose. But 
more imaginative methods of analysis of content seems to be in order 
when discussing the validity of this type of Scale. Maybe the 
I 
author would have had a better impact if they had analyzed the con-
tent itself and correlated the findings in each card for "each group 
and then correlated this with some other known measures of Hostility. 
The instrument however, as it stands seems to be sufficiently re-
liable and valid to justify their use in our study. Incidentally, 
in view of our previous criticisms, we have tried to ~qrrelate ~he 
TAT Aggressive Content Scale' with the Iowa Hostility Scale in order 
to remedy some of the limitations. 
The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule 
The EPPS has been widely. used and studied. A 
complete description of the EPPS is found in the manual published 
~ in 1959. The test was designed to elicit scores on a-numb~~ of 
relatively independent personality variables. The statements in 
the EPPS ar~ the variables that these statements pUrport to measure 
have their origin in a list of manifest needs presented by H. A.' 
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Murray and others (Murray, 1938, 1962). The test provides measures 
of 15 personality variables, of test consistency and of profile 
stability. 
Normative data were collected on 1509 college 
students and 8963 adults in the general population. Scores on each 
of the fifteen variables range from 0 to 28 and are fairly syme-
trically distributed around their respective means. The var.iables 
are relatively independent of each other with.the mea~s of their 
intercorrelations being .07. Only twelve of the 105 correlations 
Care plus or minus .30 or higher (Edwards, 1959). 
- " The inventory consis ts ;,9i' .~25~pa~rs, oft. s ta:t,e.~ants 
from which the respo~dent is asked to shoose the statement in each 
pair which he believes to be most characteristic of himself. By 
correlating the partial scores in each row and column on the answer 
sheet over the fifteen personality variables for a single subject, 
a measure of p:-'Qfile statility is obtained. The average profile 
correlation obtained from a random sample of 279 cases drawn from 
the college normative group of 1509 records, based upon the ztrans-
formation, was .74 (Edwards, 1959). " 
Coefficients of internal consistency were de-
termined on the sample of 1509 for the fifteen personality variables. 
The coefficients correlated by the Spearman-Brown formula range 'from 
" 
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.60 to .87. Further data of reliability are available and are de-
rived from coefficients of stability. The coefficients ranged 
from .78 to .88 (Edwards, 1959). 
Validity data include matching scores with self-
• ratings and correlating Q sorts with scores on the EPPS. There has 
also been some investigation of the relationships between the va-
• 
4 riables of the inventory and other variables which should theore-. 
tically be related in specific ways. The latter procedure was car-
ried out using the Guilford-Martin Personnel Inventor.y and the Tay-
,lor'Manifest Anxi~ty Scale. The correlations were, in general, in 
the expected directions. J. Mann (1958) 'in his, studycorrela.ting 
" • ',,'q,,.. • 
Self-Ratings with the EPPS concluded that ,"the EPPS has satisfac-
tory test-retest reliability II and also. "correlates with se1f- ' 
rating on the variables which it purports to measure". Two final 
studies, one by Gisvold, (1958) and the other by Phares & Adams, 
, (1961), appear supportive of the construct validity of the EPPS. 
In our study only six variables, namely ex-
hi~i tionism, abasement and nurturance, succorance, d,ominance, 
aggression were used. It seems reasonable to limit ourselves to . 
i; these in face of the impossibility of dealing with all fifteen va.-
Ii 
riables. In our opinion these six play an important part in marital 
interaction. The total profile was retained, however - we did not 
", 
i 
~ 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 
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use an abbreviated form - for removing items from the context of 
a standardized test would have altered the nature of items and 
responses to them (Bur os , 1965) o· 
The Y~rriage Adjustment Inventory (Y~I) 
The Y~I consists of a list of 157 questions -
problems divided into twelve clusters. The Manual describes the 
construction of the Inventory and contains information in ~egard to 
normative data and percentile values of raw scores. Verylittle 
is said about the validity or reliability of the test. 
Its construction'began with the selection of 
600 items from sevoral .. sour.cesJ.ncludi?g c~in;~Ml e~rFienceJ: psy-
chological tests and questionnaires, books, intervie~s with marriage 
couselors ar~ professional workers in the field. Two hundred and 
twenty-five items were selected and adapted for use in preliminary 
questionnaire survey. Of these only 157 were kept in the final 
form of the }f.AI. 
Each item or -question-problem" is phrased 
I 
negatively to point up some attitude, feeling or behavioral attri~ 
bute that would presumably make fo~ marital unhappiness or malad-
justment. Follow~ng each item are the letters H-W. By circling 
H or W or H-W, the individual indicates if the husband or wife, or 
both, possess this negative characteristic. The sum of the circles 
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applying to self is the Self-€valuation (SE) score. The sum of 
circles 'applying to the mate is the Spouse:)'3valuation (SE). The 
sum of H-W circles is the Husband-w~fe evaluation scoreo The total 
evaluation (TE) score is the sum of all circled responses. In 
~ addition to these-four major scores, 48 "cluster" scores may also 
be determined for each per·son completing the form (Manson & Lerner, 
The normative group was composed of 237 men and 
women distributed in the following fashion: 120 men (lOI'married, 
.14 divorced, 5 separated and 117 women (95 married, 20 divorced 
and 2 separated.) The Mean-Age for men was 37.6 years, and for 
women 35.8 years. Mean-Education was for men 13.1, for women 12.8 
years. The subjects were classified into "happily adjusted", 
laverage adjusted," and lIunhappily adjusted ll groups. On this basis, 
67'" of the men and 59% of the women were consideredllhappily ad-
justedll with respective proportions of 20 and 21 percent considered 
-
unh?ppilyadjusted." Only 13 percent of men and 20 percent of 
women were found to be lIaverage" in adjustment. 
Twelve clusters or areas of marriage problems 
are described in the ~funual. Items in each cluster of items describe 
problems which often affect a ~Arriage. Mean clusters are also de-
scribed. Mean scores show a trend for the "happily adjusted" group 
to have the Im .. est scores, tho "average adjusted" group to have the 
next lowest scores and the "unhappily adjusted tl to have the highest 
scores. Higher scores indicate more problems and greater malad-
~ 'justment in marriage (Manson & Lerner, 1962). Though no item in 
any cluster is repeated in another, several items seem to be closely 
related. No explanation of how the separate clusters were segre-
gated nor the criteria for inclusion of specific items within a 
cluster is presented in the manual. The sum of circled answers 
under each cluster heading is a rough index of the contribution of 
the cluster to each of the four evaluation scores. 
Percentile equivalents of the. four evaluative 
scores by sex and each of the three adjustment levels are given in 
the manual. Critical scores by sex are suggested on a comparative 
basis: for example, the critical score on self-evaluation is set 
at 20 since 90 percent of the happily adjusted in both sexes made 
raw scores of 20 or less in contrast to 30 p'ercent of the unha.ppily 
adjusted men and women. 
There have been some questions raised conoern-
ing the validity and reliability of the MAI. Validity information 
is given only in terms of inherent validity, depending solely upon 
J 
self-ratings of happiness on a five point scale ranging from happy 
_ to very unhappy. It is questionable whether this criterion has 
much meaning. All it seems to shoyT is that individuals who rate 
themselves a s happily married also rate themselves as having few 
marital problems. The lack of evidence of cross-validation must 
be regarded as a serious shortcoming. Finally the authors of the 
• 
4 !1AI state that they had designed the test with twelve purposes in 
mind, none of which seems to be completely fulfilled. Information 
on reliability is equally scarce and literature and research on 
. research on the MAI ispractivally nonexistent .• 
chosen the MAr on an experimental basis and this for two reasons. 
First, because the paucity of valid instruments in the field of 
Marriage Counseling makes us face our limitations and find new ways 
to appraise marriage difficulties and its relation to adjustment. 
We hope to be able to obtain some information from c'orrelating the 
MAI with other p~ojective instr~~ents, especially the TAT. Second-
ly, there is something positive about the MAI. Too many available 
tests have tried to measure the ind~vidual in a vacuum, ignoring 
what the "experime::1ta,l subject" feels or thinks in a specific 
situationo The idea is to obtain "pure," "uncontaminated responses
tt 
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which in turn can be standardized and become part of the total 
approach to study populations. This is a distortion. The Y~I 
offers new suggestions as to how to approach the individual in 
his dai~ life situations. 
CHAPTER rv 
Procedure and Discription of the Groups 
The selection of subjects for our sample is described 
in this chapter. There follows a discussion of the·administra-' 
tion of L~truments used in data collection and of the sample 
basic characteristics. 
The selection of the Sample 
The selection of our sample was' done in four successive 
stages. The first stage was a preliminary selection done at the 
Catholic Family Consultation Service. The author of this study 
went through the Agency's files and selected as many cases as he, 
could from a population of more than 2000 cases collected at the 
Agency in the last five years or so. All, the cases had been 
intervierTed, staffed and ldth some kind of disposition attached 
to them. Some of the selected cases had, already been terminated 
,'. 
.. ' ',87 ' 
and had been closed, some others were still in process. A total 
of 200 potential cases were finally selected. 
The second stage consisted in furthering 
screening of cases, applying the criteria of .selection we had 
~reviously established, to avoid extraneous variables. Besides 
the general criteria already discussed, we were careful in re~ 
jecting any cases which had been already terminated especially if 
their status quo vIas one of divorce and remarriage. \{e avoided 
dealing with only one party. We also rejected a good number of 
cases in which only one partner was willing wo cooperate but the 
.other refused to do so. Our assumption in these cases was to 
avoid being used as instruments of one partner agaiIfst t~e~ol;.her. 
In some cases vIe found that "That they thought of the study was to 
have some kind of official evaluation to justify their present 
situation; ~'le foresaH the implications of this type of manipu-
lation. Only those cases in which both partners were willing 
to cooperate 'toJith us vrere selected. Our sample included all the 
I 
gamut of marriage situations: divorced, separated or presently 
mrried and living together but 't-lith all kinds of IT'...a.rriage diffi-
culties. 
In the third stage we discussed each couple 
with their respective counselor. He "'Ianted to assure ourselves of 
the correct application of our criteri~ especially in regard to 
psychiatric care of the mates and to vrays of approachine the cou-
pIes to invite them to participate in our study. This procedure 
was successful. The couples, all'lays afraid of psychological eva-
luations and nevr intervieHs Hith strangers, vlere more than willing 
to participate if asked to do so by their conselors. Interesting 
enough, in a feH cases He found this not to be true. The couples 
expressed rather hostile feelings against the Agency. This we 
inferred ,-ras an inde:{ of their frustration in dealing vlith US,, 
possibly i.l1dicatine; the highly manipulative character' of Sarfle of 
their partners. Hhen they did not obtain what they l'lanted, .their 
tendency "jas to blame tl}e Agency in general, a perfect scapegoat 
for their failure. 
~f e had in our hands 200 couples ready to be 
contacted. Our prediction 'tfas that when contacting these people 
we would lose at least 50% of them for different reasons& Our 
next step Has to contact them by mail and explain to them the 
purpose.of our study, cooperation in the study., A stamped enve-
lope and a blank form were enclosed in order to make an 'ans't-1er 
more possible. Out of 200 mailed letters we received OlU~ 6) 
responses (Jl~). This. was discouragingly beloiv our expectations. 
Among the reasons given by the refusers we find anything, from 
change of residence, "donrt bother", "too busy", "those l-lho takes 
, . 
;" .. j 
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care of children", ar:.d so on. 
The blank form Has attached in order to check 
on some of the souple' s personal information: present marital 
status (marriad, divorced, separated) degree of marital satistac-
tion (happy, averaee, unhappy) plus educational and psychiatric 
backgrounds and other practical i teIT'.5 like income, number of 
children, etc. 
4 
At this point vIe thought of a good vIay of com-
pleting our sample. \ve got in touch vrith all the ne't-t applicants-
married couples - coming to the agency for help. We i-Tere able to 
complete our figure ofJ.1oo couples. This proved to be a good proce-
dura because it helped us to correlate the amount of hostility of 
the new couples "lith the amount of hostility of the old couples vTho 
had been vlith the agency for some tiLle. The correlation oroved 
. . 
to be interesting. First, there was not significant difference 
in the amount of hostility bet't·reen the new and old couples which 
had been with the agency for less than .t,\,TO years. But as time 
passed and the solution of their problerr~ was delayed either be-
cause of personality or red-tape difficUlties, hostility· tended to 
increase. 
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THE THRE3 HOS TTI.ITY . GROU P3 
A total pre-sample of 100 couples willing land 
ready to participate in our study Has then administered the IOloJ'a 
Hostility Scale. The Scales were then scored and bTO experimental 
sampling groups of 20 couples each were formed. Raw scores wera 
the basis of final selection. 
Group A: Consisted of 20 couples which Viere 
very highly in Hostility ra .. r scores. The highest rai'l score was 
155 per couple (husband and wife), the lot'Test 91. The range was 
64. 
Group B: Consisted of 20 couples low in Hosti-
lity scores. The highest raw score for this group was 81, the low-
est 61. The range was 20. 
The selection of oniy 20 couples \Vas in reiation 
to two basic factors: 1) H'e tried to establish manageable figures 
without destroying the representativeness of the sa.m.ple. ~'[e felt 
that 40 people per group was as far as size and representativeness 
a goodsam.ple; 2) 1,'le tried also to be, ~conomica1. Our means 
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and facilities of work did not allo1'1 us more flexibility or better 
choices. 
Group C: A different procedure was followed to 
obtain a control group. A letter was mailed to 100 priest-conselors 
of the Archdiocese of Chicago, asking each of thenl to send us 
" back 10 couples they considered and thought of as happily married 
-and viell adjusted, i-lith no outstanding conflicts in their relation-
~ ship. Only ten priests (10%) ans,vered our letter, a 101'; percent-
age. A list of 100 couples was prepared. Hany of these couples 
did not qualify partly because violations of the criteria of age, 
.time of marriage or because of the time at which they could be 
and asked for more volunteer couples. ~'le were able to complete 
our potential sample of 100 co~ples. 
Then we proceeded in the sa:r.1e fashion. He 
wrote them a letter Hith more specific infornation on our study 
; . 
enclosing the sane blank form that they had been used ",ith the ex-
perirnental groups. Then they Here i.."lvited to come ~or an appoint-
me1'!t and the I01>[a Hostility Scale Has administered. The 20 couples 
showing the lowest degree of hostility and-the highest degree of 
adjustment and happiness t{ere seleqted for the control group. . The 
highest hostility. score for this group t{as 59, the lOlvest 13. The 
range was 46. 
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We followed the same procedure to test both 
experimental and control groups. An appointment was rr~de for the 
couple to come to our agency. Testing was for most couples done in 
the evening hours. The couple was interviewed together b~ t~e author 
of this study and instructed together as to the r~ture and practi-
cal aspects of the tests. No information was given to them about 
the nature of the study. This was briefly done at the end pf the 
testing. 
Then the husband and wife were escorted to se-
parate rooms where cross consultation was practically impossible 
and the two questionnaires, the ¥~I and the EPPS, were handed to, 
them, No time limit was specified but the couple's were told" that 
the average time per person ~las one hour and thirty minutes but 
that they were welcome to take their time, There was no other per-
sonal contact with the individuals or the couples until the aclmini-
stration of the TAT. 
This first half of the testing went on without 
any incident of particular significance for most of the couples. 
The only empirical observation-made' rt th::rt time~wa-s thrt unh-appily 
married couples experienced more perplexity about their task than 
the happily ~~rried. They asked more questions, expressed more 
doubts and made more rer.~rks about the possible findings of who 
." 
.: 
or what vIas wrong vlith their rr'..arriage. 
When the questionnaires were fL~ished the TAT 
vIaS "7dministered. There tfas a selection of 15 TAT cards in numeri .. 
cal order. An instruction sheet l-laS placed on the top of the cards 
and a Norelco recording machine set at one side. Instructions 
were provided as to the nature of the Tes t and hOvl to handle the 
microphone. The tester remained L~ the room for a while, until 
I 
the first TAT card story "ifaS completed. No time vlas scored. The 
tapes were properly identified. 
The administration of the TAT brought to our 
attention a few interesting facts. First, happily rr'..arried indi-
viduals encountered less diffi~ulties in handling the situation-
a decision-making situation-than the ~~appily married individuals. 
unhappily married individuals ran into all kinds of difficulties_ 
ranging from interpretation of instructions to t~e technical as-
pects in handling the microphones. The presence of the tester 
~" 
was requested more often by the unhappily married individuals. Se-
cond, more cards were skipped by unhappily married than by happily 
married individuals. Finally, the time required to finish the tests 
was far greater for unhappily married individuals (tvTO hours and 
fifteen !i'~nutes) than for happily married ones (one hour and forty-
seven minutes). 
Scoring was done accordL~g to the Hanual Instruc-
tions. Hith the TAT tve emploYed the stone S'cor~g System. The 
scoring was done by two qualified psychqlogy graduate students, 
and correlations bab1een the groups were obtained, indicating pretty 
much the same agreement found in stone's original paper (stone 195;). 
Similarities and Differences 
In this section, \'16 shall explore the general '. 
characteristics of the sample and study the relationshi~ between 
our selected groups. Our main purpose is to get some understanding 
into the couple's natural habitat. Harried couples do not live or 
function in a social or cultural vacuum. They live within an 
"existential culture" and this, of course, tells us that marital 
adjustment is not a un:l.forlT'J.y unidimensional static phenorilenon but 
a complex dynamic reality ~'lhich follows some of the patterns of 
individual adjustment. 
Our comparison of groups will be done in a two 
fold manner. First, in general we shall conpare the general charac-
teristics of the three of them in terms of age, education, income, 
occupation and length of marriage for the individuals (husbands and 
wives) and the couples as units. Sec ond, lie shall try to be more 
specific and compare the same groups in terms of t~~e of education, 
occupation, and fa.r1iJ.y organization. Actually these cOln,arisons 
are surr.marized in tHo subsidiary hypotheses:· 
1.A- Hostile and non-hostile (A-B-C) groups do· not significantly 
differ in terms of age, education,'incom~ and length of marri~ge • 
.: 
1.B- The non-hostile group (C) appears to be better organized in 
. , 
terr~ of occupation, size of family, income and family organiza-
tion in general. 
Our contention is 'that functioning within the 
same kind of enviro~~ent the non-hostile couples show more resource-
fullness to integrate its elements in a constructive rr.anner. The. 
higher we get in the Hostility Scale the poorer resources the coup-
les ShOH to deal effectively Hith the enviroment. H'e do not want 
to state a casual relationship, we just want to point to the diffe-
rences and similarities. 
, 
Let us now turn to other characteristics of our 
sample. 'I·men the couples Here first seen at the CFCS they j';ere given 
a Personal Data blank to fill in, The blank prepared for that ef-
feet contained items dealing v;ith different areas of information 
such as Narital Status and Satisfaction, Education, Income, Occupa-
tion, Length of Narriage and Nu.~ber of Children. These characteris-
tics were considered l..'11portant for the description of our sample. 
~~rital status and Satisfaction 
The first two characteristics we want to COIIl.-
ment on are r:w.rital status and satisfaction. Table 2 presents the 
distribution of the couples according 'to the present marital 
status: 
TABLE 2 
Distribution of Couples According to their 
Present !·rarital status 
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From the figur~s in Table 2, it appears that 
there is so~e tendency for the non-aggresive groups (Group C) to 
, 
keep their marriage intact. Different types of breakdowns in the 
~~rital relation are ~~nifested more 'often by more hostile groups 
'(A and B) respectively. H01-TeVer, 'toJ'hen these figures are translated' 
into percentages and nore sophisticated statistical methods of ana-
, 
~ lysis applied, 't'le find that these differences betVleen groups A,B,C, 
in regard to marital status are not really ,significant as indicated 
in Table 2. The CR of the differences of percentages of married 
couples for the three groups not significant-at the .01, level of 
significance. The values for t~e differi3nc,es of n,ercei1tag~s b~t-­
'tveen group A and B, "I'ras .78, bet'VIeen Band C I'Tas 1.80 and bett-Teen 
A and C ivas 2.40. None of these values I-Tere significant at the .01 
level of significance. 
Ha.rital Satisfaction Has distributed equally 
between husbands and ivives t'Tithin each group except for two cases 
L~ groups Band C in which there was an apparent disagreement bet-
ween husband and wife in evaluating their marriage. 
, 
',.J.<} 
. ~, 
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The data presented in Table 3 ShOi-I the evalua-
tion of the couples in regard to their Oim marital satisfaction at 
three levels: happy, average, and unhappy and at the same time the 
percentages of these evaluations for each group.' The two deviations 
mentioned before are considered within the noni~l expectancy. Ri~h-
hostile groups (A and B) sho~·; more dissatisfaction and un.'l-],appiness 
in their marriages than ~he lcri-T-hostility groups (C). The percentage 
for High-Hostility group (A) .. rere l5~~ happy, 20% average and 65% un-
happy. The fact that seven couples did not consider themselves 
unhappy in group A can be explained in terms of the criteria l·;e 
set for selection. This is a good index of the representatives of 
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our sample. For group B the percentages ~ere: 55~ happy, 25% aver-
age and 25~ u~~appy. Finally for the low hostility group (C) the 
percentages were: 90~ happy,5~ average and none unhappy. Further 
statistical analysis reveals that the differences between gro~ps 
A and B at the happy level are significant at P=.05 (T=2.)8) 
between groups A, and C also significant at the P=.Ol (T=4.70) 
as in between groups Band C (T= ).00). At the unhappy l~vel for 
I 
couples of group A and B the di~ferences of percentages are signi-
ficant at the P= .05 (T=2.42) and of course for c.ouples of group 
A and C but not for couples of groups B and C (T=1.68) at any 
level. 
These results can be interpreted to mean that 
hostility seems to be related to the couples' present marital situ-
ation.Interestingly enough the selection of. couples was done only 
on the basis of their hostility scores not on the evaluation of 
their ~~rital satisfaction. The more hostile groups show a slight 
tendency to pretend or cover up their marital dissatisfactions 
~~king the differentiation in that regard between groups ~ little 
- '. . 
more undetermined. This could also happen because naturally if we 
think of these variaples as on a continum,the differences between 
extremes are more pronounced than the differen~es between two ' 
consecutives points on the same continuum. 
.. 
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Related to this is length of marriage. Tae 
means for the hostility group (A) is 6.80 years and the sd. 4.13. 
For group B the raean is 7.00 and sd. 3.62 and finally for the low-
hostllity group the mean is 6.30 and sd. 3.37. These results :i:f3' 
• compared are not significant at .. ' any level (p = .01 or ~.) T. 
values are :Lor A-B :: .229 ;.for A-C t: .558, and for B-C = .894 
• ~ (df .18). This seems to confirm our initial assumption of similar 
characteristics of our group. At this point a question can be 
raised: is length of marriage related to hostile behavior? In 
. other woros, people Hho have been narried longer - are they more· 
capable of better judeement and rooreeffective handline; .of their 
feelings? It seems from these results that this ~ssumption does 
not hold true. 
Age \1e calculated the Hean Age for 
all husbands and wives first. The Eean Age for the husbands rang-
ed betHeen 30.10 and 31.05 and for the· Hives bettfeen 27.10 to 
28.18. The data are presented in Table 4. 
" 
.' . 
. . 
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TABLE 4 
Means Age and Sd~ for Husbands and 
Wives TAken Separately 
1---' .- ......... -.. ..··_·_·-r-·_·_ .. ··· -.. ""-' - .. -. -.. 'r' ----.... --.. ----· .... ····---.. --·r·-··--·-·--~--·-·-·· .. f. 
: Couple' A ; B . ! . C ; 
t·· ·i'''--·-·-·~·~T-~---· -- . -·_---·--"T---.. -.---+ ----· .. ···---r- .--.-~ 
: ' . : M I SD . I-I SD ; 1\1 \ SD 
4------.. : ·-.. ··· .. -· .. ---l----··-·:--· .. --+-~ .. -··----~-----T..:··· --~t----· 
.: Husband 30.10 : 5.0. . 30.15' 3.9 31.15: 3.7 r-----.. --i---a---......... - ••• •••• ~~ •.• ".- ~ ... ¥.--.....•. ~._!. _ ........ ~. _._--: ----.- ..... ;.-... ~-~.- . .. -- -~ ... _._.t-a ... - ... _-
, Wives 27.85 4.8 
I 
27.10 3.3 28.15' 3.0 I 
..... '.. . .. _ .. i .. .:._ ........... J .. . ,~ . ~ •.. _ _ • •.• .••.••• • • •. J 
Further elaboration of this data indicate that the values of the 
differences are not significant at P = .01 or .05 (Table 5) 
T Values for the Differences of 
Means Age Betvleen A. B, C. Groups P> .01 (df. 38) . 
'- ... ----... - ... -.--" "-"--.. -......... -...... : .. - ...... -.,,-. . -. -'-'-' ... _ ....... -T .. -_ ...... --; .. _-, 
COUPLE A-B i A-C ':' B-C" 
-. -. .... -.... ---._ .. -- ...... --::--.. _-... -.. -.. :--.... -t--, .. ·· .. ·· ---"-'---1-- ---:-.---. ., 
Husband. . -0.035 ; -0.680' 1 -0.740 
. ___ ... __ . .. ,,,,_,,,_,,, .. . _.... . , ..... __ ... ;. -- .. - ... . . - .- ....... - ..... - t· .' 
~ . ~ 
-0.2)6 Wives -0.573 -1.04 
, __ ... ~ ... ___ .... ..... J 
There is a slight increase in age as vie move from more hostile 
..... ,... 
. groups to non-hostile groups. This is more evident if we compare 
the husbands and the 'tvives together. (Table 6) .. 
\. 
..-------------~--.....;.~~ ........ ..;..---~-....;..;..-...... ,. 
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TABLE 6 
. Heans Age and SD. of Couples Taken Together 
..... -~-r~--~- ... -··-- ~-- .. ,--.~-. -_ ..... -.... ··-1-.... -.... ~-.. · --··*·--·---·--'-·-··r··"-"-·-~·'" .. ~-... ",---.. _- ~l 
COUPLE I A i B I C\ 1 ~. -- .----.. --·----------r----·---·--· ---.. "--" --I' ~ -_ ..... ------·-----···-·t-----· --.-.----.. - i 
: H I 28.9 I 28.6 i 29.6 i 
L-----------·-1' -----------r.. ' .- -.--.------- -----l • .' I ' 
1 .. SD l 4.9 I: J.8 : J.6 i ~_____ _ ..... _ ...1.._._ ' .... _ .._ ....... _ :. __ . __ . ___ ........... __ . __ . ____ . _____ ._.:. __ . .'-. _____ 1 .. ---- ___ ... ___ ._ .-.-.-----. ..: 
These results however are not significant at the .01 or .Os levels. 
I . 
.. The T values 'tiere A-B = .348; A-C = .6J9; B-C = -1.14; confirm-
ing our first subsidiary hypothesis that Hostile ano. Non-Hostile 
groups do not significantly differ in tel~~ of age. 
The only conclusion we can draw from these 
.re~~~s .~s."~h?-t;~l,~toueh :.t~e;.~~:tr.t;!?SG,nc~.s }>f. t~e' CtguP,s ~ t~~~.s 
! .... ' .. 
of age are not statistically Significant, there is some slight ten-
dency for older people to shoiV' less hostility and age. There are 
however many other variables i~hich nw.y eXplain this inter-rela tion-
ship satisfactorily. Older people are more experienced, more settled, 
better prepared to face the eventualities of married life and to 
handle their hostile feelings more effectively. 
. . 
Education. In reference to years of· education, 
there was no significant difference a~ong the three groups. Table? 
gives us the means and standard deviations for husbands and vTivas 
taken s epara tely • 
'''' , 
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TABLE 7 
Heans and Standard Deviations of Years o£ 
- Education for Husband and vlives Taken Separately 
'-----"""-1-'--''''-'''' ~--., ........ ---1 ... --" .. --.... -.... " .. -. --.--- .,.-.-----. --........... _ ..... .1' 
: COUPLE! A _ ! B ie, . 
-' --.--... - -··,------··-·-·--···-·1"-----j -···----;-----·--1 -' -----.--.----.--.~. 
iii l , • : 
i Xw~ (SD I H i SD ; 11 . , SD·._ 
-.- f n---\-.------r---_.----: .. -... ----~-~-~ .. -...... " ... -.~ 
.. Husbands . 13.55' 1.83 : 14.00 i 2.25 15.10 2.80 i 
-.-~ .. - .. -.---.-----.... -.-.. -------....... ------.~.;.-.- ...... -- •. _._.J.._ _______ . __ .... __ ... _' ___ --l 
. ; ; j ., • ; ; 
; vTives . 12.95' 2.10 : 12.7 ~ 1,38 13.95 • 1.98 : 
_. __ ._ ... .- "'_'" .... _ ... 1 ... _... . . __ .. . " ... --'--__ .. _ ............... _.. . . ________ ....... _ ._ .. _ .. __ ._. _____ .... __ .. ~_ 
4 These results are not significant at the.01 or .05 levels (Table 8) 
TABLE 8 
T Values for the Differences of Means of Years of 
Education of Husbands and Hives· Taken Sepa~a~e1y 
p > .01 (df .38) 
.... -- -" ...... -·r -. -....... -.'-. -".-.-- .. -.- ..... -- ... --· .. ·-·-----.. ·f-·-~·----·~ 
COUPLE ; A-B A-C; B-C 
-. -..... -... --.- ... ---..... ·t·-- -_.,,--.. " ......... -""-'''T-'' ... ~ ..... ' .. --... ~-'-.-: .. -"to --......... _ ..... __ ~_l 
Husbands '0.675 2.015' . 1.330 
,-' ---.,.----.. -- -..... -.... " ... _- ___ .1. _______ --.--.---.------.... ---.J.< -.. __ . ___ ... _._ .... _____ ~_--... --.---~ 
I ; . ; , 
i ~ives ._ 0.432 -1.504, -2.257 i 
L ... _. ___ ....... ~_ .... ~.~ ... ~ ... ___ ._ ... ~ .. _~ __ ... _. _~_._. _-.. ... _.~_. ___ ....... _ .. ___ .... ~ _.' .... _ '- __ .. _. __ ... , ....... _. __ ._,_. __ ._._, 
But if husbands and wives are taken as a unit then we have the 
following results. (Table 9) 
TABLE 9 
Heans and SD. for Cpup1es of Years of Education 
f.or Husbands and Uives Taken as Couples 
~ ..... ' --'---'''--'''! 
C 
-.. --.--_.-. ·:·-"1'----· .. ~ .. -.. - r'" ~ ....... --. 
,.._ ... _._ ........ _------.- .: .. _-----_._-- --; -----. 
. '. ~ 
. ~ --~-.----" 
. 11 ; 13.25 ! 13.35 .' 14.52' 
I:·--·-·-·----.;-··-·--·~-··- ----··; .. --·-·~·-·--···-···-----·1-~------ ... ··-·--
SD 2.02 \2.07 .2.53 
, i ..... ____ • __ .~. • ~ .• ~' ••• ~ •. '.' • ~ __ ,.j. . __ •... _ ._ •• _._ •••. _~_ .. ____ • __ ~_. ___ .... __ ... 
~i • 
, . 
~ 
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~ne T values of the differences of means 
between groups did not appear to be significant at the .01 level 
(A-B =0.222; A-C = 2.489; B-C = .-1.149). Once again it seetrlS 
that all the groups and the couples vTithin the groups .. rere pretty 
. 
much 'tvithin the same level of education. This also confirms our 
\ 
initial subsidiar,y hypothesis. 
As it has been previously noted all the couples 
• 
had graduated from High School. There were a total of 6; indivi-
duals .. rho had attended only High School. 22 had. attended Junior 
Co11ese, 30 College and only 8 had done graduate work. Among· the 
latter there vTere one HD, one Attorney, bl0 Engineers ancions Re-
searcher. 
TABLE 10 
Education Distribution for Husbands and 
Wives of the Three Groups Taken Separately. 
Totals and Percentages 
,-- --.--- '.-... -.-. _.-. -_ .. - ... _.--: .. _ ... -_ .... -.-·---T--·----·----r--· .. · .. -....... _--;-:-- -.. ,------r----... , 
• EDUCATIOii ,! A . I B 1. c· I TOTAIS .1 ~ ! 
. ... .-. -.- ...... ·_·· .. _ .. r ... ~.~ ...... r ~i _ .... ! ·-· .. ·~-·-·!~;-·T .~-~ -:";.;'''-' ----T--'--' -.. .. ------ -1 ._. -'-J' 
_.-, '--' ....... ..-.- r. -. ". . -.~ .. -.---.. -.-. ···~---··--·- .. T ~' ~--... ~ ·"--·-·--~""··~-"----"--·:·1~·----~~··""'--':·-·--+---':~~-···· '''~-'~''I 
H.S • 10 .; 13 ; 6 '15.,; 8 '11' ; 63', _. ! 53 : 
~ -.· .. 1····' . I. .... ···i··~"·~·· ...... ~ .... ,' -.~' -; .... '-.. ·· .. ·.h _ .. _. " ........ -----. .._ .... - •. -~·-.-.-_~:-'--. _____ ._ ... i 
J • C • 3 I 3 : 4 : 4 -:' 3 .' 2 ~,; 19' t 15 !. 
-.. ,-.-.- ... -. -·---·---·-----.. r-··· -_ .... ,_ ..... ~-- -~-... ~-.. --.. -.. r··-····_-_ .. -t-· __ ·_:-.. --.. ----~.-.;..""t'-----~-_~_-__ -__ -... -~ 
College i ., 7 : 4 ~ : li 4 [ 6.·: 30 25! .~~~- S·c~~---·-- .. -1------·--·-·t-·-.. -- .. ;-·~·~---:---~--Si··i .L_ S ·-"-"-71· 
.... _- ..... _ ................. ___ .... ;.. .......... __ ..... _ ...... .l .. ~ ..... _ . ......... ,.. '. "._ ...... L_ .. _._.-_! 
., 
~ 
;'I·i·' ' ..... ""1' ,;.~-" .... -, •.• ; ..... ,.~,"','~ ..•• ,,,,",.,, .'Y':",.,._" 1'.," .••• ,,~::"':.¥".-iV~'!~,...-... ,.; 
~' .. 
.... ----------------------------.-~~-... ---., .. ' 
.. 
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'. Income and Occl.lootion Two further characteristics of the .sampie 
were an-'3.lyzed. These viere income and type of occupation. In' 
. table 11 the cla~sification of income is presented; 
TABLE 11 
Distribution of Income for Couples and Gro~ps • , 
4 r---.--.. ------. ----·T------~--.. -·----r-- 'B -'-.. -·--T·~-~----'--r T~~ALS -~-! 
.... -..... - "'-'''- "-- -'-'--"'---_·_---"'1"-----'--"'-----" "~ ~"-~"'--'-~'--;---"'---~~-"---·-"-·'''--I 
! INCOHS . IN' % . . l~ % i N ~ i N % I 
.-: ------. -'-0" ....... ----. ---- - ... ----t-----~--· .- ... --... -~",~. -···-..... ·-··-···-'· ... ·---·~-··f--··- .. -· .. ·-... ·-· _ .. · ..····_·f--·-_ ..... _. __ .... _--.-- ------1 
: I I . 1 I 
; 6,000-7,000 ; 3 .05. -, - ; - - ! 3 .05 ; 
!-. ---·-... ---·--·-------·-r-·-·--··I ·---------··-t-1 - ... ------·--~------_i· ... -------:---···-·i 
; 7,000-8,000 : 4 .066: 3 .05 .4 .006 ; 11 .182; :- '-~'-.-.' _ ..--...... ~ ..... --.... ----- ····-t-·_.·_ . .. - .-.- ... -.. -.-... ~ ---... ---.0---- .... ~~.---...... -.-. -+ ._-.... __ .. _- -.-. --_ ... _.-.[ 
; 8,000-9,000 i 3 .05, 4 .066;.2 .003! 9 .146, 
,.--~. --.-.- .. -~-··---··-"---··--·--·--··r-... ~-·-··-····~----·--·;_-------i--------' - .. -... -~----~--! 
I ( r . ~ 
. 9,000-10,000 I 1 .016: 5 .083! 5 .083; 11 .182 . 
---.. ----. -"" ..... --........ --------7"-~d:_._ .. _.-----.---~----~----~-.---f------- i 
; 10,000-11,000 ;J .05; 3 .05: 2 '.03 i 8 ~13J'! 
-_.- ..... -- --.---... -,.- .... ··-----"-1·----·---.. · .. ·· .. -·---· -_. . 
11,000-12,000 ) 1 .016 1 .016 / 2 .032 
------ -... __ ._-_ .... - .•. _----... _--_._-;_ .... - -_._--_. ~~.----~--------.-~-.-- ;----------
, 
12,000-13,000 1 .016 . 1 .016·3 .05 .1 5 .082 . 
----.-~ .. - .... -.. - .. ------.-;-~ .. ---- ------·············--;·-------·-·---,---·-------··r------ .---.---~! 
13,000-14,000 ,- 3 .05. 1 I 3 .05 , 
~ ... ---.-.--:----. ----- .----.. -----------r-"'-----.--·-~----· .. --:--·-.. ---·"':'"-~-;-t···---~.-.------.-.~-. r 
i 14,000 or more '. 1 i .016; 3 .05; 4 .066 1 8 .1J) . 
.... .... - -. _ .. .- ___ ......... _________ .... ____ , .... ,,, _._ ..... __ ...... , ............. _ ..... " __ ' .... _ ... _. .1 _'. __ " __ .• _ ......... _ .. _ .... _.1 
A:ll the couples of .. our sample follol-Ted the established. minimum of 
selection in terms of income.· Only' three couples in group At are 
betvTeen 6,000 and 7,000 dollars annual incone. If t'Te exclude these 
three cases the rest of the couples seem to be evenly distributed 
with Mean Income for group A of ~O,214 for group B:l0,J55 and for 
\ 
" ...... 
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C of 11,265 dollars.' These figures suggest that 'the selection . 
was done among couples belonging to the same socio-economic brac-
keto The biggest concentration of couples income is between 7,000 
to 11,000. It is only cou~les in group C that seem to break. this 
pattern \iith' seven couples l·rith an income above 12,000. Economi-
cally we could say the groups are representative of the middle and 
upper middle levels of the generality of Chicago. 
Table 12 which gives the classification of 
the couples mostly husbands on the basis of their occupations shows 
group C has more professionals (8.3~) than group B or A (1.6%) 
TABLE 12 
Distribution of Couples According to Occupation of Husbands 
--.-~-~ --~ .. ---. . ... -.. - ... ~ .......... - ..... __ u_ ..... " '~"~"'''_M''_'''''-'''--:-~'''-''''''----'r'' ._ .. _.- _ ....... - "-'- .... 'J .... , ....... -.--,.,.--... -,.------ .--.-... ---- '-'-"1 
CATEGORY '. AlB! C . [ TOTAL . I 
----.... - -.- .. . ". --...--.-.. ,,--...... ,--... ~- ~---. - - .......... -"""-.-----" ......... __ ....... __ .. _-- ... -_._-'t--.......... --.------- ........ _-.. --.-... _ ... ,---) 
I ~.I·!!l ! .AI ~ I ! -sATEGORY I H jQ j N fJ ! N ~ J N 11; 
)~~~~:~'~:~~":~'-"-"-'-"f .. ··· .. --····--.. -----· .. ·-.. ···t---·-·-----r------·-. -r------· .. ·l 
. Hanagerial t 1 1.6 ! 1 1.6 . .5·8.3 : 7 11 • .5 1 
--- ---o.-.---'- .... . '-.. -... -------- o.·-f- .. ·------·-·----.. --·'---"------l!·--·-·-·-~---·---T----~---- "1 
\. : 
. Semiprofessio~l i _ f . -, i I 
! or low HanagerJ.al~· 7 11.6 ! 11 18.3 6 10 ; 24 39.9 i 
---.--- -----.-- ..... " .. ---.-------.j ... ---------... --- ---' ... ~_ ... L __ .• __ ._ ..... __ ...... ; .. _ .. _~ ........ ---..... --1 ... -. -'."""'''' .. _" .... -4 \ i ; . ; I 
Sk~ed . I 12 20 ! 8 13.3 9 15 ' 29 48.3 !. 
~---.-~~... .-~ .. '--"--'---"---"-'---"---~'" --_._---_ .... __ ._-_ .. -.-- --.--. _ .•... -..... _---_ ....... ----.... .!..-"---.. _ ........ _. __ .' .... ~ 
It is interesting to note that the wives in the C group none of them 
works outside the house. Their occupation is in their home as house-
rIives. Group B gives a 9.5% of housel·riv.es and Group A a 7.5%. The 
five couples in 'tihich .the wives ,.;.ork for group A.are· either di-
.. -
vorced or separated. i-lhich is i.."'lagreement rTith the data of marital 
" 
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status we considered before. Their type of occupation varies - one 
is an Office Hanager. one a l~urse. ,one an IBM analyst and one a 
Receptionist. 
Number of Children Children are important in marriage dynamics. 
~ !n our Catholic couples this was an interestine factor of family or-
ganization. Table 13 shoiis that less hostile groups have the tend-
.. ency tOvrard sInaller families. 
- TABLE 13 
Distribution of Uumber of Children Per Couple and Group 
, '1 
\~um~:;'---- -'-"-;'--l~'" --T7---- i 
;-'-~--,,-,-:,;,~-:,,----,----, ;, - r---i 
I 0 1 I, Ii 0 i I I 
I 1 6 4 I i ! I 5 
I 
2 6 
" 7 I 8 '.~ 
! 4 ! 
4 I_ i-
2 i 4 
f 
1 1-
1 .~-
4 
5 
6 
,The number of couples having one child is five for group C and 
the number of couples having four children for Group C, is four. 
The distribution of children and the size of family seems to be 
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more consistent with th.e general pattern of organization in less 
hostile group than in the other two groups. 
Swrunary The major portion of this chapter has conSisted in the 
qescription of sample characteristics. There were two subsidiar,y 
hypotheses which lie set out to prove. It appears that the !irst 
hypothesis received stronger statistical support than the second, 
• 
just from comparing marital,status and satisfaction, age, educa-
tiona income, and occupation, length of marriage and number of 
children. The evidence for the second hypothesis is more question-
able in general. Fo~ our purpose however it was sufficient to 
prove that there is a tendency in less hostile groups tOiiard bet-
ter family organization understood in relation to the above 
mentioned variables. In other lrl0rdS we have said that lOvl-hostility 
groups will as a lihole tend to be more effective and constructive 
in dealing with their own problems and organizing thenselves in 
regard to family effectiveness. 
vfuat we can say ought to be very general. No 
,generalizations can be taken too seriously because our~oint has 
been to prove more similarities than'the differences for a better 
understanding of our groups and better foundation for later genera-
liza tions • The analys is has ShOi-iIl us that our groups are in s.ome 
variables pretty much "identical arA that these factors are no causa-
". .- .... 
,-
.. 
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CHAPTER V 
. '
Analysis 'of Results 
W'e have dealt in Chapter Iv with the 'des-
cription of our sample. Now in chapters V and VI we want to pre-
sent the results of the study. Chapter V tll'ill consider hostility 
as a function of adjustment and this in two sections. The first 
section will present data pertainL~g to the validity of th~ TAT 
as an'instrument to measure the hostility variable in ~rriage. 
We will compare the results the three groups, obtained from the 
TAT and }~I results of couples and,individu~s alike. And more 
specially the internal correlations between host~ity an~ adjust-
ment as measured by TAT . and L-!.~I respectiyely. Chapter VI will 
study the origin of hostility in married couples. 
In general in this chapter we shall' see hos-
, . 
tility as a function of maladjustment. The poi~t we will try to em-
phasize is that there is a relationship between these ti-TO varia~ 
bles. We do not 't-Tant to say anything in terms of cause' and. effect. 
This is, I believe, a saluta~J distinction because our intent is 
to sepa.~ate facts from theories. To a great extent the lack of 
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distinction has hindered the discussion of the issue. }~re re-
research:is needed and until this is done we had better put limita-
tior~ to our findings. 
. ' 
Analysis of the, Data 
.. A restatement of the hypothese in both' the 
null and the al terna te forIlls is necessary. These hyp9t heses are 
4 presented here as they were formulated prior to our study. 
1. rrlS and TAT Data 
Null Hypot~esis: High-Hediurn-Lmv Hostility Counles. 
~ . Those 'c"o'{;'~li"e:: 'g:,.;,,.::,,, 'f:.o.'l""I'~'~"'l;.~~+f=.d a'';''~·'d-t<:iJi~;\..ul£tf''>r' ;"" A .•. ,"i\',".'.' .' ~~- ~ ..... ... J ..... ~"'_ ..... ~ . ....,.~_ -- :-_v_ ~ •• - -_ .... 1 \. .." .. .1 ..... 
. '.:f":' , r."'.~,'::,-' ~I.;~~ ~ " '~r~~ ~~'\o" .:,~ ~II$-"i ..... "<t. ~ - '.. JiIIJ, 
three groups (IRS) are not different in amount of 
hostility. 
B. Those couples l-rhen given the TAT shovl no ditf'erent ., 
amoUllt of' hostility'either. 
Alternate Hypothesis: 
A~ Those couples previously selected and distributed,in 
three groups via IHS sh9H significant differences in 
regard to their amount of hostility when compared with 
each other. 
,' .. ' B~ Those couples lvhen given the TAT' show significantly 
different amount- of hostility. In other words the TAT 
, , 
.. : '. 
, .". 
, ,'" 
. ' D.l. 
appears to be a valid instrument to measure married 
couples account of hostility. 
2. High-Hostility Couples 
• 
Null HYpothesis: Hostility a function of maladjust-
ment, 
Those ~ouples distri9uted in three groups ,(high-medi~m 
and low) are not different in .their amount of ma1adjust-
ment., 
. . 
Alternate Hypothesis: fIigh hostility couples show' 
less and poorer adjustment than l·~edium-hostllity couples 
and both High and 14:adium less and poorer adjustment 
than 10'111 Hostility couples. 
" 
Null Hypothesis: Husbands and lV'iv'es hostility and mal-
adjustment. 
The amount of hostility andmaladjustme~t~orthe man 
of the three groups i,s not different than that of women;, 
for the same groups. 
vie shall, now touch upon ea.,ch one of .these: ,.' 
hypothesis in more detaU. 
.',# . ' 
,1 
TAT and IRS In order to test th~ hypothesis, the IRS scores' ob~ 
tained by the couples of each group are compared with.the. scores 
obtained by the same couples on the TAT, and then in order to be 
" 
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more specific l-1e shall compare the results of husbands and wives 
taken as individuals. 
Table 14 sho-wsthe means and sO. obtained 
by couples ot the three groups in the rES and TAT respectively. 
TABLE 14 
~~ans and SD. tor the Couples of Groups 
A. B. C Obtained from .the IHS and TAT 
i-~~~~ "--"'T -...... -.: ... ~ ..... -.~--." ... · .. -· .. ····'·"1-· .. _·_··,· .. ~-----.. -.[ ... ---.-t·-c-·~··--··~i 
i ---:-' ....... , .............. -- ..• - ........... ] ..... - .......... - ....... 1---.. -·'-.1'----. I .------.--J --""-~I 
! M i SD i 1,1 i SD I l-I i SD j 
. 1---.. ----.. -· .. ·-.. ·--·f-...... --.. ·-····--l-----~-.· . I .. -_ .... ".r-.I·._-.--.. ,--I 
, ! " I. I " 
IO\fA i 55.32 i 12.8 ... : 35.6 i 12.9 ) 19.40 . 12.0,; 
... ·--·---:!~---'-.... ·-·--t-·-- ---:-._ ... -r·-------:-r~·-.. -~-·---·" .. -·r·--'--H' 
TAT . 18.70 i 4.3 : 15.5 i 3.9 i 16.05 I 5.3 I 
_ .. _-' ----.----.~~.. -----_"-___ ---I_~ .... _ .. -
From SiInple observation (Table 14) we can see that there is a 
progressive decrease in the amount ot hostility from group A (high 
hostility group) to group C (low hostility group) in both tests. 
The decrease for the ms is explained by the same statistical 
procedure we used in selecting the couples. Tne TAT on the other 
hand keeps the same pattern we used in selecting the couples. 
The decreasing for groups A and ~ or A and C where the differences 
are more obstensible but not bett-Teen groups B (medium-hostility 
group) and C. The mean-hostility. for group C is for practically 
purposes the same as it is for group B (TAT-16~05) (IHS-15.5). 
, . 
If we obtain the T values for the differences 
.. 
t ...... . 
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of.means of the three groups we observe the same characteristics 
. (Table 15). The groups as measur.ed by the ms differ s.ignificantly. 
If measured by the TAT they diffe~ too except for group Band C Where 
the T value at the .01 is far below' C-!l-.8) the'T value correspond-
ing at the .01 level of significance • 
TABLE 15·' 
T Values for the Couples of Groups 
A,B.C 
r-;~~~-l"·---··~-·~" B -----"-T-:-~-:--~--"'T--B-:'-'c--'l 
1--------......... -- "-'----r"-----"" ....... __ ...... _ .. -.---t ... _-.-_ ........... _._. ------;.---------1 
I IRS I 6.82** ·1. 12.92** . 5.82**1. r------r--- . . --_.- I' I I , I . I .. _. 
L!~~~.--._l-· _. _~~~~l~~_ .. __ L'_ ___ c... •. ~:~: .. ___ .l~ .. __ :.~~~ ___ j 
** p < .Ol 
III p < .05 
Finally·the correlations for each group bet-
ween TAT and L"C5 scores are for group A =i .13; for group B:; .08; 
and for group C F .2) which tie found to be nonsignificant at any 
level. -(Table .21) 
.' When the score~ of husbands and lvives are 
compared, it is apparant that the results are in the satte direction 
we had for the couples. 
TABLE 16 
Heans and SD. for Husbands and i.fives of the Three 
Different Groups Obtained from the TAT and IRS 
111; 
_---··--1··· .... -_____ ' ____ _ 
Scale: COUPLE ,A --------! B '---1 c' . '-'-1 
-:.---.! --.-.-.--.. ·-·--T·'------.~~-- rSD-- -- ----·-I~-· I-r' ·--r-;;--·--l .. -·-~--·; -.~;. --, I 
i --:--.--_.-. '-'r --... -.L.----.----t.-----. --'---1-' -.... ~::- .---.- '-- .... - -; 
Husbands : 60.35 112.8 1 38.35 i 12.93 , 22.65 : 11.93, ; 
J:HS'-- ... , -;' .-- --- ..... ,.... ···········1--·_.--.. _-.. ----·-·_·_,-·--,.. .... _···--···.I.·,,·L.-........ _; 
, I I I ! : ~ I ~ ;'(ives ! 50.30 : 10.68 ! 32.95 i 12.37 : 16.15 /11.16 : 
.--"-', ...... , ..... -..... -_.-. '---, .. , .-r-.. --' .. --_ .... ----- ---;. . .... ··------+-------·r-·---.. --t --.. _.,._.-,: .. 'r' ~---'-. -.... - .; 
Husbands i 20.65 3.80 ! 15.20 i 4.55 : 15.95 I 5.22; TA~ives . . ~ r-- ~6~;~-, J. ~'. r--;;~;-I~;-.~;-: 16:1;tS:;;;'"l 
---_ .............. _ ....... _ .. _._-, .. _. __ . __ ... _._-.. _--........ ----.... -·-.. ·· .. · .... ·-.. -.. ·-,I·-·-- .... ·--.. --··--~-·- .. -... --._._.--.-.--- ..... -. 
However it is to be noted that husbands tend 
to be more hostile than their wives, in ~oth tests although the sie~ 
nificant differences are found only in the, IRS not for the TAT. 
TABLE 17 
T Values of 1-:ean Differences for Husbands and \1ives 
Scores on the TAT and IRS Scales 
~.~~~ ·-r------·'A-B ---.---.- ·-·--· .. ~r- .. - -.. --~~~---. '--1, B-C' ----.... 1 
, I ,. I ' 
-- ... ···-·----1- .. - -. I"'," .... j-- -- -----·T-·------·-i"---·---r---, 
~_ ~ ______ ~_ .. !~~ ___ , __ ~~ ---.--~~~-,L~ _+-_ .. }~T . .; 
i i ; f ' I 
, Husbands i 5.4Q** " 4.12** .; 9.61** 1 3.26**: 3.$9** i -.48 
~--.... ·_',· .. -.. ··_ .... ·_-t-.. _-- .. · ...... _-1"- -'-'''''--''--' -:--. "---'T-'" ....... ----- .. _. ·t-'~ .. -·-· .... _'7" ... -........ . ... ", _ .. ,0, - j' 
. Wives . 4.74** '0.75 • 9.88** i 0.40 ,4.51**' ;'.18 , 
---- -.~ ._--", ---.~.-.-..... -.---.-.--__ .... _____ ._'" __ .. __ .. ______ . ___ ._""'--_ ......... _. ___ .l--_ .. _. '. __ h~ _ •• "_'OA ..... _ •• _-1 
** p < .01 
The IES Significantly differentiates hus-
bands and wives of the three groups in the hostility variable. 
llS 
(Table 17) Tne TAT Scale however does not seem to be sensitive 
enough to make the same differentiation of groups. (T values for 
woves uere not significant at the .05 level) This is probably due 
to several factors. First, the IRS measures hostility more in terms 
of social desirability, which as vIe explained before, is related to 
unfavorableness and unfavorab1eness of the individuals' imageo£' 
themselves. It would appear then that only on this basis "men 
i would score higher than women beca~se they are more able to ex-
press overtly their azgresiva teelinzs without being chastised 
for it. The IRS tvould seem to be a more valid instrwnentin maa-
. ~' 
suring these aspects of hostility which the TAT Scala is nor c~n-
carned with. On the other hand the TAT Kostility Scale avalu-
ates a contant, not an attitude and it is more concerned with be~ 
havior in all possible dimensions not only overt but also convert 
and phantasied. This certainly would ge beyond .the mere attitudes 
or reactibility of,the subject to a situation which has been 
picked up "a priori". T'ae TAT Scale presents clear limitaions 
although stone has tried to improve it by introducing the concept 
" 
of ROtential hos~ility. The concept has not been sufficiently 
clarified or validated as yet and for this reason we have not used 
it in our study. 
The intergroup corre~ations between TAT 
. and IRS scores for husbands and vrives l'1ere not in t!le predicted ' 
0. \ 
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'. 
direction. All of them reached no level of _ significance •. <' ~re 
even got t'tvO negatives correlations for the TAT husbands and lvives 
of groups B-C. This was expected because the differentiation of 
the groups between these two groups vla~ not too definitive. (~::;.olG liS) 
.... 
TABLE 18 
Correla\t.ions Betueen IRS and TAT Scores 
. 'for'Husbands and Wives Separately 
'In summary the TAT Hostility Scale does not 
measure the s~~e kind of hostility the IRS does. The Iowa Hostili-
ty Scale seems to be emphasize more the attitudi.'1al aspects be.sed 
on the concept of social desirability, vitiated by favorableness 
and unfavorableness of the subjectr~ own image. The·TAT releases 
m~re unconscious hidden n~terial and potentially aggressive be--
.. 
havior as '-1ill than the IHS. tfnat B;bout ou~ hypothesis? The 
first part of our first hypothesis regarding the validity of the 
TAT in measuring hostility is onlypartially supported in our study. 
The IES discr~ninates better the groups in terms of hostility 
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although'this was naturally set prior to our study.' The TAT 
. does discriminate the groups too .somehoii but not at any signifi-
cant degree. Our third hypothesis on the other hand received 
strong support too from our data. ~ah show greater amount ot hos-
tility and this more so on the TAT. Finally,' our second hypothe-
sis will be considered later on in our study together with some 
aspects of the relationship between hostility and adjustment., 
Hostility and ~~rital r~ladjustment' .. 
This second section will deal more speci-
tically with aspects of the relationship between hostility and ad-
justments which we have s~~~rized in our third hypothesis: Hosti-
lity is a function of maladjustment~. ~le want to see \ihat hostili-
ty may do to the marital dyad functioning. 
Most of the studies on. the subject empha-
sized rather the pathology of the'individuals concerned as the out-
come ot hostility. (Schadel & Lipezz, H. 1957, Lindsey; 'Tejessy, 
1965). Our main concern however is with the couple as a unit, 
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with their interaction, their relationship vlhen ,posited within a' 
hostile frametvork. Another limitation' of earlier studies is the 
kind of conceptualizations still vague and undetermined., ~'I e 
\OTould like to start this section off by defining hostility apd 
" 
~ladjus tment opera tionaliy •. 
We have said that hostility is 'antagonism 
either directly or indirectly toward a person or object involVing 
either verbal or physical expression', There are three elements 
involved: The antazonisln, the object of the antagonism, and the 
expression of it. Ue have talked about this before. ~uantita-
tively tole have been able to obtain measures of hostility, employ-
ing the IRS and the TAT seales-. 
Maladjustment on the other hand refers spe-
cifically to marital maladjustment and ~plies marital disorgani-
zation, a state of disorder within the relationship. ,Hore spec i-
fically it points to difficulties in the patterns, of interaction 
. 
and communication tiithin the marital dyad with ~~rital dissolution, 
through divorce, separation, dessertion or any other form of 
'emotional divorce' as a possible ,outcome. We are'not talking, 
about adjustment or maladjustment 'of'the indi~idual. We do not' 
want to imply it or exclude it. ~le prefer to think within the 
theoretical framevTork of family therapy: the identified patient 
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husband or wife carries the symptoms of the sysfunctional rela-
tionship: 
For practic-al purposes marital adjustment 
is understood qualitatively. or quantitatively. Qualitatively it 
. refers to the kind of relation~hip between the partners: satis-
faction, frustration, underst~nding. Quantitatively it refers to 
adjusted or maladjusted and severly maladjusted scores follo~ng 
.' . 
the norms of the study done by the Manson and Larner, (1962). 
They established the following categories: 
For ~,scores of 
30 or less, adjusted 
,30-50, maladjusted. 
50 or higher, severly maladjusted. 
For wom~nr scores of 
35 or less, adjusted 
35-50, maladjusted 
50 or higher, severly maladjusted. 
-In terms of predictions we expect our results to come out the 
following direction: 
1. Couples with high hostility scores. would tend to be low on 
adjustment. Correlations between hostility and adju~tment would 
.. 
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tend to be 10\0[ •. Pathology of the relationship is more n~grant in 
this group. Pathology of the individuals as judged from the social· 
intakes is also higher. 
2. Couples with medium hostility scores would tend to be medium 
.. 'on adjustment. Correlations between hostility and adjustment would 
tend to be higher than on Group A but lower in group C. 
~ Pathology of the dyad is less frequent. 
J. Couples with lO~l hostility scores would have a· tendency to be 
higher on adjustment. Correlations would tend to be higher than 
in the other two groups. The couples of this group would present 
fewer indications of pathology. either as couples or as individuals. 
In general more differentiation is expect-
ed between the extreme groups A and C than between the two conse-
cutive groups A and Bor B and C., This would confirm our hypo-
thesis of hostility and adjustment as continua. 
To test our hypothesis 'ie shall compare the 
results obtained by the, couples on theIHS. TAT on hostility and 
correlate those with the results obtained on the HA.l by the same 
couples. \Jeare already familiar with the first set or results 
but we shall ~epeat thenl here for the sake of clarity. 
"0""" 
" .. " 
, " 
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. TABLE 19 
Offhand we see that the means become pro-
gressively lower as we move from couples of group A to couples 
of gro~p C. T'!le TAT upsets this pattern thrOl-ling almost iden-
tical mean.values for couples of group B and couples of group C. ' 
. . 
This could indicate that the Stone's Hostility Scale, based on 
the TAT content, is not sensitive enough to appreciate nuances 
of dysfunctional character between groups situated consecutive-
lyon the continuum of hostility. .It seems. that the Scale is 
more reliable the more distant the groups are. In other words, 
it appears a pretty reliable instrwnent with groups situated 
at the extreme of the continutu~. In general this tends to confirm 
~ur subsidiar,yhypothesis we just mentioned at the beginning of 
this section about the differentiation of our groups. 
T values seem to confirm this observa-
tion. All the values are significant for the IH3 as we have seen 
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before at the .01 level. The TAT again presents the same 
\ 
exceptions between couples of group Band C. The MAI seems 
also to' follow the TAT pattern.-
TABLE 20 
I 
All the couples intercorrelations in the three different groups 
appear to be in the predicted direction from l~~er correlations 
(Group A) to higher correlations (group B and C). - None of these 
correlations is statistically significant-. _ (Table 21)-
TABLE 21_ 
/-
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Two things puzzle us at this point. First the low 
correlations obtained and secondly why these were nonsignificant. 
The most obvious explanation for the lack of correlation seems 
t~ be that the instruments are not actually measuring th~ same 
aspects of the same variables. The IRS,for example, as we 
mentioned be'fore, measuresdi!'ferent' aspects of Hostility than 
those measured by the TAT Aggressive Content Scaie, and when 
both are correlated with the MAl, the latter shows higher degree 
of correlation with the IHS than with the TAT Scale probably for 
the same reason that the MAl measures marital adjustment in 
terms of overt behavior paying little or no attentiQn to covert, 
bahavior. 
If we now turn to the evaluation made by the social ,. 
worker who interviewed the couples at the CFCS when they first 
came see~ing help (couples of group A and B) we find that in 
group A, 3S~ of couples were'recomended for pwychological eva-
luation (these couples still re~~ined within our selection criteria 
in regard to mental illness). Six months, later 20% of the same 
group had seen a psychiatrist, having IO~ receiving psychiatric 
treatment. In group B the percentage were much lower, 15~ were 
initially referred for psychological evaluation and only IO~ had 
six months later seen a psychiatrist and 5~ had received treat~ 
mente There was no information about the couples of group C in 
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terms of psychologic~l eval~ation or psychiatric treatment. 
Individually we obtained the same,results, 
Table 22 shows us the different means and SD. for husbands and 
wives. 
TABLE 22 
differences of means for all groups are significant at the 001 
level. The only value which was found to be non-significant was 
for the means of wives of group B and C. 
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. TABLE 2J 
T Values of the l{eans for Husbands and t'lives on the HAl 
direction than the more general results for couples. The IHS 
and the TAT. and the HAl for the indiV.iduals confirm the general 
results. As we mentioned bafore husban4s are shown more hos-
tile then ,lfives in geperal although the latter obtained higher 
scores of maladjustment, except for liives of group C. Finally 
the means of .group A clearly indicate that this group isver,y 
much within the maladjusted population. 
TABLE 24 
• ~. ~ .1 ".; '.. >,:;" • 
" 
These correlations l-rere all in the predicted direction, they ran \ . ' 
, from higher to lower correlat.ions ~ a progressive fashion, for' 
high, medium and lOH hostility groups. - Lov3' and ev~n negative 
correlations were e:<pected in the low hostility groups. For. 
Group C. the louest hostility group. all four correlations "t·rere 
. ' , 
low and insignificant. There was even one negative correlation. 
This all was suspected and seems to SUPP?rt our hypothesis that 
t 
low hostility couples are better adjusted than higher hostility 
couples. One question hO~lever remains in our mind :1,n reeard to. 
the correlations of groups B' and C. iThy low correlations 1 For 
group B we found low and insignificant correlations except for 
the wives on the' TAT. In general this seems also to cOnfirDl 
our hypothesis especially if we accept the conclusion of our 
previous section that groups consecutively situated on a hosti-
lity continuum. iTOuJd, not essentially differ as much as groups' 
at the extreme of the same continuum. If this is the case then, 
vTe should expect also 1O"t-l and even negative correlations. The 
II" for the wives on the TAT is slightly significant at the .05 
. 
level and the reason for this it occurs tome, is because the 
TAT Scale is measuring some of the personality maladjustment 
registered among the wives of this group: 15% of the couples 
of group B we said were referred for psycholoeical evaluation 
. ", 
~.' . . 
" . 
. 
~, ' 
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the "identified patient" being the wives (lO~). For group A 
the situation is different. ~-Te expected and i'Te obtained higher 
correlations between hostility and adjustment than what we ob-
tained for groups B and C. ','1e ej,.-pected also significant corre-' 
~ 'lations this was only partially obtained. Only the husbands on 
the IRS appear significant at the .01 level. These are the same 
. .. 
~ individuals i-1a found very high in hostility (higher than their 
wives). On the TAT the same husbands almost reached a level of 
significance (p .Os). T'ne trTO correlations for vlives of group 
A were .10ii and insignificant. T'nis can be explained, partly be-
cause these \-Tere the same individuals vThogot··lolTer .. scores on 
hostility on both the IRS and TAT. 
The evidence so far presented tells us 
that there is scme relationship between hostility and adjust-
ment but also warns us to be carei)ll with unjustified generali .. 
zations. There are bro main sources of 1imit::'.tion responsible 
for the results obtained. First, the l:L'1litation of our il'lStru-
mentation. Tne TAT appears to be a sensitive instrument to mea-
sure personality traits and functioning of an individual. vlhether 
it measures more than that is very questionable. The ~~ attempts 
to measure interactional perceptual processes. We accept th~ 
limitation that correlations on this basis would be 10i-1. Another , 
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limitation was in terms of our sample size. Should we increase 
the number of couples our correlations liOuld have come out higher 
for the simple reason that we would have included more cases of 
maladjus"ad couples 't-iithin our sample.· Keeping a strict criteria 
... of selection of couples in terms of maladj~stDlent. Severe per-
sonality maladjustment or serious marital disorganization were 
" 
~ initially excluded 't'Then our sample 't'las selected. 
Looking at the whole problem of the rela-
tionship from a more impressionisticJangle. I think we can add 
new evidence in support of our hypothesis. l-Iarital disorganiza- . 
tion implies avast range o~ problems and difficu~ties expe-
rienced by the couple in their marital life. ne want to present 
next the probler!lS as they 'VIere seen and e:xpressed by the couples •. 
This may help us to interpret the correlations above studied 
without too much pessindsm. Table 25 and 26 tells us about 
these problems.:' 
TABI3 25 
~~ber of Probler!lS for Each Group as Express~ 
by Couples on, the HAl . 
. . --.. ----.---..... - .. -... ----T··---·------; 
: GROUP3 I ._. !-lA-I-J 
i I 
_: _~ __ ~ ___ .... --.. _.J _____ ' ~~_~5.5~_;. 
i B .' '1 694 i' 
l---"'~'~""'-----:---' ··--··l--·~;7--1 
! . I ! 
. ----.-.--:-.-,-~ .. --·-----P-----.--.--
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If we try to spell this out, then we will find the following 
distribution of problems. 
TABLE 26 
TABLE 27 . 
Distribution of Areas 'of Problems as expressed by 
Couples.of the Three Groups 
. , 
!GROUPS I' IM I NT (-FR--r"iNr--MM~-i-DO " . ~. ·,~~t· 
I l i . t I ~ ! - ----: .-.....:.- --.--... --.. ~-.-~--- --~ .. -,- ·------·----1 
; t, .. • l---~---}--~6-~~Jr-~:'-63 +-" :6:~--~+,:~,,-~p-l~'~8~-6~-~-! '-':'6~- r~?----l 
. i B ,'1 3 ; 10 i 3 i ~ .'; .( 3 ,57 '; 
: . t > f , ~ £ • i i-· ... -----..-.. --.·~""'-..,--} ... ·, .......... ~~ .. · ...... ·· ... ~ .i ... -·_ ..... ·· .... - .. ,.. .. _._} ..... --... ····"-~...,· .. t .. :·· ..... "'--·-··--'~·~r ...... ~ .... :-··· ..... ·-··!· --~. -~~-of ___ -.._~_ .. ~ 
: C I. 60 1 40:' 22 I 3 . ~ .38 f 43 r 16 . L 
;_ .... __ .. ____ ._J.. __ ._._. __ .. _. __ L ___ :~ ____ ._ .... _ ... _· __ · ........ --t---:r---·-·---~-·----
. We can see that couples of group A present absolutely more pro-
blems ~han the couples of the other two groups." The differences 
. ,~,.'. 
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between groups especially A and C are significant. This re-
presents a sharp contrast.with ~~e almost flat evaluation of 
their own marital situation as eAj?ressed by the couples when 
they had first come to the CFCS for help. The lack of unde'I'-
~ •. standil'lg, insight and precision is striking. 
TABLE 28 
Distribution of .~eas of Problems as EA~ressed 
by Couples Taken fro~ll Social Intakes 
. '---r-'---r-- -:--._-_cT ·_-_·_--! ---r-.---t-~-r-,...---1 GRO~!?_r! ,-~~_. -L~~;-----!.!.--~~-~~--1-.-:~--~I ... -~~.-.-i-. ~! __ .l 
I . , j I I i 
A I 14 l 14,' 13 . 12 : 10 I 7 : 7' 1 
,-.' --"-"'--"'- -··· .... -·r---.----.. -~·---·-- .. ----·~-----.:.·+-,---·-. -r- j ~-••. c-' ____ / 
: B I 5 ! 4 5 1 4 ! 4/ 2 I 1 : 
... --.. --. ....--.-----+------... --.-- -+--_·-t·-.... ·--_·--:·-· .. -_ .. -.... --l 
I j . r I r I C . __ --'-__ .~ __ .~______ _-L.--'='_~ __ .i_:_ ~~._ .... ,.~.-=---.J 
The six areas which were mentioned more ~ften by the couples 
.are the sexual (SL), i.'f1..'"'lB.turity (n:I) incoI:J.patibility (L'IJ 
family relations (FR) neurotic traits (NT.) domiI"...ance (DO) and 
sociopathic traits (SP) •. The (SL) and (IH) were the most often 
mentioned clusters. T.'1ere was no information available about 
the problems of the control group. (C) (Table 28) 
In this section we setout to show that 
hostility and maladjustment \\,ere correlatsd. We predicted 
more maladjustment for higher hostile groups, lesser for lOvIer 
r. 
. - : .. ' 
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hostility groups. This correlations are more significant bet~ 
ween extreme groups then it is bett-Teen closer groups. Tne evi-
dence came out in the predicted direction although not all the 
correlations between the t"tITO variables t.rere significant. Dif-
• 
J ferent explanations vTere offered but our conclusion vIas that in 
an area "toJ'hich· is so complex and u.."ldifferentiated any results 
I ~ have to be taken i'lith discretion. oUr evidence '·Tas built upon 
statistical analysis combined with a little bit of impressionis-
tic insight. !10re research is needed on the construction of 
. better instrunents. and on differentiating the variables of hos-· 
tility and adjustment. 
Thus in general we may conclude that out 
first main hypothesis has been confirmed by the results t The 
next c~apter will be on the analysis of the evidence to sup-
port the second main hypothesis on t.~e origin. of hostility in . 
married couples. Furthermore, few of the subsidia~J hypothesis 
that t'le established in Chapter 1 have been also confirmed. 'iTe 
have seen that hostility is a gestalt which .existin the indi-
. . 
vidual as a continuum. There is eno~gh evidence to subs tan-
tiate this statement. The least i'le can say about hosti.;J..ity is 
that although we ~annot predict maladjustnent from hostility·we 
can see hostility as an fairly reliable index.of maladjustment • 
. . ,: 
.. 
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But only and in so far as 'VIe take the \'lhole individual and the 
whole process into account. Fragnenta~J evaluations would only 
lead us to distortions about the~ongoing process. On the other 
hand 1'1e have to accept a conclusion that is a confirmation of.' 
,other studies that the TAT is not a highly sensitive 'instrument 
especially when dealing with aspects of covert behavior. It 
.1 
can be considered useful and consequently we have to talk inl 
different vTas about the validity of the TAT. 
. " ..... 
, .' 
.. . 
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Origin'of Hostility 
A number of studies (Rosenbaum, S tanners, 
&1960. Rosenbaum, & deCharrns. 1960. Berko't-1itz, 1960. Pepitone. 
1964) have tried to demonstrate the relationship between perso-
nality characteristics as measured by questionnaire and inventories 
. '. ~ 
and hostile behavior.T'nis is a crucial point especially in the 
study of dyadic relationships in which as Tagiuri has pointed 
out "tve still do not have an explicit systamatic knot..fledge about 
the two-person groups L~ general to dei1 ~Iith such particulars. 
as the probl.e!l'lS· of uhat interaction of personalityoharacteris_ '. 
tics makes. say. for a smooth marital sit':lation" (Tagiuri, 1953' 
or for that matter we could add the problem of hostile relation-
ships. 
Our question for this last chapter is in 
a dyadic situation for practical purposes here ina marital situa-
tion, where does hostility Come trom? In general we could consi~ 
/ 
j 
.. 
. ~' 
1)4 
der two main sources which have, been traditional ,psychoanalytic 
school had approached the problem of the origin of hostility: 
The traditional psychonalytic school has approached the problem 
of the' origin of hostility from· the angle of what the environment 
does to the individual. The individual placed ina dog-eat-
dog situation struggles his way out through flight or fight. 
The attempt to deviate from it or any failure to comply to'it 
brings pain and frustration. Hopeless situations generate 
directly or indirectly antagonism. Leon Saul summarized it in. 
his book: The Hostile Ydnd (1956. p.p.19.) 
"In so far as conditioning influence impair the emotional de 
velopment form an infantile or corrupt:·,cC;lllscienqe".,alld ca;use y 
disordered childhood reactions, the patterns then persist 'as 
sources of irritation, frustration and anxiety, and therefore' 
of hostility ••• " 
and later on he adds, 
"A man feels a nameless, indefinable, inferiority, which he may 
not even admit to himself. He ca.nnot eome to grips with its 
sources. He may try to change b~t the core of his personality 
is so fixed that without ,treatment or unusual experiences, he 
is unable to do so •. He is threatened, but he cannot change, 
he cannot flee and he cannot fight the threat himself. He is 
blind to his inner unknown assailant. The result is what has 
• been aptly termed 'impotent rage'. Irritated and threatened 
from within the individual generates a constant pressure of 
rage and hostility that can come out in various directions-
against the strong-whom he bitterly envies or against the weak, 
who remind him of his own inferiority. The following summarizes 
the usual route of hostility: 
.. 
.. 
.. 
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Influences ·harmful to the child's emoti0n.al'development 
, crippling or impairment of the personality (real inferiority) 
Feeling of inferiority, more or less conscious 
Irritation, insecurity, anxiety 
. Reactions against this, among them: 
1. overcompensantory egotism 
2. . need for power 
3. rage and hostility 
Hostility aocording to this model is a destructive and generalized 
force from withina "the tendency to .do something harmful to 
another organism or to itself"· (Saul 19.56). 
" 
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Dispositional determinants~ optimism, self-esteem l hostility~ transient states of 
perceptual orientation. 
Autonomic state: ~Arousal may be conditioned to stimulus. 
CHOICE POINT 2 - Initiatiorrof aggressive or nonaggressive response (fractional 
anticipatory goal response) 
Dispositional determinants: aggressive tendency or aggressive habit. 
Autonomic state: (a) Arousal may be classically conditioned to either aggressive or 
nonaggressive response and becomes established as an operant energizer. In the 
hi" ''A;,_'''.H'''.~a..s~~Of· ... ~~~_~ess~~e. ~esponse, i.t may -be l.abe1ed AnlY"""- I~\ "' __ u __ .. • 
CHOICE POINT 3 ~ Continuation of aggressiye response, weakened by amount~ 0, or 
return to CP 2 
Dispositional determinants: conditional inhibition of aggressive responses (e.g., aggression anxie.:ty). ~. 
,CHOICE POINT 4 - Continuation and complet~on of aggressive or nonaggressive response 
or return to CP 1 or CP 2 . .. 
Situational determinants: social and other reinforcement oues., 
" .. 
:.' 
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Even if toJ'e recognize the value of this ex-
planation of the genesis 6f hostility, it has been hampered by 
t'tiO major difficulties: one is the vag,ueness of its c.onceptual 
constructs, and the other is the overlookL~g of hostility as a 
. , 
~ process of interaction betueen the individual and objects out.,. 
s ide the individual. 
Feshbach, (1964) has presented a fairly 
sirnple FlO't'T Chart for 2.ggressive behavior v1hic11 we have accep::-
ted as a model for our explanation~D hostility inriarriage. 
The Flo'tv Chart consists of four choice points that explain the 
riz es for us the vrhole process. ,The,' reader "'Till find a more COIll-
prehensive e;qJlanation in ApendixII.I. 
The basic assUJ,1ption here is that there is 
, always a process of Interaction takin~ place. The feelings and 
e).-periences of the observer Wluel1ces the v;g:y' in which he per-
ceives the outside v10rld (Ittelson, 19.53). Let us illustrate 
this with an exa~ple from person perception which is practically 
the only case 'VTe are 'interested in • 
. ' 
Let us suppose that the husband (H) likes 
his wife (~{). The normal expectation is that the wife will like 
her husband. In the case of an unhappy marriage, hOliever, tve 
., 
,,/ 
j 
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can have' the case in i·;hich. H thinks if likes him and if .... f is 
asked H proves to be mistaken. But rihy does H like Vl? Simply 
because he sees 'Ttl as liking hil1. mlen thi~ process is altered 
, 
I- H dislikes H because he !'erceives ill as dislLl<Ll'lg him. Here is 
a paradox: HiS like of If. is supported by his perceiving that H 
• 
.. likes him, but this ver'lj perception .occurs in' part at least .be- . 
cause he likes W. 1:1e might conclude .that the liking or disliking 
of a person i'1ith t.;hor:l ,vIe' interact can be colored by ou~ own 
,perceptions but our perceptions are certainly colored by,the 
physical, chara.cteristics and actions of the o.ther "(IerSOlT'as they 
", . . :,. ': ',"" ",' ." .," .' .. ;". t:1 ,." .• ,:. ".,.;. '''~'"' ..... . .~, • ."' •. _ ,. ~.~ . ..." .. ~ 
are perceived but these characteri3tics and actions as perceived 
may themselves be influenced ~y theobserver'sovln attitudes, 
feelings, ~tc.::'" .This will be the purpose of our last chapter 
to examine this aspect of the problem in the marital relationship 
namely how the perceptions of the one partner affects the rela-
tionship and generates hostility. And continuing along this 
line, iie· would like to eX2.lni.l'le whether these perceptions have 
. . 
any r.elation't-lith the needs of the i;ldividual~ This is vThat we 
may have said before ... llen we stated that if the relationship 
satisfies him or her, they are happy; if.not they are. Unhappy. 
A process of disliking leads to frus~ration ~nd eventually to 
sheer hostility e'ither against himself, herself or the other • 
. "-:'" .. 
~ 
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We are doing injustice to the study of 
perception. As Ittelson (1958) has poiritedout lithe subject 
matter of person perception has not ~s yet been sharply defined, 
the problems have not been clearly delineated, nor has an ade-, 
quate theor'l.T been formulated". This is the reason why we have' 
preferred to approach the l-Thole thing from the Feshbach f s Hodel 
for it gives us a more comprehensive viet·r contemplating the. 
process as a Hhole, resulting from the person •. Ali ",e .Hant .' 
is to open an area of investigation to obtain better controls 
'of variable.s affectin~ the interactional orocess between hus-~ .- . 
bands and i.rives. He de;> not deny factors Hhich have. been con-
aidered to be i.1ilportant in the perception of the outer uorld 
as familiarity ~d emotional loading, we feel that the areas 
of needs ~y offer a more pronising results. 
There is another thing I vlant to. say !Je-
fore i-1e go into the specifics. Present-day theorists see:n to 
I 
build theories on th~ basic assumption that the perceptual prQ-
cess is something like a chain of events l·;hich do not change 
their orders depending upon the ex:oer~nental operations,. one is 
making. Thus perception in some sense is prj.rr..ary and must COIlle 
before states and responses. stinulus .must precede response. 
In our case perception first and hostility later. Although 
.' 
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'this is trite it can be misleadin,g for what really matters is 
the whole process and this is what lore do not v-Tant to lose sight 
of. l1e may not be able to study now the vihole process but the 
" fact that 'tie are studying a little bit of it does not mean 
that is all that is contained there. In a' sense this is an 
artificial Tt:ay of handling it. but it is the only i~ay we can 
approach the matter becat:.se of its corl1plexity~ 
rne hypotheses to be st~died in both 
null and alternate forms are the follo't-Ting: 
I.Hostility - PerceDtion Data 
Null Hypothesis: 
function of Derception of 'the "self 
and of the m.ate. 
Those couples who COl'lpOSe the High Host~-·, 
lity Group (A) are not different in 
,1. their perception of self 
2. their perception of their mate from 
those couples i·rho compose the lot-Ter 
hostility groups. 
Alternate HYPothesis: 
, 
Those couples i'Tho compose the High Hosti-
lity Group (A) are different from the Lo- . 
wer Hostility Groups (B and C) in 
1. their self perceptions'· 
2. their perceptions of their mates 
· Common sense and psychological theor"J .suggestthat our vTays of 
perceiving others are basic to interaction with them. In our 
subsidiary hypothesis we maintain that self-perception is more 
important than perception of the mate in this interaction, -On 
~ 'the other hand t'ie believe and this t-J'ould be our second subsi-
diary hypothesis that although no significant differences exist 
4 betvTeen self ey?-luhtion a.hd~mate evaluation hostile husbands I 
tend to evaluate their It'.ates lower than themselves and hostile 
wives tend to evaluate their mates higher than themselves. 
2. Perceptiol1-Heeds Data 
Null HyPothesis: Perception of self is a" function of need 
structure 
Those couples vn10 compose the high ho~tility group 
are not different in their respective need struc- .. 
ture from those couples. vIho compose the 10t-Ter hos-
tility groups._ 
Alternate Hypothesis: 
Those couples composi.'1g the high hostility groups 
are dependent in their respective"need structure 
from couples for:r..ing the "lotf hostile. groups. 
Our investigation will be concentrated on six particular needs: 
Exhibitionism, Abasement, Nurturance, Succorance, Dominance 
and AgSression. 
.. 
i 
I 
For purposes of both clarity ~nd measure-
ment the following are·operational definitions of basic concepts 
employed in this part of our second study. 
Self-perception: the way each· partner sees hL~ or her-
self independently. 
It is measured by self-evaluation scores of the l~~. 
Either H or ~'l for husband or vTife respectively. 
I,rate-perception: The "''lay one partner sees the other 
partner. It is measured by spouse evaluation scores 
of the l·rA.I. Either H as seen by l! or 'IT as· seen by the 
husband. 
The needs vTe are using in this study are .... 
six: Abasement, !~urturance Exhibitionism, Succorance, Domi-
nance, Aggression. T'neirdefinitions are taken from the EPP3 
Hanual (EdvTards, 1959). 
Abasement (aba) II to fee!' guilty when one does some-
thing wronz, to accept blame when thin~s do not go 
right, to feel that personal pain and misery suffered 
does iIlore good than harm, to feel the need for punish-
ment for't'lrong doing, to feel better v;hengiving L"'l and 
avoiding a fight tha.n tThen having one's own 'Viay, to t eel 
the need for confession of errors, to feel timid in the 
p~esence of superiors to fael inferior to others in 
most respects.". 
r' 
.'" 
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Nurturance (nul") "To help friends i-Then they are in trou-
ble, to assist others less fortunate, to treat others 
with kindness and sympathy, to forgive others, to do 
small favors for others, to be generous i-lith others,' to 
Syr.lpathize "Tith others who are hu.rt or sick, to shoi'1 a 
great deal of affection tOi.;ard others to have others con-
fide in one about personal problems. 
E:rJ1ibition (exh) "To say i·jitty and clever things, to 
tell ~ausing jokes and stories, to talk about personal 
adventures and experiences, to have others notice and 
comment upon one's appearance, to say thines just to 
see what effect it will have on others, to talk about 
personal achievem.ents, to be :the center of attention~ to 
use i-lords that others do not knovJ' the l:1eaning of, to 
ask questions others cOlmot anS'·Ter. n 
. Succorance (suc) "To have others provide hel? when in 
trouble, to seek encouragement fronl others, to have 
others he kindly, to have others bg; sympathetic and un-
derstanding ab~ut ~ersonal problems, to receive a 
great deal of affection from others, to have others do 
favors cheerfully, to be helped by others t-Then depressed 
to have others feel sorry t-Jhen one is sick, to have a 
fuss made over one Hhen hUJ;'t. 
. . 
Domir:.ance (dom) To arzue for. one's poL"lt of viet'l, to 
be a leader in eroulJs to i'ihich one belongs, to be re-
garded by others as a leader, to be elected or appointed 
chairn~1 of co~~ittees. to ~~ke group deCisions, to 
settle arguIrlents and disputes beb·reen others, to persuade 
and influence others to do i-Iha tone i'lants, to supervise 
and direct ·the actions of others, to tell others how 
to do their jobs. 
Aggression (agg) To attack contrartJ points of visi'l, 
to tell othersvThat one thinks about them, to criti-
cize others publicly, to wake fu.'o1 of others, to tell 
others off 't..Then disagreeL"lg i'lith them, to get revenge 
for insults, to become angrtJ, to blaNe others Hhen things 
go wrong, to read newspapers accounts of violence~ 
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In order to test the ~irst hypothesis of 
this second_part of our study, correlations were obtained bet-
ween. 
self-perceptipn and hostility scores for both IRS and 
TAT 
self-perception and evaluation of the mate 
self-perception and adjustment scores on the NA.l. for 
both couples and individual partners alike. 
The means of couples as shown ~ table 29 point to-
ward the same. characteristic we encountered in the first part 
of our study. 
TABLE 29 
l'!eans and SD for Couples_ of all Groups 
in Four Variables -
-------------,.-.----------- ---- r----------:- ------:----:--l------.. ·---r----- --- -- -; 
- GROUPS. _ SELF l SPOUSE HAl _ I IH3 1 TAT 
i-·---r··--· .. ·------1------------:--.. -- .- --·-·t----· ----t--------- --._-; 
M , 11.7, _ I 22.12 : 41.32j 55.32 ; 18.70 
A -----J.---.-.- ... j .... -- - -. ---!- '- 1- ---.-~... --- c_ -
~ SD l 10.6 ! 19.71- ! 29.97 i 12.84 : 4.33 
:-- .. -.------~ -·--1------· .. -·--+------[--. ---~~-- .. _:_---.-._;-----.- .. " .. --: 
! t i ~ . ~ . 
i H ~ 5.50 i 9.52 ; -17.65 : 35.65 : 15.55_ B .~- .. --.. -.-~ .,'- '." .,. -~ .. ~-~ ... - .. , .. -._ .... _.1--,_ .... -:..... __ ... --..;....- --...:--, .. -.... ~ .. ~..:.-... ,,_,w __ , •• __ .,._· 
: SD : 5.49 116.54 24.61, 12.94 : -.. 3.92 
;-__ ... __ ._L. _____ .. _ ..1.. • __ ~ ---•. _... ___ .. ~ ~ -_~,v,o! .. _ ........ _·.4 __ •• __ .i._., ... ~. ___ ......... .u. __ .. _. ~ . : ............ " 
: H 2.42 2.77 6.20 19.40 16.05 
.. ' .. 
. ' '~'",--. - . '., .... 
-.. 
. f , 
7.62 10.85 12.00 5.33 
C 
SD 3.66 
"- . -----:--._-----:-----
---
Means tend to increase as we move from hizh-hostility 
to lo\i-hostility groups. This seems to indicate that as \-J'e app-
. .. 
·' 
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roach less hostile groups the couples tend to look at them-
selves more positively. The T ~a1ues confirm this ~pression. 
All values are significant at .01 level. 
TABLE 29 
T Values for all Variables for the Three 
Groups' 
I ~ G~OU~~---r-'~~LF-"-'-r~-;~~s~--T---~~;'- '-T--~---'-1 TAT 
+- ______ ---- __ ,_._ .. ____ ,._ ._--4- .• 
',. 
j , . I ' 
A-B ; 3.33** i 2.19** ,. 3.76** 6.~2** 3.41**'! 
'------t-!---·-·--r- i. --, 
i A-C I . 4.71** ! 5.71** I 6.88** 112.92** I 2.44*1 : 
r-'-- ________ ~---_--_- .. --.---------.. ------L ---------
1 B-C ____ .L __ 2·_~?:~ __ 1_ 2. 31? 1~:~~?:/_J_?·82~~_J~:,~8~(~_J 
* p < .05 
**p < .01 
The correlations for high hostility 
couples on the self-perception is .43 which is significant at 
the .01 level. For lower hostility groups the correlation for 
B is .20 and for C is also .20 which again underlines the idea 
r-;{ 
of the non differentiation between these two lOw-Ter groups. 
These correlations are neither high nor significant. ,Corr~la­
tions between TAT hostility scores and self-perceptio~ are low, 
and non-significant but this was expected trom the'results,ot 
the first part of the study. Nevertheless the sa.TTle proeres-: 
sive degree of relationship is noted A.=.19; B = .09 and 
C = .02. '" Finally correlations between adjustment and self-
" 
~ ',. .. 
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perception are the highest and most significant of all, the 
three grou.ps. 
TABLE 31 
Correlations of all Variables 
TAT 
I SSLF 
i 
i----
I 
I , 
i 
SPOUSE 
* p, < .05 
**p < .01 
From these results lie draw ·t.he follol-1ing conolusion: 
I.' The nUll hypothesis stating that there was no difference 
between hieh and 10\01 hostility groups, in regard to perceptions 
of self and perceptions of the mate-lias rejected. The high-
hostility group (A) appears to be significantly different in . 
~elf-percepti~nst if compared with lovr-hostility groups (B and C). 
Of course we are reminded again that the difference be~ween 
" .~ 
" 
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extreme e:roups A and C is greater than bett'leen conti,..auous 
groups (A and B or R 'and C). 
2. The IBS is sholm to be a sensitive instrument to measure 
the hostility in a social non-thraaten~g situation~ The' TAT 
• 
# seems to present definitive limita:tions. Either the TAT mea-
sur,es more unconscious, symoolic material 'tihi.ch is not acted 
$ out significantly to be measured as overt behavior or is s~ply 
too threatening to the individuals rTho tend to inhibit their 
responses. In other iiords the TAT appears, to be a less valid 
inst~ment for the measurement of hostility of married co~ples~ 
J. In terms of adjustment vTe find that couples ,of ,the hig~-
, , ,"" " ", ',c .'.1 \,,' 
,hostility'group (A) express a more negative 'self':'evaluation 
, . 
indicative of their o~m negative perceptions •. It seems that. 
despite their efforts to maintain a good defensive system these 
couples portrait themselves more,pessimisticly. 
4. Our results are in perfect aereelilent w"ith findings of simi-
1ar studies. Rosenbaum &: DeCharrn. (1960) fOWld that subjects 
? 
wi~h 10ii self-esteem are more inclined to hostility and aggres-
sion than subjects with high- self-es.teem expecially lihenex- ", 
posed to threats. Eastmen. (1957) in an different kind of study 
found that marital happiness (adjustment) is related to self-
acceptcence. 
..,i 
. , 
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But what is the real relationship petween hostility 
and self or mate perception? Partial correlations obtained bet-
ween hostility and self and lQate perception. partialling mate 
perception and self perception respectively may help us to un-
derstand that relationship. (Table 32) . .. 
TABLE 32 
Partial Correlations Between Hostility 
and S elf and Hate Perception . 
Tne T values for these correlations whenpartiallyne out the 
mate perception and holding the, self-perception still are all 
significant, except for cOl.lples . of group B.' The IITII values 
were: A= J.OO significant at ,.01 level; B =.42 non-signifi-
cant and C= 1.7. Significant only at the .05 level. 
At this point we would like to warn against 
unwarranted generalizations from these results. .It is not our 
intention to establish any kind of casual relationship' between 
s.elf-perception and hostility. Our only definitive statement 
is that self perception seems to be"better corralated tha.n mate-
perception l-lith aggressive behavior. It seems that the individual 
. ", 
·' 
with his personality and psychological apparatus reacts to the 
stllrnlli, coming from the' enviroment in peculiar fashion pretty 
much determined by the manner in vlhich he sees andew:aluates 
himself. This is in agreement with the above mentioned studi~s. 
To'confirm our results from another angle 
let us take a look at the husbands and wives l results separately. 
Table 33 present means and SD. 
TABLE 33 
}leans and SD for Husbands and ~'lives of all Groups 
in live Variables 
-I--~--' -----,-' ---"'- ........ "-:-------' _.+ ...... --... - -;-·----r --'------"~-"T--' ... "'-'" -.--.. .,...-'-.... -.-.-.-~ 
I GROUP I SELF I. SPOUSE I riAI 1:00 ' TAT ;-, -. -.----+---.. -~.. ..···;r-~:·'·I- . "r:~7'" 'T- ',,;' i . , .. ':';, j I ! H tf I H I t-r I H i 'tf i H \j i H 
. j r-'--' , I ---'~--i----i--'---i ----r---- --. --r--~'---"-', 
i . H i 13.0 ;10.4 i 13.1 ! 26.1 : 37.8 ; 44.8 ; 60.} :S0.3 ,20.6 . 16.7 
A r--·-r· .. -·----r-- -'-:"~-------T'''''- ····~;··-· .. ·'-·····-·+--·---·-t·-...... ·---r·-.. ~·t- ----··f - .. -; 
__ !SD _.;12.:~ __ ; ?:!..._ .. t 17.9' ~_0..:_~ ___ .~~_~i-3~.7 ;.12.8 ~~0.6 i_3.7L._?~t 
I : ' ~ ! . ; . I ! I : I 
1 H ; 5.9 : 5.1 ! 9.0' 10.0' 18.3 '16.9.38.3 132.915.2,1.5.9 
B r" .,-.--~ -- -." -! -----'---, . 1 .'; --;-·~-t .. · ---j-" '-1-' --~ " 
ISD : 5.7 ; .5.2 1 1.5.4 17 • .5; 25.6: 23 • .5! 12.9 112.3 4.5: 3.1 ------~i,.... 'r--" --- r-' ..... '-'''-r-''''--- '-"~"----"'T~""-'" -j-- "-':-:~'-'---'r'----:-'---'~-" :--
t H ~ 2.2 : 2.6 i - 2.0: 3 • .5: 5.1 ; 7.2 ~ 22.6 i 16.1 1.5.9 ~16.1 
c t-- t-·· -- . '-1---- ---,-- .. i--- ---l-·----~-----·i-.. -----r--t-:--;~---; ----'.~ 
~ I SD - 3.~ __ : ,~~c-' .. ~ __ G·.?~~~:~cL_?:..~,_L~1.~.?_; -l?::~-J-~-:~"j._~.;~- 5.4 
The correlations between the five variables 
are globally presented in table 34. 
TABLE J4 
Correlations of the Husbands and ' .. Jives of the 
Three Groups in the Five Variables 
~------ ~~-----::-----'--.~ ~-.......,.-
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IS_G~.ES-I~~~< _-, SELF - -hi ~_~~E __ ~- _l~ -.J 
!. . ~; : H j ~'l .. H I Ttl . ! . H 1· \J I 
; . ;. ,-'--' .. -+-------------.--------- t-. ------_ .. ·/-----··----··-t----·----j 
'i 'A ' 0.64 -0.01 ! 0.26 . 0.08 ' 0.52 i 0.15 ! 
. I !.. ·1 
tHs 1 B 0.21 0.16!. 0.03 i' O.ll :. 0.08 j 0.131. 
I C 0.04 0.41·i -0.09 \'-0.06 • 0.03 ! 0.09 1 
_-__ L ..i_' _. ___ .. 1--_______ ,. ----.. --+--.----1 I I . I' '. i 
TAT 
I" A 0.02 _, 0.37 ~ 0.34 11 -0.07 I 0.:36 j 0.09 ! 
·1 
B -0.11 0.45 -0.14! 0.43 ,-0.15 0.45 i 
.' I i' l 
: 'C;-0.20 0.22 -0~42; 0.03 ... 0.29 ;,0.12· 
L._. -' -.--+.---'~.-?-:.- ... ---.... ··:.·---···-:--·-t .. -----::-·i-· .. --· --"--r .' ---~- -,.J.- -.. ··- .. -4 
'A ' 0.00 ,0.70 0.47'0.83 ! 
; 1 '1 ;- I 
SELF B 0.68 ' ~'0.80 '0.82 0.87: 
f 1 
; c" -: 'l ,0.79'0.19 '0.96 '1 0•49 1 
·---r-------------·----- -; ---.. ---------; _ ..... --; I Ai! 0. 85 - 0.93; 
, 
SPOUSE B 0.97 0.98; 
I . .; i C i. . j'. '; ; ". ; 0.89 : 0.94 ; 
1-1 • ___ ~_. _____ ... __ '- __ ....... _ ... _._ .. l ______ ._. __ ._ .• _~ _____ ._ ••• ____ .. _. _.; 
If we study these corralations and the 
means as tfa..ll of the, h~sb&:nds ii1 all three groups they appear " 
to have obtained higherho.;:;tility scores than their respective. 
wives. Comparing these scores with the scores on self and spouse 
evaluation obtail}.ed by the same husbands we notice that the 
hostile husbands (group A) tend to eValuate thems~lvas more 
r "/ 
~------------------------~----------------------~l5=2~-----· I 
! 
favorably than they evaluate their ovm 't.;ives. T'ne low·-hostllity 
husbands (group C) hovrever present a more balanced and objective 
distribution of their scores 'if compared ~.;ith their Hives'. 
This seems to corifirm in the general the first half of our sub-
sidiary hypothesis that hostile husbands liould tend to score 
• 
.. themselves more favorably than their Il'.ates. T'ne second half 
of this hypothesis-the Hives' evaluation of themselves and their 
, mates-Has not supported by our findings. • There 't'Tas no identi-
fiable trend among wives. This seems to indicate the state of 
upheaval and tu~oil in which we are'at the present concerning 
, , 
the role and expectations in marriage. Cultural and societal 
changes have taken place 2.nd are ,in many areas, and maybe ""the 
lack of substantiation in our study one rtTay or the other re-
flects this existing confusion. Total adjustment seems to be 
eq~ally related to both variables selt and spouse perception. ,.' . 
, Hostility and Need-Structure 
In order to qualify the validity of our 
hypothesis we still have'to say something about the relationship 
between p.ersonality as a whole and hostility. vIe know 'that per-
. 
ceptions of self and spouse are not "real" or objective measures 
of persons. (Luckey, 1964). He have to look for somethin'g; more 
basic and essential i.;hich may explain the relationship of hosti-
lity to the total functioning of a person~' 
""'-
7; 
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When talking about personality organlza-
tion we think of needs: 
"A need is a construct (a convenient fiction or hypo-
thetical concept) which stands for a force (the p~sico-chemical 
nature of which is unkno~~) in the brain region, a force which 
organizes perception, apperception, intellection, conation and 
action in such a way as to transform in a certain direction an 
existing, unsatisfying situation ••• it ~~nifests itself by lead-
ing the organism to search for or to avoid encountering or when 
encountered, to attend and respond to certain kind of press ••• " 
(Murray, 196Z) 
Particularly interesting is the concept 
of perceptual defense and selective sensitization'introduced first 
by Postman& a1. (1948) and expanded and experimentally tested by 
. 
Eriksen (1950). When the subject is presented with a stimulus 
his 'needs can act either as a sensitizer or alternative (per- ' 
ceptual defenses). A sensitizer is a need that loweres the re-
cognition threshold for need-related stimuli, and an alternative 
effect and 'raises the recognition thresholds. This twofold 
function of a need in the total organization of personality is 
of paramount importance in', those "situations in which the indivi-
dual interacts with his environment. 
With this distinction in mind we should be 
able to understand what happens, say when the husband affirms 
that his relationship with his wife is satisfying. In a satis-
fying relationship his needs become acceptable to himself receiv-
.. . .' 
lng little or no inhibition in their conscious or overt expression. 
On the other hand when an unsatisfying relationship the needs 
t 
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are acceptable and are kept from overt. or conscious eA-pression. 
Acceptable needs vTould then tend to lmv-er the perceptual recog-
nitiop thresholds for need related stimuli. .The individual 
would have a feeling of i-Tell-beine, nonthreat and satisfaction • 
• 
" 
• 
Unacceptable needs "'Tould tend to raise the perceptual recogni-
tion thresholds. Tnis lowering or raising of perceptual thres-
• 
holds varies then with the gegree of acceptability or unaccept-
ability of the il'ldividual f s Ovffi needs and seems to be :L"llportant 
in the genesis of hostility especiallYiihen the individual IS 
'perceptions of self and of others offer no other freeing solu-
tions from the threat imposed on the subject.' 
A satisfying marriage is satisfying for 
the individual is capable tiithin that relationship to accept 
and consciously ex:oress his OvTn needs. He does not have to 
deny or distort the~. In the case of an unhappy marriage the 
process of raisine the perceptual defenses often becomes too 
rigid reinforced by external pressures,exerting anae;ative in-
fluence in the'person1sability to deallwith conflicts and 
creating a va£."Ue feeling of frustration and dissappointment which 
• ; dO,. 
colors and endangers the total functioning of h~ ability. Hos-
tility is the built-in reaction of the individual to his, O~ffi 
frustration in Cl:- lock-up situation. One of the partners may trig-
ger off a i-Thole process of reactibility by-just shutting off 
the doors fo~ a better understand:L~~ but the process itself has 
".: .• -;.>, 
\ '.' 
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nothing to do with that partner, he or she has become only the 
occassion. Hostility in its origin is believed closely related 
.to the individual's way of handling these problems-situations but 
the handling depends a great deal o~ personality structure. 
We said before that hostility was related 
to self-perception. Our hypothesis is be tested here is whether 
, this perception of self is a function of need structure of' the 
individual. In other words do high-hostility couples differ 
in any manner from the low hostility couples. 
In testing ·our hypothesis we shall con-
centrate on six main needs: exhibitionism, abasement, nurturance, 
succorance, dominance, and aggression. Our main reason is one 
of economY but also because· although there have been global 
.studies (Katz, Gluchsberg & Krauss, 1960) on the relationship 
between needs and marital satisfaction we would like to specify 
more the relationship between these six needs·and marital adjust-
ment, we feel that these needs have specifically something to 
do with the process of self-perception and aggressive behavior. 
At this poin~, we also would venture a 
subsidiary hypothesis. We predict that abasement and aggression 
are better related to hostility and maladjustment than nurtu-
rance and succorance. Exhibitionism is equally related to both. 
We shall finish this section with few comments on the Winch's 
theor'J of complementary needs and marital satJ:sfaction. 
The testing of our hypothesis rrill b,e done 
in three different stages. First, vTe vIllI present the general 
picture of needs structure for couples of the three differe~t 
,groups taken as units. Secondly, vTe shall study the need struc-
ture of husbands and wives in each group taken individually and 
' .. relate it to other variables as hostility, adjustment and self 
.. 
and spouse perceptions. Finally, we shall discuss the inter-
spousal· correIa tions of their needs. This last stag€l lvlll in-
volve an analysis of the foiloHing: 
1. hus band's . exllibi tionism and loTii' e 's exhibitionism 
2. husband's abaSe171ent and loTii'e' abaseIilent 
3. ' husband's dominance and lvii'e' s domi.'1.ance 
4. husband's succorance and uire's succorance 
5. husband's nurturance and 'tvii' e r S nurturance 
6. husband's aggression a..l'ld "lJ'ii e r aggression 
~'fe shall Fly especial a.ttention to the 
analysis of,:"correlations such as 
,I. husband's succorance and l·:if'e's 'nurturance 
2. hus band r s nurturance and 'tjii'e f s succorance 
3 •. husband's age;ression and t-Tii'e's abasement 
4. husband r s aggser.lent and. uife's aggression. 
, ", 
: 'I 
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TABLE 35 
A brief look at tables 35 and 'J6 tells us 
.' that there is no significant differences in need structure for. 
,couples of ill the three Gl"QUps. It is ,int'al'asJi..'1g t~ /f}0 ~:t.!1=. t 
practically the three groups have' the' same amount of ex..l}ibition-
ism, abaser.'lent and m.lrturance, except .u12.ybe for abasement for 
. couples, in group A and C. 1':'1.is appears to corroborate the con- ' 
elusions of our previousse.ction on the relationship bett-teen ad-
justment and self-perception. Couples in group' A seem to ex-
perience greater need to talk about and look upon' the!!lSslves 
m~re negatively and to feel their i..l1ability to handle situations. 
Tb.ere is no doubt that I'ie find more ~iSns of s~lf-assertion 
a!ld confidence i11 group C than A and B. I~u~turance scores show" 
soma typical features. The differences bet't-:een groups A and 
B is mora significant and greater than expected between A and 
C. This is also found t.rhencomparine indiv'iduals husbands and 
:j,: 
," 
.... 
. .. -, . ~' . 
. ~ 
·1 
lvives. But then the high differences are orily. for husbands aM 
't-Tives ~ A mechanism. of undoing seems to be here responsible for 
a need to shoH interest and kindness to other people except 
their Olm partners, to confide in others viith their problems. 
. . 
,This appal~,l1tly is done 1.'1 different fashions more often by 
husbands than lfives in cOlu"'licting situations. Significant 
values are in regard to succorance, dominance and aggression. 
• '. I 
The difference is more remarkable as expected betvTeen the groups. c/ 
on the extreme ot the continurQ (A-C) than between continous' 
groups (A-B or B~C). (TableJ6) 
T VaJ.ues for Heans in Need Structure for all 
Couples of all Groups 
;-----r--~··--r·: ---··----r----.. ,....-·--r----.---.. ---.-.! -'~---'. _ .. : .. , .• , ~ GROU'.F5! EXI! I ABA : l'JlJR ' . SUCC : DOH I AGG" 
!~~1·. JJ' . r-':;;--T=~'. ]6* --i~~~~-. J6~:-r--;-.-60; .. -:. 
-.. -----+ ·--·--··--~-·r- ---·_-----:-t-·---·----: ----.-----. t------" f--'---'~ ----' 
A-C -.03 :1.71*: -1.31 1.72* '.' -Z.9J*, : . 5.29** 
{"'.".--' I ·· __ •· __ .. _--t·_···_ ... ·· --~. -.~--:--;---... -.... ---------.-~.--: ----_2 ______ ..... 
,B-C ~~J5 ; .96 .92 2.29*: -2.60* 2.39* 
i---.-~·--,.· __ ._L. _ _"0 _ . ..;. . ~. __ .• _.~. __ '.._". __ _.._. _____ . __ ~ __ . __ . __ : _ ... _. ____ .... __ 
* '0 < .05 
**p" < .01 
Happily married couples shov1 higher scores 
in dOIilinance but lower in aggression and succorance. The same' 
characteristic is for both husbands and viives. (Table 37) This 
appears to confirn \-That vre have said before about self-evalua-
" 
J.t.~'.,.:~:-,-, 
r 
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tion, hostility and adjustment. Ll1dividuais with lower se1f-
esteem ShOvT more hostility and tend to be more dependent on 
other's approval. 
TABLE 37 
. Heans and SD of :,!eed structure ~for Husbands 
and Hives Separately 
e 
-- ----------. --(------~-··j---~--1-... --·-·-···-·-;···- -:;~--- - ------, 
~.----.. -_._2t.'CH ,i -___ ABfl.SI ...· __ ·~_N(JR.T ... ------' .. SUCCI'_ , .-.:.-_. _RQii_-+_ .. __ AGQ-. __ ._~ 
i-'-(.---T --~~ : S~ .. _L H ____ f.~.~ __ ~. _.~:~_. __ L~~ __ : __ l:~. __ ~_.~D _7-_~I __ +_.~D ___ ~.~I ... +. __ ~,~ --I 
! I i I ! ! ' i I' j . I :. i 
i H : 14.9 .3.3 '14.3 : 6.7 ; 13.1 : 5.3 .54.5 : 27.3 .69.6 : 29.3)65.7 . 27.18; 
,A ! W ; 14.3 .2.9 . 18.5 i J.3 ; 17.7 : 4.0 43.5: 25.2 ,46.9 ' 29.1 : 61.5 . 25.7 : 
r----t--~ ··"-·-.··-f--r--.-·-r---r---i--··---i--~-~- ~ . r.- -~.-. '---i 
. ! H ' 14.0 : 2.9 ' 14.9 : 6.0 : 16.5 . 4.1 . 53.3 : 28.7 68.4. 25.8 ! 44.2 27.0 i 
;B i itt : 14.8 2.7; 16.0 . 4.9 : 19.2 3.7' 52.0 26.9 52.9: 32.1 ' 5l.lj. . 29.2 j 
~---r---·-.,--·-·--·--i --'1---------.f -.. -~ .. ---"':"';----"._. --; ".- . -.- ," ····_-··--·f ------- t· ........ _._.:.;,. .. - .-.--~-.--- :-----1 
I H i5.0 : 3 • .7 !.12.7 i 4.5 1'15.1 . 4.9 . 40.8 25.4 79.0 20.0' 32.6 19.9: 
·~_.J.~_.:.~14.2.L.?~.~_ .. ~.J.:~.~2_: .. ~-"~.J~.? _.-=:~_._}7~.?_,.,:~ .. )_>.?~£~_;.:t .. .? .J}~:·.~ ... 7~~2_; 
Product Homent Correlations either for 
couples or· for. individual husband and wives. (tables 38 and J9) 
adds 3; little more understanding to thispictuI'e. 
.... 
,.1 
.,. 
.. ~ 
TABLE Jd 
. Correlations of all l~eed V?riab1es ,-lith 
Hostility and Adjustment for all Couples 
\ 
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SCALES I OROU;;-;;r ; E;'~-'--I ABA -1-~1Ja 1-~UC~T~0!1I. AG-;! 
:-------- --- ·I--:--------f------- ------t--- ------ t-·--·----i------i . -; . +- ----/ 
. ~ • I A ! .25; .2J I .15 i -.18 ! -.JO '.23 I .45 ! 
IES I':a , .11: -.08 i .JO: -.15 ; -.01 : -.30 ! -.01 , 
C i .04: .10 I -.04 -! -.24: .05 : -.10 ~ .20 : 
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-.--- -""'" ·· .. ·-----r--------r---"t---r -. ---t--c--O-~-- -··-~·---:------·i--- .. ----- i 
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These correlations are 10vT and negative. This was ex-
pected. In general correlations between need-variables follow 
the same direction than the intercorrelations of variables ob-
tained by Ed~'iards in his original validation study of the EPPS 
~. # (Edwards, 19.54, 1959). From' this He can reafirm the represen-
tativeness of our sample as draim from an average population 
.~here extremes of pathology had been excluded. Another obser-. 
vation from. the corl·elations is that they seem. to support the null 
hypothesis vrhich stated that virtually there t·;as no signifi-
cant difference b9tween high-hostility and low-hostility couples 
in terms of need-structure. In other i..J'ords need-structure has 
little to do rrith marital adjustnent or maladjustl:lent. The same. 
need-structure consistently reappears in all ~ouples and indi~ 
.viduals of all couples and individuals of all ·groups. 
There are fet-l other observations tie can infer from 
our data: 
1. . The TAT t-lould have probably correlated higher t·rith need-
structure had the ae;gressive scale been constructed rather in 
teI'Y.JlS of needs and drives than in tems of external behavior. 
2. Tne HA.! appear to be a poor predictor of marital adjustment 
and poor indicator of interact~on. It appears too superfically 
involved in identifying proble!l1s and situ~tions of the dys£.U;n.o-
tional couple. Its strength is ill regard of self and mate 
. , . ~" . ,'. ' 
perception. 
:3. TurnLl1g nOH' to the rela tionshilJ of needs i,re find that Ex-
hibitionisrn relates better i-iith dOIllinance than i'lith aggression. 
It seems that dominance is more charact'eristic of lOH hostility 
couples i'Thereas aggression implies l11ored'3structhre tendencies, 
~and appears more i .... ithin the high-hostility couples.. The same 
relationship appears bet't'ieen :ms and TAT and aggression and 
"dominance (Tabl~ 38). Abasement is greater than nurturance and suc-
corance for high hostility groups and better correlated with 
:iurturance than with succorance. In other HOros high hostility 
couples tend to help and assist others and shmV' great deal of 
affection rather than to' se3k~=.;r:ec .. ~ioIl 'or ,l~~~§i~f~ ',Pj~;:?=~(t;r 
. .j . '1"J'~. " 
from others. The compensatoI"'lJ character of this l;lechanislil 
could be e::-plained in terms of the perceptual defense of the 
" 
individual. In addition to this and connected ivith it, couples 
ShOH nurturance than couples w~t!l .b~tror self concepts. 
Froll1 the evidence presented here ive can conclude that 
we do not find enough support for the h~~othesis of need strc~c-
ture as being responsible for the dif~erent groups. In regard 
" tq the subsidiaI"'lJ hypothesis, both have been supported by our 
findings: Exhibitionism seems to be the sa."le for all couples 
of all groUl)S but abasement and aggression' are better related .. 
to ~Aladjustment and hostility, and aggression are petter related. 
T.~e·relationship does not reach any level of'significance. 
r 
~ 
• 
, " 
Let us not turn to the' interspousel corra-
lations of needs for husbands and wives and see if their marital 
satisfaction or unsatisfaction has anything to do with. their 
hostility. In other words let us see in terms of Winch's ~heory 
• of complementary needs which are our findings (Table 42, 43). 
TABLE 40 
Interspousel Correlations of Six Needs 
tor Couples of all Groups 
. Groups. 
Direction Variables A B C 
Husband's Exh..TNifes's Exh .03 .04 .30 
Husband's Aba-Wife's Aba. -.21 .00 .14 
Husband's Nurt-Wife'sNurt -.06 .04 .39 
Husband'sSucc~life'sSucc .10 .23 .35 
Husbar.d"sDom-Wifc'sDom .21. ~.25 .27 
HusbandlsAgg-Wife's Agg ":.38 ".39 ..... .58 ~ 
These correlations were low and not 
necessarily in the predicted direction, They do not support 
the type 1, of complementariness "a need is gratified in both 
person A and person'B but at very different levels 'of intensity. 
A negative interspousal correlation is hypothesizedr~ (Winch, 
1967) Group C ~h~ low-hostility group obtained higher and 
more positive correlations. This seems to contradict the basic 
concept of complementarity. We can conclude that complementariness 
is not essential for the functional interaction. 
..v,lo 
.•.... 4 
{ 
>, 
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TABLE 41 
Interspousal Correlations of ~!eeds 
.of Different Groups 
164 
Type II of complementariness states that 
"different needs are gratified in A and B. The interspousa1 
correlations l7'.ay be hYI)othesized to be either positive or ne-
gative conti.l1gaut u~')on the pair of needs involved!1 (~;inch. 1967). 
Only eieht'of the sought correlations came out in a positive 
direction but they are not significant. Couples of group C 
where higher correlations were eX26cted, presented one negative 
correlations and tHO 1m.; correlations. 
As a whole vIe shall conclude this section 
by saying that our results support earlier st1.tdies, (!~a.tzJ 
Giucksberg .& Krauss '1960) uho found "the relationships of ·these 
needs contradicto!"J to the complementa!".f hypothesis If. II though 
satisfaction and disatisfaction co~?lene~tarity is lluportant to' 
the satisfaction or disatisfaction of the relationship it does 
not seem to be related to the hostility of the couple. 
r 
, 
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Conclusion 
the main part of t~ese pages vlill be de-
dicated to ~urnIi1arize itlhat we have learned in our study. This 
will be done in three parts. Th~ first part iiill be a final 
e~aI~ation of the positive and neeative co~tributions of our 
study.' The second part vi ill investigate possibilities f'or fu-o-
ture-research and the third and final part will concentrate on 
practical matters. namely :the foundations for a new model of 
marriage c'ounceling.' 
This study j$hlch was an er.lpirical evs-
luation of correlations of hostility and marital maladjustment 
has added some valid information to the growing body of research 
into the relationship of marital interaction and adjustment~ 
\Je have emphasized one aspect of the iv-hole complex vThich in our 
opinion has i;leen seriously: overlooked by researchers, that of 
hostility'and its linplications into the dysfunctionalism of 
the relationship between husband and wife. 
' .• 1 
" , 
r 
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~'le have found that the IOL-la Hostility 
Scale i$ a ,better instru.'1lent in Dleasuring hostility that the 
TAT Aggresive Content Scale of H,' Stone. And we have surmised 
that this is so because both the IRS and the TAT Scales measute 
different aspects of the process of Hostility. The IRS seems 
~ 
more oriented toward social situations and superficial.patterns 
pf aggresive ~teraction without covering all the possibilitie$ 
~ , 
and gamuts of a hostile reaction. Tae TAT for one thing is . 
quite unestructured and covers more than the social asp~t of 
the varia?le, it goes beyond but whether it covers adequately 
both overt and covert behavior is a matter. of dispute and con-
e. 
troversy. 
The correlations betw'een hostility and 
adjustlne~t again are significant only when using the scores 01)-
tained from the IES. This 'may suggest that the Hll is also a 
superficial instrument ~ measuring the quality of the relation-
ship and again pays more attention to situational factors which 
affect the relationship but leaves the relationship u.~touched. 
structurally the HAl seems to hav~ the relationship tnth. the 
same technique of a rpriori r selection of items as the other 
krio~m inventories. This may explain the differences of corre-
la tion .,Then comparing the HAl and the TAT. As a final conclu-
sion we should say that better.irist~'1lehts are needed tost~dy 
" ..,.I----------------~~------
. ' 
the relationship. Furthermore it appears pertL~ent ~o say that 
hostility is a complex I-lhich eludes any measurement. _ \'lhen mea sur-
ing hostility, He seem to be dealing with an external finished 
. 
outcome, a behavior characterized by antagonism not necessarily 
. . 
"a process of interaction. The TAT Cards on the other hand in 
our opinion offer better possibilities to reach the process in 
• 
tits essence but a practical method has to be developed as ye~. 
Hore understandine is needed of the whole process and of all the 
variables which intervene in any kind of thematic association. 
(Saltz & Epstein 1963) 
Ou.rnext ztepJfasto c_ch·reJ..~t~ ho"$;t;J.ity 
with self and spouse perception in an attempt to study the ori-
gin of hostility in married couples. We found-a direct positive 
relationship between self-perception and hostilit~ but only an 
inverse -relationship betrreen self and spouse perceptions. This 
confirmed our initial hypothesis that hostility is related to 
the individual' makeup and the 'other' perception is in tems 
of this evaluation of self. But what is evaluation of self re-
lated to? This started off our quest~o~e the relationship 
between hostility and need structu.re. Our initial hypothesis 
that hostility might be related to need structure and consequently 
different hostility groups should have different need structure 
did not prove to be valid. Need structure came O'.lt to be identi-
r 
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_ cal for all the couples of the three groups. It 'VIas then specu~ 
lated t~at hostility might be related to a different process 
~ 
a more complex process- the couple's perceptual process. These 
are learned processes which do not necessarily represent an 09-
j?ctive reality but rather a response to a stimulus undoubtedly 
containing cer~in distortions of reflection originated within 
the subject. This kind of "built-in" perception creates an 
initial feeling of satisfaction or insatisfaction as the indivi-
dual shoHs himself capable of accepting or rejecting his own 
needs as perceived by himself. This in turn reinforces the 
initial distortions and renections. The spouse who is satis-
fied would tend to glorify the other partner the dissatisfied 
one would stress the unfavorable il1iage of the mate. Now there 
is such a thing as 'operational situations' (Heier 1965) 'the 
sites within which the person is eA~ectedto function'. The 
sites can be defined" in terms of those £a~totsr~.and influences 
that are external to the person but that are relevant to his 
way of thinking, feeling and behaving." Each person has many-
operational situatio,ns in vThich he is ex"pected to functi~n and 
include persons, things, e).."'pectations·, circurilStances. and pre-
ssures that make it easy or hard for the individual. On a 
given t~ae these situations may ~reasts a threat to the indivi-
dual and if this is the case he ,Tould tend"to llluster all his re-
" 
sources to protect himself and keep a mL~imum of good function-
, .! 
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. ing. Perceptual defenses Llay corne to his help but if these be-
. come rigid and inoperant the individual may see. himself ~ a 
lock-up situation. A feeling of f~stration may cre~p in and 
. 
stay toe;ether 'VTith a will to survive.Bu.t if the threat per-
# sists the individual may unexpectandly start giving up, ShOT!ling 
signs of antagonism directed against his most immediate opera~ 
I 
.. tional situation. Hostility is a process coming from the person· 
as a response to stimuli (themselves, operati~nal sit~tions) 
which leaves him vTithout any alternatives. Dynamically there 
.is a double force in hostility: an antagonistic force, des-
J 
tructive in char~cter and :a.;~esire to survive. ~~(:1 s~.c:~:: .. In-
'!'" 
dividuals within an unhappy marriage v;ho have failed to both 
themselves· and others (his vrife) 'fIrould tend to concentrate on 
the destructive, antagonisti~. aspects of hostility block?rig 
their ovm i'lay tOiiard constuct.ive solution~.This will imply 
the use of hostility as a defense to deal k'iith .basic feelings 
of guilt for -significant failures in life. ~lithin hapl:>Y marriages 
the individuals are r.l0re c~pable to choose and erilploy hostility 
as a constructive force for better ad.justment and gro't·rth. 
Our final conclusion is that need structure 
no matter how important it is for the total process. of satisfac"; 
tion and dissatisfaction has little to do with hostile responses' 
170' ' 
of the couple. Hostility is a previous stage and irn?1ies real 
self and deal self, acceptance of himself and coping rae,chanisms. 
It is definitely related to basic mechanism of identification, 
gratification and object consistency. Other concomitant pro: 
- cesses which may arise: rage, anger, resen~~ent, determine the 
direction of this antagonism and color its expression. 
I 
We have in different sections of our study 
enumerated some of the main difficulties He have '·encounter?d. 
First we have the problem of instrumentation. On the one hand ': 
,some of the best known tests or inventories have been constructed 
on the assunptionthat hostility i:3' theoutcO(;le of:fru.;:t~~atlo:::. 
• " .i; ~ " • 
This t.o us is a naive and arbitrary assumption. This type of 
instrUl11Emt gives nothing but an account of the incidents hard 
to distinguish frOLlother concomitant processes such as' rage, 
anger" resentl:l9nt etc. Other type of instr.uments appear to 
be extremely sophisticated and difficult to handle. Their vali:' 
dity still remains pretty vague and undetermined to guarantee 
ob.jective results. Their contribution seems to consist on a 
nevi approach attempj:.ing to observe a!ld eValuate the vTho1e of 
hostility. This may lead to better conceptualizations that in 
turn may help to design more practical and valid instl~ents for 
the study of hostility. The TAT in particular offers potential 
for an ansv.Ter to our problem of instrwllentation. But it still 
remains pretty liluch unexplored as a whole especially l-1hen mea-
" 
·~ 
.'. 
. . 
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suring processes in a dyadic situation. The real issue with the 
TAT is whether it measures/overt, covert or phantasied behavior 
and how validly can predict it. The present state of affairs 
seems to indicate that the TAT depends largely on inferences in-
terpretations and experience of the tester. Our study with the 
Aggressive Content Scale of H. Stone confirms this criticism. 
Another big lim~tation we have found is 
that of definition and concepts. We have seen this again and 
again. Definitions of happiness, adjustment, personality and hos-
) 
stility are largely based on theoretical orientations and are con-
ceptualized differently. We. have chosen,simpleoperational 
definitions with the hope of clarifying the issues and pin-
',' f pointing the essence of the variables. This may help us to 
work our way to better concepts based on expiricalfindings. 
There is a third limitation we encountered 
in our study. It has to do with our sample. We talked before 
.about its representativeness and size but now we want to mention 
its biased character. Our sample is basically a prejudiced 
sample: catholics, whites, middle class couples, from Chicago 
etc. this limits the conclusions of the study and warns us against 
overgeneralizations. More research is needed in different parts 
of the country to be able to draw valid conclusions. 
Now let us say a word about the positive 
... 
contribution of our study: 
1. The instruments ive have used despite their limitations, 
I 
seem to offer somethi~ positive especially the TAT and EP?3. 
The TAT we have said offers good potentials for the evaluation 
of the 'interactional situations but more'research is needed. The , 
, . 
EPFS is a good instrument to acquire a basic understanding of 
the need~structure of the mates. Tnis is badly needed in research 
.. . 
where our point of departure ought to be the relationship as it, 
exists in concrete so lie can study and look into the nU!'tlber of 
variables vThich intervene. Experimentally .. le: should concentrate 
on the usa of the ;SPES: vlith engaged couples and with the same 
couples at the later date after few years of marriage measuring t,' 
their total adjustnlent and amount of satisfaction. This approach 
may prove the EPPS to be a good predictor of marital adjustment • 
. ' 
2. t'lith our study tie have beC0111e more convinced of the importanoe 
of the relationship and we have realized the tremendous frustra-
tion t·1hen unable to l?pel1 it out in cleare:;- manner. Tne sug~ 
gestion that the relationship in general and perceptions of self 
and ~pouse in concrete are important to marital interaction has 
, been knovn1 to all the counselors for rna~r years but it is i.rnpor-
tant to bring this back into focus because ver.J little has beer:; 
done in terms of new models and methods tot-Tard the modification 
r , 
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ot selt and others perceptions through counseling. 
3. This leads me bac;l~- into hostility. The chances' are tha.t the 
average couple bogged dOim" in the I1laras!n of their insightless 
da;ly routine and fights~~y continue on with the same.approach 
and within the same destructive outlooks until one of them • 
• 
# practically breaks 'Up. A. r.1ore practical method vlOuld be 'to 
help.the couple from the ve~J beginning to understand their hos-
, tility and analyze the causes and chanee their, perceptual func-
. ' 
tioning. A." good model to bring all this into.realization could 
. . 
tollow. the,lines suggested by Fueshbach (Appendix lll) and 
~ . . . 
"should not ignore the outline of interaction bet'Vleen the person 
and,his. oper~tion~l~;~uat~~!ls ~s?,:,~~ed 1)Y:.lJ2ieri*:"(1~6:). "'. T~:1.Y 
modelshotild contain a phase of observation of 'analysis, a phase" 
ot relearning of new perceptual modes involving the self and 
the others and finally a phase .of training and conditioning. 
The highly manipulative character ot this ?pproach should not 
upset us unnecessarily. vIe do not claiM it to be a panac~ .. 
but in our experience of marriage couseling lie have found a vast 
majority of reeressive couples, in need not so much of under:.. 
standing of their dynamics but of vital changes~ The under-
standing is not al'iays needed although it can be helpful es-
peoially at later stages.' Tne process of interaction 'perse' 
is~~ot an intellectual but eA~eriental process and once the 'indi~ 
vidual has changed his perceptual frame of reference the '{mole 
direction ruld reorientation of his basic pe~sonality structure 
will just 'happen'., T'nis could ;£>rove to. be more reasonable and 
at the long rwl InOr03 ,practical ,than other existing treatments.· 
This model offers another. good feature and that is its flexibi-
· lity to implement:": other techniqu~5 v;Mch may' help for the ul-
• 'timate goal of recreating the relationship. kny technique which 
has as~,a' goal the betterment of. the. relationship and is kept 
... 
4 ' within' the essent~ orientation of familY' 'therapy should be .ex- . 
perimented. 
I·fuch. is to be done in terms of research. 
This whole area of developing ne't-T models should be taken se-
riously. But I feel that manY school prejudices and fears ~f 
innovations may prevent us froIn the 'discove~J of better approach-
es. Hore research is certainly needed 'in areas' such as: hus-
· band-iiife interaction and mutual iru.'"lu~nce as therapists. ~le· 
. , 
certai.nly poss~ss a povrerful instrument. 'The uhole success of 
. , 
this approach WOuld. depend largel;r on 't.;~ether they .really wa~t. 
... . 
to make a goal out of their marriage. Research is ~a1.so needed 
in developing practical tasl<s as means to understand the relation-
.. 
ship better.. Struct~red family int~rviei-Ts (ilazzlav!ick. 1966) 
. 
· or thematic situations as develo,ad by Saltz & Epstein (196;) 
may offer positive advantages fo~ observation 'and analysis. 
Finally we sponsor a complete revision and 
... 
'f 
.. 
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Instructions. You must answer all the statements of this Inventory. 
" Read each statement carefully and then select one of the four. 
according to what you believe of the statement itself. (very false" 
1'alse, true, very true) 
, . 
" 
.. 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 
S. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 • 
It takes a lot of argument to convince most. 
people of the truth. 
I commonly wonder what hi4den reasoh'another 
person may have for doing something nice for me. 
I ' 
I feel that I have often been punished without cause. 
I often feel like a powder keg ready to e~lode. 
I tend to be on my guard with people who are 
somewhat more friendly than I expected. 
When you come right 'down to it, there are only a few 
people whom you are likely to find companionable. 
It is generally a mistake to maintain a friendship 
. with the same person over a long period of time. 
I frequently revise my opinions of people in a 
downward direction. . 
I must admit that 'it makes me angry when other 
people interfere with my daily aotivity. 
10. I am often said to be hot-headed. 
11. People generally demand respect for their own rights 
but are unwilling to respect the rights of others, 
., 
~.~ .. ' 
. /. 
;',. 
.:. 
I 
" 
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12. Some people are so bossy that I feel like doing the 
opposite of what they request even-though I knOW 
they are right. ' 
,13. I've met a lot of children who would benefit 
from a good spanking. 
14~ If I let people see the way I feel, I'd be considered 
a hard person to get along with. 
15.' Most people are honest entirely through fear 
of being caught. 
16. I deeply dislike one or more persons~whom'I . 
see almost every day • 
. 17. It is safer to trust nobody. 
18. Sometimes I enjoy hurting persons I love., 
19. I easily becom9 impatient·~w:i:.th'people;. 
, • M~ 
. " 
20. Politics are nothing but self-interest and graft. 
21. Most people would use unfair means to gain profit 
01" an advantage rather than lose it. ' 
22. I am sure I get a raw deal out of life. 
, 
23. Horses that don't pull ought to b~ beaten or 
kicked. 
24. I have reason for feeling jealous of qne or 
more'members of my family, 
25. Some of my family have habits that bothe~ and 
annoy me very much. 
'"L' 
26. I have often found people jealous of my good 
ideas just because they had not thought of rthel1'~' 
first. 
27. It takes me a long time to get ~er being angry. _ 
" 
, ..•. ' . 
, " 
i 
" 
'. ' 
.. ' 
, 
. . 
• 'A' 
-; '. ~ .:: .' .' 
: . ~ 
28. In ~ daydreams, I often 'get the better of 
someone else. 
29. I like to poke fun at people. . 
)0. ,I have, had quite a few quarrels with J!18mbers of 
1ltY fa.mily. . 
.)1. I've noticed that I let a lot of Unimportant I 
details irritate.me. 
)2. I am often tempted to go out of ~ w~ to win 
a point with someone who has opposed me. ' 
)). Families are frequently a nuisance. 
)4. I feel mildly resentful much of the time • 
)5. !tr parents and family find more fault with me 
than they should. . 
189 
')6. I am irritated a great deal more often than people 
are aware of.' 
)7. There are certain people I dislike so much that 
I am inwardly pleased when they are catching it 
tor,something they've done. . 
)8. Sometimes I feel as if I must injure either 
~self or someone else. . 
)9. Something exasperates me almost every day. 
40.-1 do not ~r,y to cover up ~ poor opinion or pi~ 
ot a person so that he won't know.how I teel. 
41. If peopie had not had it in for me I would 
have been much more successful. 
: .... ",-
.~ -.'-' . 
.-'. , 
. i 
" 
. " 
. G. . 
42. I think a great many people exaggerate their 
misfortune to get the sympathy and help of, 
others. 
43. No one cares much what happens to you. 
190 
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44. Having to wait for someone usually makes • 
me grouchy. 
45. I am often so annoyed when someone tries 
to get ahead of me in a line or people that 
I teel like speaking to him about it • 
,; •• r.... 
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APPENDIX 
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FESBACH 'S FIJ:)W CHART 
OF AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR 
(an explanation).' 
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Feshbach (1964) presented a fairly simple flow 
chart for aggressive behavior. The Flow Chart for Aggressive Re-
sponse suggests how this model can be amplified by considering the 
role of additional variables described earlier. Choice PoiQt 1 de-
.noted the classification of a stimulus as obstruc~ing, threatening, 
habitually noxious--all defined as aversive or as not ave~sive. 
Where objective stimulus conditions are constant, the .habit Qf 
classifying a member of certain stimulus subsets into the subjec-
tive subset of "noxious stimuli" may be viewed as being equivalent 
to the hostility syndrome, while the likelihood of perceiving a 
stimulus as threatening or obstructing might be seen as related to, 
respectively, self-esteem, and the ability to perceive alternative 
goals or alternative goal paths to the original goal. 
The role of autonomic arousal in general, not 
necessarily labeled as anger, at this point consists simply in 
. eliminating alternatives of class~ication. More important than 
the autonomic state ·appears to be a per~on's momentar,y perceptual 
orienta tion at the time he is faced with the stimulus. He may be 
. 
antici~ting noxious, threatening, or obstructing. events, and 
thereby increase the likelihood of classifying them accordingly. 
The effect of arousal at. this point is, then, that of a probabilistic 
_. 
i . 
.. 
.. ' 
opera tor, which changes. the likelihood that a stimulus will be 
classified in 4 c~rtai~ way. 
Choice Point 2. represents the initiation of a goal response. 
It is assumed that a stimulus categorized as not aversive has an 
• 'initial probability of zero of evoking an aggressive fractional 
anticipating goal response, while noxious, obstructing, or 
.. 
threatening stimuli all have equal probabilities greater than 
(or equal to) zero of initiating an aggressive response. It is 
at this point that the construct "aggressive tendency" or 
"aggressive habit" becomes relevant. It plays the role of'a 
probabilistic .. operator. and,. for .. reasons 'of econor.ty,·~'!I!tlY'·b~'~eWed;~ 
. ,.' .'''' ...... \"" . 
as identical across classifications though, of course, differing 
across subjects. 
Stimulus classification (at Choice P9int 1) . 
affected by bpth dispositional and si tua tional determinants, can 
be conceptualized as standing in a multiplicative relationship 
to aggressive habit. Where a not aversive classification has 
been made or wh~re aggressive habit is extreme~ low, the like-
lihood of an aggressive response being initiated becomes ver,y 
small. 
At Choice Point l,anger may b~ present for 
\ 
two of the reasons discussed earlier. It may be an initially 
..•. , " .. .. 
.. -
olassioally conditioned, later opera~t-arousal state associated 
with a response choice and subsequently labeled anger (Shapiro" 
Crider, & Tursky, 1964). or it may be the result of deliberate self-, 
stimulation~ reinforced' through previous, successful response acti-
_ ~vation, that is, the person talks himself int.o a rage (Brehm, Back, 
& Bogdonoff, 1964). The role of autonomic arousal here is thus seen 
" 
as simply energizing rather than as affecting the likelihood' 'of a 
choice. 
Choice Point 3 deals with the dispositional in~ibitory variables 
such as aggressio~ anxiety. Such aggression anxiety is seen as a 
oonditioned inhibitory response which may either, in the traditional 
Hullian sense, detract f~om the reaction potential of the ongoing 
aggressive response, or, through a feed-back-loop, result in the 
selection of an alternative response. (The selection of an alter-
native response oan also be accounted for the traditional paradigm 
by referring to response hierarchies, where a new response becomes 
dominant if another one is inhibited. However, the notion of feed: 
back and cognitive re-evaluation of an ongoing response is a useful 
one in this instance.) 
, . 
Choice Point 4- refers to the situational, including the social, 
determinants of the situation. The functions of these determinants 
./ 
/, 
! 
" 
'" 
• 
j~ • .c,;;~: ;. .••• • 
: .... 
may be ~ewed as permitting the person to mediate anticipated rewards· 
or punishments which appear to be likely outcomes of his present on-
going response. The effect of these determinants is either to "clear" 
the ongoing response for completion, or to bring about a return.to 
Choice Point' 2 for selection of an alternate response. This process ~ . 
.... may take place where the original ongoing response is aggressive, 
, that is, the. person perceives the inappropriateness of his response 
and modifies it, or it may in some instances lead to the initiation 
Df an aggressive rosponse,. even though the original response was 
nonaggressive. In the case wh~re a stimulus had been classified as 
. not aversive at Choice P?int l •. ,.~l)d .. ,im.!~~ed ... a n.~~!~pe~sive reI-
. . .•... . 
sponse, we should have the equivalent of attack against a target for 
purely social or similar re~ard expectations. It is important' to 
note that repeated social aggression of this nature through cla~si-
cal conditioning may soon lead to a greater probability that a set 
of stimuli will be classified as noxious at Choice Point 1 •. 
Choice Point 4 may also res~lt in a return to 
Choice Point 1, that is a reevaluation o~ the stimulus· itself. 
Again, this reevaluation may take place by classifying a stimulus 
. initially perceived as not aversive into one of the ,three aversive 
categories, or vice versa. 
. \ 
'. 
h 
.... -----------------...... --------.......... -~--..-" . 
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Once the aggressive or nonaggressive response 
has been completed, the subject's evaluation of the outcome may be 
. assumed to take place. It is at this late stage that autonomic 
arousal or anger may occur or endure as a dissonance or anxiety 
.. ' ~educe. 
The present classification suggests that the 
• dispositional determinants of perceiving stimuli in a certain manner 
(Choice Point 1) ~nd strength of aggressive habit (Choice Point'2 ) 
should be susceptible to retraining, but such a retraining process 
could be quite lengt~. Building up inhibitions at Choice Point 3 
may be' a questionable strategy, since it implies less aggressive 
behavior, where aggressive response tendency is held constant, but 
also greater conflict. The opportunities represented by Choice 
Point 4 consis~ of making the likelihood of a favorable social or' 
other payoff for aggression lower, or, preferably, of raising the 
expectation of a favorable payof~ for a nonaggress1ve response. 
The general approach here has been either to induce a-re-evalution 
of the stimulus, discussed by Pastore (1952), Pepitone (1958), and 
Feshbach (1964), or to encourage a new response to a stimulus 
which need not necessar~ be perceived as less objectionable than 
before (Kaufmann & Feshbach 1963a, 1963b). Such a modification of 
. .. ',--
), . 
.', ,', 
. . '
! 
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an ongoing response may, but need not, be "frustrating," in that it 
is·perceived as a threat or a path obstruction. As the second. 
Kaufmann & Feshback (1963b) study indicated, the determining factor 
may be whether a person refrains from aggression because he· fears 
~ , ~ punishment or guilt, or because the rewards of nonaggression promise . 
to exceed those of aggression. 
. .. .~ 
, . ~"" .:.;. 
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Mr. and Mrs. __________________ _ 
We would like to cooperate YES 
The best day ot the week tor mel 
(encircle one) 
NO 
Mr. Hond. Tues. Wed. 
Mrs. Mond. Tues. Wed. 
Thurs. Fri. 
Thurs. Fri. 
The best time ot the day 
(specify) 
Age ______________________ _ 
Years ot Marriage _____ _ 
Years ot Education ____ _ 
Kind or Education: Grad. Sch. __ _ 
Jr. College __ _ 
College 
High School 
Other (specit-y-)-
Appraisal or your marriage: 
bappy ___ _ 
average __ _ 
unhappy __ _ 
. . 
. . 
. , .. ~ , . 
" .. ' . 
~~ . ; .. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sun. 
Sun. 
4 
.' 
'.' 
'- . 
.. 
. ' -
" . 
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Dear Couple: 
I have become acquainted with you and your name through one 'of 
the priest friends of your family. I had written to 200 priests 
of the Archdiocese of Chicago, asking each one of them to for-
ward to us the names of ten couples willing to cooperate with 
us in a pilot study on Family D,ynamics and Marriage D,ynamics • 
I am a graduate student from Loyola University, and I will be 
in charge of the above mentioned study. _ This study, by the way,_ 
will be mainly concerned with unhappily married couples seeking . 
help from our office. But we need a.controlling group of as 
many happily married couples as we can find in order to deter-
mine the factors which contribute to the maladjustment of the 
sick marriages. Your cooperation will be deeply appreciated. . 
You would be asked to come to our downtown office:- at your own 
_ convenience, only -onee. for:.a' par:i'Od of ~a.n: ho~ ,A:::' ~c •. 'J?,:g;ihg, 
this time you will answer a couple of questionnaires and ~ke 
aver,y simple test on marital adjustment for which you will 
not need any preparation of any kind whatsoever. The results 
of our study as well as the results of your own personal test-.. 
ing will be available to you if you wish, otherwise the iden* 
tity of the results will be protected. ' 
I am enolosing a form that I will appreciate your filling out 
• and sending back to us as soon as possible. I hope that you, 
as many other couples in the past have done, will find this an 
interesting and rewarding experience. If you have any questions 
do not hesitate to get in touch with me. You can call me at 
any time at your convenience. I shall be, Monday through Friday 
at LA $--045...3 or on: ray private line LA 5-3639 and Tuesday 
through Friday, in the afternoons, at the downtown office, Ha7-
7072. '-
With my many thanks ·a.gain and hoping to hear from you . soon, 
I remain, 
Sincerely yoUrs, 
.. 
~ .. 
" 
.. 
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To unhappilY married, couples 
Dear Couple, 
We and our services are probably already known to you. We 
have become sort of familiar to each other. Today we have a 
different thing in mind. We need you and your coopera~ion 
and that is what this letter is, about. I am a graduate 
student from Loyola University, presently working with the 
Catholic Family Consultation Service. 'I am trying to collect' 
objective information for a research project on FamilY D.Y-
namics and Marital Interaction" and we feel that both of You 
because of your experiences, can help us better thanaqy-
, body else. ' 
Your cooperation would require ~rom one to two hours of 
your time, during which you will be asked to fill out some 
questionnaires and scales which we feel can help us in our~ 
st~. . 
From past experience with other couples, I am pretty sure 
that you will find this interesting and ,that pos¥iblY"4Y9U 
will like to know the results of yC)ur work. The outcome' 
viII be made available at some time in the future and you, ' 
will be given the opportunity to discuss your personal re-
sults with me, if' you wish to do so. 
So, if you feel that you can give us a little bit of your 
time and good will, let us, know. In this case please sign 
the enclosed slip and return it to me as soon as possible. 
• If you have any questions you would like to ask me before 
'committing yourselves, you can ge~in touch with me at the 
Catholic Family Consultation Service, Ha7-7072, or at my 
private phone LA5-0453-0454. If I am not available, yO'll 
, • 7lJB.y leave a message' and I will get in :touch with- you as soon 
as possible. . , 
. ' 
Now with my many thanks and. hoping to hear from you soon, 
I am • ' 
_ Sincerely yours, 
-",::!f.' 
:'( ,,', , : ~ 
, ,j 
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To the priests of Catholic Fami~ Movement. 
Dear Father: 
Let us start with a short hello. This is to ask you for a 
little bit of your time and cooperation. I am a graduate 
student from Loyola University, present~ trying to collect 
objective information to set up a research project on Mari-
tal ConflictS and Adjustment • 
As is already known to you, we are suffering a painful lack 
of scientific studies in the areas of Marriage and Family 
Dynamics which might be of positive help in the preventibn ,', 
ind effective treatment of sick marriages. Furthermore, 
I am afraid that drastic structural changes in our society 
will impose upon us Catholics the responsibility of study-
ing the facts in a more systematic manner. This certainly 
will not be possible without your cooperation. 
}(y main difficulty when approaching this' kind of problem 
is to find a reliable control group that will make our 
study significant. This is where you come into the picture. 
Would you be so kind and send me a list of ten couples' of 
,your acquaintance who, in your opinion, can be considered 
well adjusted and happily married? These couples shoUld 
have the following characteristics: 
both parties should be Catholic 
both white 
both born in USA and Chicago residents (ahicago 
and suburbs) 
both high school graduates 
with a salary of $5000.00 or over (per family) 
35 years of age or less 
one year of marriage or more but less than 15 
years of marriage 
no manifest conflicts or hostility in their 
relation'sh;p 
~ basic idea is to get 200 couples" from which I would be 
able to sample out an ideal control group. ~ hope is that 
this study may crystallize into ideas that can be applied" ' 
in your counseling work. 
That's all for to<;lay. With my many thanks and deep appre-
ciation for your kindness and hoping to hear trom you soon, 
, I remain, 
Sincere~ yours, 
, " .:.~., 
